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ABSTRACT
The Local Church in a Christian Academic Community: A Process
for Discovering and Developing Its Identity, Mission and Ministry is a
study of how a church located near a Christian college, Bible school
or university can develop objectives and strategies for ministry. The
context of the study was the Wilmore Free Methodist Church in Wilmore,
Kentucky. This church encovintered questions of identity and ministry
as it began long-range planning. This process of long-range planning
provided background and perspective for the study. The thesis of the
study is that the local church in a Christian academic community can
develop ministry objectives and strategies as it discovers its biblical
identity and compares this identity with the needs of its environment.
The author found that the identity of the church centers in
three biblical images: the people of God, the body of Christ, and the
fellowship of the Holy Spirit. He suggests that the environment of the
church is often hostile to ministry and that the ministry of the church
centers in service that is both spontaneous and planned.
The author isolates certain principles useful to church leaders
in Christian academic commmities as they develop objectives and
strategies. The church is encouraged to be aware of its identity and
environment. The author suggests that ministry objectives can be de
veloped to fill gaps between the church's expected environmental impact
and the impact which exists.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Hundreds of communities across our land include colleges and
universities with a Christian perspective. How does a local church
minister effectively in one of these communities?
In this study the author considers the development of goals
and objectives by such churches located in Christian academic settings.
These churches are located often on or next to the campus of a Christian
college or Bible school. They may be located within the small city
or village whose primary business is providing support services for
such a Christian institution. Sometimes these churches are called
college churches or host churches and have denominational affiliation
with the nearby Christian academic institution.
Context of the Study
The context of this study was the Wilmore Free Methodist
Church, Wilmore, Kentucky. The Wilmore Free Methodist Church is com
posed largely of persons connected in some way with Asbury Theological
Seminary or Asbury College. The church's building is located on a
comer facing the College in one direction and the Seminary in another.
This study was developed through the long-range planning effort
of the Wilmore congregation. When the author arrived at the church as
pastor in August, 1979, he found the congregation wanting to develop
a long-range plan for future ministry.
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2Contextvial Components
The congregation encountered many situations which produced
this felt need to develop a long-range plan. The following components
were identified in preliminary discussion and study: growing and
changing staff, denominational relationships, programs, finances,
facilities, population trends, area Free Methodist ministries, re
lationship to Asbury Theological Seminary, relationship to Asbury Col
lege and congregational growth.
Growing and changing staff. During the three years prior to
1979, eight different persons served on the church staff (three pas
tors, two ministers of Christian Education, two associate pastors,
one minister of music). At the beginning of this time the clergy
staff included the pastor and the Christian Education minister. The
church experienced a high turnover of staff. As the study began the
staff included the Pastor, the Minister of Youth, and the Minister of
Music. A Director of Christian Education was added during the time
of the study. The church realized the need to specify priority
ministries for these staff persons and to consider possible additional
staff needs for the future.
Denominational relationships. In 1971 the church's relation
ship with the denomination changed when the office of Director of the
John Wesley Seminary Foimdation (JWSF) was moved to Winona Lake,
Indiana. The church assumed primary responsibility for its own
financial support. The denomination contracted with the church to
provide an Assistant Director of the John Wesley Seminary Foundation
3and clerical assistance. The church continued to minister to many
Free Methodist seminary students and their families. The congregation
recognized the need to clarify its relationship to JWSF and develop
its goals for ministry to these student families.
Programs. The program of the church (Christian Education,
Worship, Evangelism, Missions, etc.) was staffed by over one hundred
volmteer workers. The church realized its need to coordinate goals
for its programs and ministries.
Finances. Church income increased from $22,403 to $126,557.43
during the period 1977-1979. The church's ministries grew faster than
its Income and more money was spent than received during part of this
time. At the beginning of this study the church was regularly paying
back money which had been borrowed for this deficit. The church noted
the need to plan long-range objectives in an attempt to predict future
financial needs.
Facilities. Growing attendance had increased beyond the
normal capacity of the church's facilities. Two Sunday morning worship
services were inaugurated in early 1978. Christian Education activities
were held in five locations outside the main church building. The
church recognized the need to consider the advisability of continuing
these building use practices and to predict building needs for the
future. It also found its van carrying above capacity loads of
children to church functions and decided to consider transportation
needs for the future.
4Popvilation trends. The church was located in one of the
country's most rapidly growing counties. Jessamine County's
population in 1979 was estimated to be 26,616 persons. Population
in 2000 was predicted to reach as high as 53,638. The church
determined to consider the effects of this growth on possible future
ministry.
Area Free Methodist ministries. The church was officially
responsible for Free Methodist congregations worshipping in Nicholasville
and Lexington. Although both of these congregations were expected to
become officially independent, the Wilmore congregation valued its
association and fellowship with them and wanted to consider long-range
possibilities for mutiaal support.
Relationship to Asbury Theological Seminary. The congregation
Included approximately 65 students and fifteen faculty members of
Asbury Theological Seminary and their families. Members of the
congregation recognized the need to consider the needs and opportunities
presented by this situation. For instance, they asked, "How can we
best support and benefit from the ministry of the large number of
ordained persons who are thus a part of our congregation?"
Relationship to Asbury College. Approximately 100 college
students and twelve college faculty members and their families attended
the church each week. Although the church did not have the relation
ship with the College usually referred to as being "the college church,"
it felt a responsibility to provide for the spiritual well-being of
these students. The church believed that the exact nature of that
5responsibility and its fulfillment needed to be studied. Since the
financial needs of the Seminary and College were a concern of Seminary
and College faculty, this issue also needed to be considered.
Congregational growth. During the ten years prior to 1979 the
congregation increased approximately 50% in Morning Worship attendance
and nearly 100% in church membership. The congregation realized the
need to study the implications of this kind of growth for future
ministry.
The church considered the unique opportunities and challenge
produced by its location and environment. These had to be faced and
worked through.
The author realized the value of concentrated study of the
local church's role in the Christian academic community. Thus this
study was developed.
As churches and pastors in similar settings were questioned
and interviewed, it became apparent that the Wilmore church's
struggles and victories were not completely xinique. Similarity of
challenge and opportunity existed with many other churches. Each
needed to consider the environmental factors which affect the
establishment of identity and ministry direction for a church composed
of those connected with a Christian academic community.
Statement of the Problem
The Wilmore Free Methodist Church encountered questions of
identity and ministry because of its location, history, denominational
affiliation and relationship to Asbury College and Asbury Theological
6Seminary .
The church, as described above in detail, is located in the
small city of Wilmore (3800 people) and in Jessamine County, a
rapidly growing rural area. Until 1971 the church was seen primarily
as the John Wesley Seminary Foundation serving the Free Methodist
students at Asbury Theological Seminary. After 1971 the church con
tinued to have denominational responsibility because of its location,
but the congregation gradually assvimed greater identity as a local
church. The church has a very close relationship with Asbury Theo
logical Seminary and Asbury College. The congregation is composed
largely of those associated with one of these institutions.
The church was forced to consider whether it could identify
itself as the traditional church. Its members, in spite of strong
motivation, experienced difficulty in accomplishing some of the
traditional ministry fxmctions of the local church, notably in the
area of outreach.
When the author came as pastor of the church in August, 1979,
he had served for nine years as pastor in traditional church settings.
He found in the Wilmore congregation strong Christian commitment, warm
spiritual fellowship, enthusiastic spiritual life and a desire to
function as a biblical church. The above sitioations and questions were
encountered when the church began that year a long-range planning
process. The author's own interest was further kindled as he was
forced by his new responsibilities to reconsider his ministry
objectives.
The author came to believe that a church in an academic
community derives its identity from the Scriptures, just as any other
7church. It differs, however, from churches in other settings as it
interacts with its environment and outlines objectives for ministry.
The thesis of this study is that the local church in a
Christian academic community can formulate ministry objectives as it
discovers its biblical identity and compares this identity with the
needs of its environment. Therefore, the author proposed to answer
the following questions: (1) What is the biblical identity of the
church? (2) What are the biblical characteristics and principles of
effective ministry? (3) What is the biblical relationship of the
church to its environment? (4) What are the characteristics of a
community including and significantly affected by a Christian college,
seminary or Bible school? (Such a community will hereafter be referred
to as a Christian academic community.) How do these characteristics
affect the ministry of a nearby local church? (5) To what extent can
a local church in a Christian academic community be both closely
related to an academic institution and function fully as a church
(biblically defined)? (6) What guidelines can be formulated on the
basis of theological, psychological or sociological insights that will
enhance the ministry of the church in such a situation?
Each of these questions was considered from the vantage point
of a local church in a Christian academic community. Related resources
and research were considered as they were directly pertinent. However
it was impossible to do an exhaustive study of questions 1, 2, and 3.
The perspective of a local church in a Christian academic setting was
the focus and limited the research.
Theoretical Framework
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The theoretical framework of this study was based on certain
basic assumptions and certain terms used in specialized ways.
Basic Assumptions
The following basic assumptions concerning the nature of God,
the church and education underlaid this study. It was assumed that
God created the church and revealed in the Bible certain concepts
about its identity and function. It was assumed that the church and
education are related, that colleges and universities exist with a
Christian orientation, and that these schools affect nearby local
churches .
Definition of Terms
The following terms are used here with these specific
definitions.
Christian academic community. The city, town or village
in which is located an institution of higher education with a con
fessional Christian perspective.
Identity. The self concept which a local congregation possesses
as a spiritual and sociological unit.
Mission statement. A statement of a local church's reason for
being.
Environment . The forces surrounding any institution which
affect its function but which are outside of its direct control.
9Sentient boundaries. The series of traditions, beliefs,
history, values and emotions that make an institution unique and
filter its interaction with those institutions around it.
Local church. An organized group of Christians who gather
together regularly for worship, education, fellowship and service and
usually possess such things as an ecclesiastical building, a pastor
or other titled clergyman, a constitution and a stated doctrine and
organization.
Traditional church. A church whose organization, schedule of
services, worship patterns, etc. are similar to those of most other
churches of their denomination.
Objectives. The purposes for which an institution exists.
Strategies. The means by which an institution fulfills its
obj ect ives .
Ministry. The means by which an institution serves. The
definition of biblical ministry will be considered in detail in
Chapter 5.
Design of the Investigation
This investigation was conducted using historical, descriptive
and contextual research. Using historical research the author con
sidered the nature and mission of the church, the characteristics of
effective local church ministry, the systems approach to church manage
ment, and the sociological factors affecting a local church in a
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Christian academic community. Using biblical research the author
investigated the nature and mission of the church as conceived by the
New Testament writers, and isolated characteristics of effective
ministry as biblically defined.
Descriptive research was used to consider case studies of
local church ministry in academic communities. Pastors of such
churches were interviewed.
The long-range planning process of the Wilmore Free Methodist
Church was the focus of the contextual research. Also included were
a survey-questionnaire of pastors in local churches in Christian
academic communities, discussion with members of the Congregational
Reflection Group of the Wilmore Free Methodist Church, and surveys of
the members of the Wilmore Free Methodist Church.
In answering this study's questions the author considered data
on the nature and mission of the church, the biblical relationship of
the church to its environment, the nature of biblical ministry, and
the present situation of churches in Christian academic communities.
To secure and analyze this information the following techniques
were used:
Library Research
Books, periodicals and other literature were consulted on the
nature and mission of the church, the characteristics of effective
ministry and the sociological characteristics of the Christian
academic community. Materials relating to the overall relationship
of the church and nearby educational institutions were studied.
Through church management literature background was offered for
considering environmental variables and sentient boundaries.
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Biblical Research
Biblical study was used to discover the nature and mission
of the church and the characteristics of effective ministry.
Theological guidelines were formulated for the ministry of the local
church in a Christian academic community.
Surveys
A survey was conducted of pastors serving churches in
communities with Christian academic institutions. Sociological
characteristics of a Christian academic community which affect local
church ministry were isolated. The author determined to what extent
such a church coiild function fully as a biblically defined church;
developing guidelines for the ministry of the church in such a
situation. Unpublished research materials not previously known to
the writer were discovered. A copy of the tabiilated survey is
attached in Appendix A.
Another survey was conducted of members of the Wilmore Free
Methodist Church. Through this survey their perspective on the
effectiveness of various ministries of the church was sampled.
Interviews
Selected pastors of churches in Christian academic communities
were interviewed. The subject of the pastors' survey was further
discussed in these interviews. Special consideration was given to the
relationship between unique features of the Christian academic
community and effective ministry.
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Contextual Research
The long-range planning process of the Wilmore Free Methodist
Church was observed and evaluated to help answer the theses questions.
The relationship between missional understanding and effective ministry
was evaluated. The effect on ministry of understanding local
church environment was noted. In Appendix B the author describes this
long-range planning process. A questionnaire used several times
during this process is included in Appendix C with its tabulation.
Chapter Titles and Divisions
The information gathered has been organized into the following
chapters.
Chapter One � Introduction
This chapter has included an introduction to the problem, a
statement of the problem, delineation of sources of information and
the period of time involved in the investigation, and a theoretical
framework within which the investigation was conducted. Also included
was a design of the research method, basic assumptions and definitions.
Chapter Two � Review of the Literature
The author will review the literature directly relating to
these subjects: the nature and mission of the church, campus ministry,
and church administration as viewed from a systems approach.
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Chapter Three � The Identity of
the Church in a Christian
Academic Community
The investigation phase will begin in Chapter 3. Related
literature and biblical study will be used to develop a theological/
biblical description of the nature of the church. A description of
how the Wilmore Free Methodist Church considered this question and
developed a mission statement will be included.
Chapter Four � The Environment
of the Church in a Christian
Academic CoTnmim ity
The question, "What is the biblical relationship of the church
to its environment?" will be considered in Chapter A. The author will
describe the situation of churches serving in the unique environment
of the Christian academic commtmity. The composite results of the
survey of pastors serving such churches and the environmental challenges
of the Wilmore Free Methodist Church will be reviewed. The author will
isolate characteristics of Christian academic communities which affect
ministry.
Chapter Five � The Ministry of
the Church in a Christian
Academic Community
In this chapter the author will consider the question, "What
are the biblical characteristics and principles of effective ministry?"
A review will be included of how the Wilmore Free Methodist Church
considered its mission statement and environmental setting in the
formulation of objectives and strategies for ministry.
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Chapter Six � The Church In a
Christian Academic Community:
How to Develop Objectives and
Strategies
The generalization stage of this study will begin in Chapter 6.
The author will note implications of the study's findings for ministry.
Resxilts, conclusions and implications for the future will be included.
Chapter Seven � Summary
This chapter will contain a brief description of the problem,
the research method, the findings and the conclusions and
recommendations. Suggestions for further research will be included.
SuTTimary
In this chapter the author has introduced the problem area of
the study, stated the problem (including analytical questions) , stated
the theoretical framework for the study and presented the design of
the investigation.
Chapter 2
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Some unpublished materials have been written which relate
directly to the subject of this study. Other materials have been
published on related subjects and have translation value. Nothing
has been published directly addressing this subject.
Unpublished Materials
On May 8-9, 1975 the College Pastors' Seminar was held in
Winona Lake, Indiana for pastors serving churches connected with the
Association of Free Methodist Educational Institutions. "Excerpts
From College Pastors' Seminar" includes verbatim records of much of
that discussion. It includes discussion of the problems pastors face
while serving churches in Christian academic communities.
Dr. Lawrence Schoenhals, then General Secretary of Higher
Education and the Ministry of the Free Methodist Church, wrote to
these pastors preceding this meeting. His letter of April 30, 1975
includes summaries of comments made by several college presidents
concerning their expectations of college pastors.
Through these materials helpful background was provided for
this study. Areas which needed to be considered and problems which
needed to be addressed were suggested.
15
Published Literature on Related Subjects
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Literature has been published in several related fields. This
literature can be organized in the following categories:
Campus Ministry Studies
Significant research continues in the area of campus ministry.
This material relates to the secular university and often circumvents
the local church. Authors in this field have focused on principles
helpful to this study. Much of this material was written in the 1950' s
and 1960 's and has limited value today. On the Work of the Ministry in
the University Communities by Richard N. Bender (1962) is a work which
includes papers presented at the Convocation on Preaching in College and
University Communities, November 7-9, 1961. Churches and Campus (1963)
by J. Gordon Chamberlain is a study of five campuses and the churches
that minister to them. The Campus Ministry (1964) by George L. Eamshaw
was a cooperative attempt to give those working on the college campus an
understanding of the church's mission and its implications. In
Perspectives on a College Church (1961) Marilee K. Scaff, editor, reports
the study of the College Church organized to serve the Associated
Colleges of Claremont, California. "Understanding Other Communities
Around the Seminary Community" by Howard Schomer in Theological
Educat ion (1965) is a consideration of the other commimities arotind
the seminary community � ecclesia, civitas, and academia. In "The
Implications of Pastoral Theology for Campus Ministry" in The New Shape
of Pastoral Theology (1969) Clyde J. Steckel encourages the use of
ministry acts by the entire community of faith.
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Several studies of university campus ministry were conducted
during the 1970' s. These largely ignored the church and emphasized
para-church and other foundation ministries. Myron Bloy edited
Community on Campus, Its Formation and Function (1971). Andrew M.
Murray wrote in Brethren Life (1975) of "Ministry on Campus,"
describing the changing context of Christian ministry and emphasizing
the need to extrapolate the function from the role of a campus
minister. Sabin Landry wrote "Christian Ministry to the Campus in
Historical Perspective" in the Summer, 1972 Review and Expositor. He
viewed the changing nature of campus ministry � interdenominational,
denominational and anti-institutional.
In the Summer, 1979 issue of Dialogue, John Mann described
"Campus Ministry Through A Parish Church," the attempt of the members
of the First Lutheran Church of Edinborough, Pennsylvania, to minister
to the campus community of a state university near them. Some of the
situations he described are also present in a Christian academic
community.
Church Management Studies
Church management authors offer a perspective on how a local
church can determine its identity and approach the needs aroimd it.
Two books by Alvin J. Lindgren and Norman Shawchuck are especially
helpfiil. In Management For Your Church they suggest that the local
church can be viewed as one sociological system among many. Using
systems management theory, church leaders can study their identity
and ministry. In Let My People Go they consider how lay persons can
be empowered to be part of the local church ministry.
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Peter F. Rudge wrote Ministry and Management: A Study of
Ecclesiastical Administration, a seminal work applying systems
management theory to the church. He compares various management
techniques with various theological concepts of the church (using
Paul Minear's Images of the Church in the New Testament) and various
theories of the church's relationship to society (using H. Richard
Niebuhr' s Christ and Culture) .
C. West Churchman has written The Systems Approach, a criticism
and discussion of the management theory called systems theory. He
discusses systems theory's strengths and weaknesses from a secular
viewpoint. His book is an early non-technical study of the subject.
Several other secular management works are helpful. Douglas
McGregor in The Human Side of Enterprise discusses two theories of
management. Theory X and Theory Y. These theories have strong
implications for the use of laymen in the church today. Anthony Raia
has written Management by Objectives, a study of a management theory
of the same title which is increasingly used in the church today and
which is helpfxil to a church which wishes to tailor its ministry to
the needs around it. Richard J. C. Roeber in The Organization in a
Changing Environment discusses the implications of changing values in
the environment of any institution.
Several guides to church planning have been written. Those
helpful in this study were: Local Church Planning Manual (Richard
E. Rusbult, Richard K. Gladden and Norman M. Green, Jr.); Planning
for More Effective Ministry (Douglas R. Conlan and J. Douglas Varey)
and Church in Mission; Local Church Self Study (General Council for
Church in Mission, Free Methodist Church of North America)
19
Biblical and Theological Study
A n\imber of biblical and theological writers have contributed
to various parts of this study. Theological Dictionary of the New
Testament, edited by Gerhard Kittel and Gerhard Friedrich, The New
International Dictionary of the New Testament, edited by Colin Brown,
A Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament and Other Early Christian
Literature and Robert Young's Analytical Concordance to the Bible contain
particular aid for studying Greek words to discover the biblical nature
of the church and its ministry.
A number of works are helpful in the consideration of the
identity of the local church in a Christian academic community. Paul
Minear discusses 96 images of the church in Images of the Church in the
New Testament. The major images or metaphors of his work are the
people of God, the new creation, fellowship of faith, and the body of
Christ. He uses the body image as his organizing principle. In
The Household of God Leslie Newbigin describes the church as the
congregation of the faithful, the body of Christ and the community of
the Holy Spirit. Newbigin feels that the church must be understood as
being eschatological and missionary. Herman Ridderbos in his work Paul,
An Outline of His Theology points to two primary New Testament metaphors
of the church � the church as the people of God and the church as the
body of Christ. The body metaphor completes and qualifies the people
metaphor according to Ridderbos.
Among the other works that help one understand the identity of
the church are: H. Richard Niebuhr' s The Purpose of the Church and its
Ministry (written as a background for theological education today),
Donald G. Miller's The Nature and Mission of the Church, and Emil
20
Brimner's The Misunderstanding of the Church (Brunner asks what is
the relationship of the fellowship of Jesus Christ to the institutions
called churches?).
The author found some works especially helpful in understanding
the church as the people of God. F. J. A. Hort's The Christian
Ecclesia is exhaustive in its consideration of this New Testament
ecclesiastical designation. Karl Barth considers the relationship of
The Church and the Churches and states, "The church is the existential
form of the kingdom of Christ in the interim between the ascension �ind
the second coming...."^ Of special note to those of Wesleyan per
spective is John Wesley's sermon "Of the Church" (from Sermons on
Several Occasions) . He concludes that "the visible church of Christ is
2
a congregation of faithful men.. " J. Duane Beals and Roy S. Nichol
son have both reviewed Wesley's ecclesiology in the Wesleyan Theological
Journal (Beals, "John Wesley's Concept of the Church"; Nicholson,
"John Wesley and Ecumenicity") .
Additional insight into the church as Christ ' s body can be
found in Rudolph Bultmann's Theology of the New Testament. He notes
the importance of a knowledge of Christ's relationship to the world
in developing a church consciousness. J. A. T. Robinson in The Body,
A Study in Pauline Theology views oopa. as flesh, the cross and the
resurrection and cautions us not to see opyia as only a metaphor.
Karl Barth, The Church and the Churches (Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans, 1936), p. 46.
John Wesley, Sermons on Several Occasions, II. (New York:
Carlton and Phillips, 1854), p. 157.
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Hans KUng in "The Charismatic Structure of the Church" (The
Church and Ecumenism) and Howard Snyder in The Commimity of the King
aid in the understanding of the church as the fellowship of the Holy
Spirit. Ktlng challenges his readers to discover the " . . aharismatia
structicpe of the CTuccah which embraces but feoes beyond its government
3(italics his)." Snyder addresses the relationship between the church
and the Kingdom of God. He feels that the church must have charismatic
leadership and large group and small group fellowship.
A number of books are especially helpful as one studies the
relationship of the church to its environment. George Webber has
written in God's Colony in Man's World, "The predicament of the church
in America is precisely that it does not recognize that it is in a
missionary situation."^ He describes the church as " ..an outpost
of the Kingdom of God."^ John Howard Yoder in The Politics of Jesus
sees Jesus as a model of political action. Yoder attempts to relate
New Testament studies with contemporary social ethics. He states
that "The alternative to how the kings of the earth rule is not
'spirituality' but servanthood . " Gibson Winters has written of The
Hans KUng, "The Charismatic Structure of the Church," The
Church and Ecumenism, Vol. IV, Concilium (New York: Paulist Press,
1965), p. 58.
^George W. Webber, God's Colony in Man's World (Nashville:
Abingdon Press, 1960), p. 29.
^Ibid.
John Howard Yoder, The Politics of Jesus (Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans, 1972), p. 46.
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Suburban Captivity of the Church. The local church can break out of
this captivity only as it assumes responsibility for the whole of
cxilture (the metropolitan community) and not just for its own
segregated community. Robert C. Worley describes the church as A
Gathering of Strangers, heavily affected by our urban complex
organizational world. He believes that as the church imderstands its
identity it can impact successfully its environment and incorporate
new persons into itself.
H. Richard Niebuhr 's Christ and Culture is a critical book in
understanding the relationship of the church to its environment. He
asks the question, "What is the relationship of Christ to culture?"
Was he against culture, of culture, above culture, in paradox to
culture, or transforming cxalture? He challenges the reader to answer
these questions for himself.
F. F. Bruce in The Spreading Flame helps one understand the
relationship of the early church to its culture. C. S. Lewis considers
the question of "Christianity and Culture" in Christian Reflections and
describes some of the benefits of culture to the Christian.
A great proliferation of books have been and are being written
on the church's ministry. Here are some of those which have been
especially useful in this study. Howard Snyder discusses the relation
ship between the church's structure and its identity in The Problem of
Wineskins . He speaks especially of the need for a distinction between
the church as God's people and the organized church (which Snyder
calls para-church structures) Ernst KMsemann wrote of "Ministry and
Commimity" in New Testament Themes. He believes that charisma is the
concept that best describes New Testament ministry. Charisma is the
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eternal life of God expressing itself in the church using an
infinite number of different forms.
The subject of the laity's relationship to ministry also was
within the attention of this study. Hendrik Kraemer in A Theology of
the Laity describes the unfortxinate view of the laity held by many.
Kraemer says that a theology of the laity must be built on a concept
of the church as mission, ministry and dLOCMOVLa. John R. Stott
discusses the same subject in his book One People. He considers the
relationship of clergy and laymen in the church through a study of
eKMA.eaia, dtOKOVLa. yjax-apLa and KOLVovLa. Carlyle Mamey challenges
Christians to be Priests to Each Other. He presents the possibility
of every man having a "...priest at his elbow. "^ Henri J. M. Nouwen
in Creative Ministry gives many suggestions as to how this kind of
mutual ministry can happen in the church.
Summary
In this chapter the author reviewed the literature related
to this subject. He noted that nothing has been published directly
relating to this subject and reviewed the unpublished literature
addressing the subject of the local church in a Christian academic
community. The literature having translation value to this study was
also reviewed: some from the area of campus ministries studies, some
from the area of church management studies and some from the area of
biblical and theological studies.
Carlyle Mamey, Priests to Each Other (Valley Forge, Pa. :
Judson, 1974), p. 11.
Chapter 3
THE IDENTITY OF THE CHURCH
IN A CHRISTIAN ACADEMIC COMMUNITY
What is the identity of the local church? Where does the local
church discover its identity? How does the local church discover its
identity? Churches in academic communities must answer these
questions .
In this study the author considers the local church in a
Christian academic community: its identity, its environment, and its
ministry. In the present chapter the author focuses on the identity
of the church: what it is and how and where it can discover this
identity.
How Can the Church Discover Identity?
The church needs a process by which it can discover and appro
priate its own identity. Many contemporary authors have spoken to this
need. H. Richard Niebuhr has said, " ..the definition of the church �
even the awareness of its actuality � constitutes one of the main con
cerns of modem theology."''' Emil Brunner wrote in The Misunderstanding
of the Church "...it has never been clear how the church, in the sense of
spiritixal life and faith, .is related to the institutions conventionally
2
called churches." Bishop Leslie Newbigin suggested that numerous
H. Richard Niebuhr, The Purpose of the Church and Its Ministry.
(New York: Harper and Row, 1956), p. 17-
2
Emil Brunner, The Misunderstanding of the Church, Harold Knight,
trans. (Philadelphia: Westminster, 1953), p. 5.
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factors in today's culture have forced many in the church to ask,
"What is the church?" Two guides for local church planning for
ministry include this illustration from Alice in Wonderland:
Said Alice to the Cheshire cat: "Which way shall I go?"
Said the cat, "Where do you want to go?"
"I don't really know," answered Alice.
"Then," said the cat, "if you don't know where you want,
to go, it doesn't much matter which way you go, does it?"
This study was conducted in the context of the Wilmore Free
Ifethodist Church � a local church very closely associated with Asbury
Theological Seminary and Asbury College, and a church long housed in the
same building and staffed by the same personnel staffing the John Wesley
Seminary Foundation, the denominational seminary program of the Free
Methodist Church. Some have questioned whether this congregation is
or ever can be truly a church. How does such a congregation discover
the identity of the church and thus decide for itself what it is and
what it should be?
Church management authors have suggested certain methods to
help a local church discuss and discover for itself its identity.
Lindgren and Shawchuck have suggested these: a series of sermons on the
nature of the church with feedback discussion; special discussion study
Leslie Newbigin, The Household of God (New York: Friendship
Press, 1954), pp. 1017.
4
Richard E. Rusbuldt, Richard K. Gladden and Norman Green, Jr.,
Local Church Planning Manual (Valley Forge, Pa.: Judson Press, 1977),
p. 17. Also in Douglas R. Conlon and J. Douglas Varey, Planning for
More Effective Ministry (Don Mills, Ont.: Distribution Services, n.d.),
p. 11.
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groups on the nature and mission of the church; and a series of
workshop sessions or a retreat in which interested members and
administrative board members would develop a mission statement (state
ment of identity and purpose) During this retreat participants meet
in small groups and study biblical images and theological concepts
of the church, and world and community needs. They write a statement
beginning, "The mission of our church is...." Then they come together
and merge their statements into a single mission statement for their
church .
^
Several planning guides have been developed to direct the local
church in the writing of a mission or identity statement. Through each
attention is focused on biblical images and theological assumptions
about the church.^
The Wilmore Free Methodist Church conducted two retreats to
gather information and write a mission statement. Dr. Fred VanTatenhove
of Asbury Theological Seminary served as resource person for this
process. One was held in the Spring of 1980 and was attended by all
those in the congregation who wished to help evaluate the ministry
of the church and suggest dreams for the future. Biblical images of
the church were discussed. Another retreat was conducted in the Fall
of 1980 for members of the Official Board. The Official Board used
much of the process suggested by Lindgren and Shawchuck. Board members
^Alvin Lindgren and Marvin Shawchuck, Management for Your Church
(Nashville: Abingdon, 1977), pp. 52-55.
^Church in Mission: Local Church Self Study (Winona Lake:
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OTote a mission statement and preliminary objectives for ministry.
The mission statement was further developed at later board meetings
and approved as a working document at a meeting on February 25, 1981.
The retreats followed a series of sermons preached by the pastor
during the Winter and Spring of 1980.
Where Does a Church Discover Its Identity?
Where does a local church discover its identity? This is a most
important question for the local church in a Christian academic
setting. Does it seek its identity from the specialized Christian
environment in which it finds itself? Or should it seek its identity
in relationship to its Creator as that identity is revealed in the
Bible?
The author assumed that a church's identity must be discovered
in the Bible. Environmental factors must be considered in determining
needs and specific programs of ministry. However, historically these
factors have not determined the church's identity. When these factors
have had too great influence they have undermined the biblical purpose
of the church. The impact of the environment on a local church will be
considered further in Chapter 4.
The seriousness of this question has motivated Howard Snyder
in his book The Problem of Wineskins to differentiate between parachurch
structures and the church. The church is the God-produced life of the
Kingdom on earth; parachurch structures are the expressions of that life
as it ministers to human need.''
Howard A. Snyder, The Problem of Wineskins, Church Structure in
a Technological Age (Downers Grove: InterVarsity Press, 1975), pp.
What Is The Church ?
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With this in mind, the author now considers the biblical
description of the church. This description is included in many parts
of the Bible and centers in a series of metaphors or images describing
the church and its functions. Paul Minear studied these biblical
images and discovered over one hundred of them, ninety-six of which
are discussed in detail in his book Images of the Church in the New
g
Testament .
Various authors have selected one or more of these metaphors as
the organizing principle for their discussion of the church. Because of
the limitations of this study three metaphors have been chosen which have
become prominent in recent scholarship: the Church as the People of
God, the Church as the Body of Christ, and the Church as the Fellowship
of the Holy Spirit.
165-67- Snyder isolates these implications of this distinction: 1) "The
church as biblically presented is always cross culturally relevant."
2) "Similarly, the basic structures of charismatic leadership and small-
group-large-group gatherings are always cross culturally viable."
3) "On the other hand, parachurch structures are not cross culturally
valid." 4) "The exercise of spiritual gifts will result in cross
cultural evangelism." 5) "The church is itself a missionary structure,
and any group of missionaries may be a legitimate embodiment of the
church." 6) "On the other hand, parachurch missionary/evangelistic
structures should be created wherever necessary to get the job done."
7) "Since they are man-made and culturally determined, all parachurch
structures should be subjected to continuous, rigorous sociological and
theological analysis to determine their fidelity to the biblical concept
of the church and their effectiveness as instruments of the church."
Paul S. Minear, Images of the Church in the New Testament
(Philadelphia: Westminster, 1960).
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The Church as the People of God
Peter told his readers, "But you are a chosen people, a royal
priesthood, a holy nation, a people belonging to God... Once you were
not a people, but now you are the people of God..." (I Pet. 2:9-10).
Three times in these two verses he described his Christian readers as
a Aoog. He told them that they were the ?\acx: of God.
The New Testament writers used the word }aoc to describe the
Q
group of people with whom God had chosen to work. Originally God's
^aO� was the Jewish race. God called Abraham from his homeland with
this promise:
"I will make you into a great nation and I will bless
you; I will make your name great, and you will be a
blessing. I will bless those who bless you, and whoever
curses you I will curse; and all peoples on earth will
be blessed through you" (Gen. 12:2-3)
In succeeding generations God repeated this promise to Isaac and Jacob
(Gen. 26:23-24; 35:11-12)- Even while slaves in Egypt, Abraham's
descendents believed themselves to be God's chosen covenant people.
They believed God would deliver them and bless them.
The New Testament writers recorded God's continuing acts of
deliverance for His people. An angel pronounced a promise to Joseph
prior to Christ's birth, "She (JIary) will give birth to a son, and you
The study of AaoQ (and those of ooya and HOLVOVLa which follow
later in this chapter) was completed using Analytical Concordance to
the Bible by Robert Young (New York: Funk and Wagnalls, n.d.) and the
New International Version of the Holy Bible (Grand Rapids: Zondervan,
1978). Reference was then made to Theological Dictionary of the New
Testament edited by Gerhard Kittel and Gerhard Friedrich and translated
by Geoffrey W. Bromiley (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1964); to The New
International Dictionary of New Testament Theology edited by Colin Brown
(Exeter: Paternoster, 1975), and to other resources. All biblical
quotations are from the NIV unless otherwise noted.
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are to give him the name Jesus, because he will save his people (^oov)
from their sins" (Matt. 1:21). The chief priests of the Law knew
that Christ would be a ruler and shepherd for God's Aoov, Israel
(Matt. 2:6). Zachariah, John the Baptist's father, praised the Lord
with this prophecy " ..he has come and redeemed his Aao)" (Luke 1:68).
John the Baptist's task was to give God's Aao) the knowledge of sal
vation (Luke 1:77) God's redemptive acts in Christ Jesus were enacted
to benefit his Xoog the Jews.
God's people did not respond to his work of redemption. They
rejected Jesus Christ and his message. Christ announced that in them
the prophecy of Isaiah had been fulfilled " ..this people's heart has
become calloused" (Matt. 13:15). Quoting from another prophecy of
Isaiah he said, "These people honor me with their lips but their hearts
are far from me. They worship me in vain..." (Matt. 15:8-9)-
God chose to create a new people because of the Jews'
rejection (Acts 28:26-28). This people found identity in relationship
to Jesus Christ. They became known as Christians (Acts 11:26) Acts,
chapter fifteen, describes a conference held at Jerusalem to consider
whether or not these new believers had to first become Jews before they
could become Christians (members of God's people). James recognized
the resxilts of God's work, "Simon has described to us how God at
first showed his concern by taking from the Gentiles a people (Aoov)
for himself" (Acts 15:14).
Paul recognized this same work of God. He applied Hosea's words
to God's work among the Gentiles, "I will call them 'my people' who are
not my people" (Rom. 9:25). In II Corinthians he used this identity as
the reason why Christians must not be yoked with unbelievers. They are
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the temple of the living God. They are God's Aoog (II Cor. 6:14-16).
Other New Testament writers documented the church's identity as
God's chosen people. Titus said that Jesus Christ "...gave himself for
us to redeem us from all wickedness and to purify for himself a people
that are his very own, eager to do good" (Tit. 2:14). The writer to
the Hebrews explained that " .Jesus suffered outside the city gate
to make his people holy through his own blood" (Heb. 13:12). Peter
told his Christian readers that they were the people of God (II Pet. 2:
9-10). John in the Revelation saw into the future and heard the loud
voice from the throne saying, "Now the dwelling of God is with men,
and he will live with them. They will be his people, and God himself
will be their God" (Rev. 21:3).
God's call to his new covenant people was compared to that of the
Jewish people. The church was the gXHAnaLa, those who are called out
of God.-^�
Early Christians knew that they had been called of God. Paul
stated that he was called to be an apostle and set apart for the gospel
of God (Rom. 1:1; cf I Cor. 1:1). His letter to the Romans was
addressed "To all in Rome who are loved by God and called to be saints
..." (Rom. 1:7). Paul told the Thessalonians that God had called them
into his Kingdom (I Thess. 2:12). They were not called to uncleanness
( I Thess. 4:7). They were called to one who was faithful and could
Karl Ludwig Schmidt, "hcjAeco, hAjiols, kAhtos, cwxLKoAfxo,
eyhoAeco, eynXrwa., elohoAeco, yeT^ootoAeco, TtexoataAeco, avY>taA�co, euLxaAea),
TXpooxaAeo), enyiXr^aia/^ Theological Dictionary of the New Testament, II,
Gerhard Kittel, ed. (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1964), pp. 501-36.
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keep them blameless (I Thess. 5:24).
God's call to man no longer was limited to the call of Abraham
and his descendents. Now that call was expanded. It included the
call to Peter and Andrew, "Come follow me and I will make you fishers
of men" (Matt. 4:19-22)- It included the call to Saul of Tarsus, a
call of God's grace which produced Paul the apostle, missionary and
theologian (Gal. 1:13-17). This call created a new people called to
a holy life because of God's own purpose and grace (II Tim. 1:9). This
call produced amazement and awe � God had called men to be his own sons,
sons of God (I John 3:1).
The church took for itself the title eKKAnaia. Christ
originally used this title to describe those who would follow him
(Matt. 16:13-28; 18:11-20). Earlier this term had been used to
describe any gathering or group of people. Now eHVtAnaua became
eKHAJiOLa Tou eeou, the church of God, and EKHXrioua Tou 9�OU ev
XpLOTO) Ittoou.
EKHXriata was used in several ways to describe God's people.
EKHAnata described the church as a totality, all those everywhere who
have become new creatures in Christ. EnyO<X]Oia described the church as
the aggregate of all believers in a single town or region. EKKXriai.a
also described the church as that group of persons who regularly gather
Walter L. Amdt and L. Wilbur Gingrich, trans, and adap.,
A Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament and Other Early Christian
Literature by Walter Bauer (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
1957), p. 240.
12
Karl Ludwig Schmidt, op. cit., p. 513.
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for worship, study and fellowship in a given building or location.
F. J. A. Hort in his work The Christian Ecclesia lists eleven dif
ferent ways that this term was used to describe the church. EKxAriaLa
described the church of Jerusalem or Judea (Gal. 1:13), the single
local church of a named city (Rom. 16:1), the individual church
addressed (I Cor. 6:4), any individual e.KnXT]aia (I Cor. 14:4), the
simi of all exHXriaua of a region (I Thess. 2:14), the sum of all local
eKHAnaua (I Cor. 7:17), local evcKAriOLa but not of a certain region
(II Cor. 11:8), the one universal EKMAJiaLa as represented in a local
gKHAnaLa (I Cor. 10:32), the one universal ew<XT\oi,a (Eph. 1:22), the
domestic eKKAnata (I Cor. 16:19) or the assembly of the exxAriaLa
13
rather than the EKHAriaLa itself (I Cor. 14:34).
The Christian eyoiXypia took for itself this designation as the
successor of the true Israel. It adopted the title eKvXT]Gia, a term
used to describe the Jewish congregation. A developing conviction
became evident: the young church saw itself as the legitimate
14
successors of the true Israel, the people of God.
The Church as the Body of Christ
The church was also described biblically as the body of Christ.
The body of Christ became the predominant metaphor of the church in the
writings of Paul.
F. J. A. Hort, The Christian Ecclesia (London: MacMillan,
1914), pp. 116-18.
14
F. F. Bruce, The Dawn of Christianity in The Spreading Flame
(Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1954), p. 78.
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Paul compared interp-srsonal relationships in the church
to the cooperation seen in the physical body. In I Corinthians
chapter twelve he developed this image. The physical body is a whole,
though it is made of many different parts. So the church as a body is
a unit even though many different persons comprise it (I Cor. 12:12).
Further, the physical body is not composed of many similar
parts but of many parts which are very different. Likewise the church
is composed of persons who are very much vinlike one another (I Cor. 12:
4-6).
These differences could produce divisions and misunderstandings.
One can only conjecture to what extent personality differences produced
the divisions described in I Corinthians 1:10-17. Paul used the meta
phor of the body to emphasize how ridiculous are such jealousies and
misimderstandings. "If a foot should say, 'Because I am not a hand I
do not belong to the body, ' it would not for that reason cease to be
part of the body" (I Cor. 12:15). Likewise, "The eye cannot say to the
hand, 'I do not need you' and the head cannot say to the feet, 'I do
not need you.
' On the contrary the parts that seem weaker are
indispensable.. " (I Cor. 12:22). Each part of the body is necessary.
Neither inferiority nor superiority is appropriate.
Paul applied this truth to the church. Our differences produce
our strength if we appropriate our unity in Christ.
Paul said that the church is a body. He went on to say that
the church is the body of Christ. "Now you are the body of Christ and
each one of you is a part of it" (I Cor. 12:27). In his letter to
the Ephesians he stated the same truth: the church is Christ's body,
" ..the fulness of him who fills everything in every way" (Eph. 1:23)-
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This truth was stated similarly to the Romans, "...so in Christ we who
are many form one body, and each member belongs to all the others"
(Rom. 12:5).
The church assumes Christ's tasks in the world. No longer does
Christ in physical form dwell on earth. Now the church has become
his person, doing his work in the world. Because of Christ's
presence and power, even greater works are possible through the
church than were done by Christ himself (John 14:12-14).
This image has become of central importance to many who have
written on the church. Paul Minear uses it as the organizing image
of his work Images of the Church in the New Testament. He describes
his work as "...the examination of the varied meanings of the body of
Christ within the other pictures of the Christian community.
"^^
Some woxald even see ecclesiology as principally an aspect of
Christology. Hendrik Kraemer has said, "...it is possible to see
ecclesiology as an aspect of Christology, that the church is a
community in participation with Christ and living in grateful
obedience to him. "^^
Participation in the body of Christ is described best by what
Paul called spiritual gifts. These gifts are given to men by Christ
and produce ability to minister in specific areas (Eph. 4:7-11). Paul
Paul S. Minear, Images of the Church in the New Testament,
p. 11.
^^Hendrik Kraemer, A Theology of the Laity (Philadelphia:
Westminster, 1959), p. 122.
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described their use in both Romans chapter twelve and in I Corinth
ians chapter twelve. The Christian is responsible to accept and use
his spiritual gift for the upbuilding of the church. He is responsible
to encourage the use of spiritual gifts by others. These spiritual
gifts are produced as God works in and through his people to his
glory. The use of spiritual gifts will be considered further in the
study of the ministry of the church.
Paxil also taught clearly that Christ is the head of the church.
"And God placed all things under his feet and appointed him to be head
over everything for the church..." (Eph. 1:22).
Christ's headship in the church is related to his overall
power in the world. All things were created by him, all things hold
together in him, through him we see God and are reconciled to God, and
he is the head of his body, the church (Col. 1:15-20). Christ's
headship covers every power and authority (Col. 2:10).
The church is uniquely related to Christ as its head. It
died with Christ to the basic principles of the world (Col. 2:20).
It has been raised with Christ and will appear with him in glory
(Col. 3:1,4). The church is challenged not to lose connection with
its head, "...from whom the whole body... grows as God causes it to
grow" (Col. 3:19).
Bishop John A. T. Robinson cautions one not to see the body of
Christ as being merely a metaphor. Christians are in Christ (Rom. 6:5;
Eph. 2:12ff; Eph. 2:5; Col. 2:12); Christ is in us (Eph. 4:15; Col. 3:
lOff); Christians are with Christ (Rom. 6:3-8; Gal. 2:20; Rom. 8:17);
Christians are putting on Christ (Eph. 4:24; Col. 3:10; I Cor. 15:53;
II Cor. 5:3); Christ is formed in the believer (Gal. 4:19); believers
are growing up in Christ (Eph. 4:13); believers are joined with
Christ (I Cor. 6:17; Rom. 7:4; II Cor. 11:2; I Cor. 6:16ff; Eph. 5:
28-32); believers are limbs of Christ (I Cor. 6:15; 12:27; Rom. 2:5;
Eph. 5:30; 4:16); believers are a single organism with Christ (Gal. 3
28; Col. 3:10; Eph. 4:13); and Christ is their head (Eph. 1:22, 23;
4:15ff; 5:23; Col. 1:18; 2:9ff; Eph. 4:14-16)--^^ Robinson said, "The
hope of the Christian is nothing less than that the complete fulness
of God which already resides in Christ should become theirs. This
18
can never be true of isolated Christians...."
The church is Christ's body functioning in our world. The
biblical image of the body of Christ is the necessary completion to
19
the concept of the people of God. No idea is more integral to the
concept of the church. "The church is called into being as the life
20
of the Living Christ in the world."
The Church as the Fellowship of the Holy Spirit
Christ's final word to his disciples was wait, "Do not leave
Jerusalem, but wait for the gift my Father promised, which you have
^^John A. T. Robinson, The Body, A Study in Pauline Theology
(Philadelphia: Westminster, 1955), pp. 61f.
^^Ibid., p. 69.
19
Herman Ridderbos, Paul, An Outline of His Theology, John
Richard DeWitt, trans. (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1975), pp. 393-94.
Paul Simmons, "The Grace of God and the Life of the Church,
Ephesians 2," Review and Expositor, LXXVI (Fall, 1979), 505.
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heard me speak about. .you will be baptized with the Holy Spirit"
(Acts 1:4-5). The Spirit's coming would bring to the disciples power
to be witnesses of Christ. But they had to wait for his coming.
Christ had predicted that with his leaving the disciples would
accomplish works greater than his (John 14:12) He had commissioned
them to go to the ends of the earth to make disciples, baptizing and
teaching in his name (Matt. 28:16�20)- Yet, his final command was a
command to wait.
The disciples did just what Jesus directed. They returned to
Jerusalem and waited. Perhaps these final words of Jesus rang in their
ears, "Wait for the gift my Father promised" (Acts 1:4). Perhaps
they remembered Christ's promise before his crucifixion, "And I will
ask the Father, and he will give you another Counselor to be with you
forever � the Spirit of Truth" (John 14:16-17). Perhaps they realized
that within them, both individually and corporately, something was
lacking. They returned to Jerusalem and waited together.
Lxike recorded the events of that first Christian Pentecost with
these words:
"When the day of Pentecost came, they were all together
in one place. Suddenly a sound like the blowing of a
violent wind came from heaven and filled the whole house
where they were sitting. They saw what seemed to be
tongues of fire that separated and came to rest on each
of them. All of them were filled with the Holy Spirit
and began to speak in other languages as the Spirit
enabled them" (Acts 2:1-4).
The church looks back to this event as its birth. Ineffective,
frustrated men and women became leaders of a powerful new movement.
The Spirit had been given. The church had been bom.
This account demonstrates the importance of the fellowship of
the Holy Spirit as a biblical image of the church. Although not used
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as frequently as either people or body, fellowship (hoLvov La) points
to fiondamental characteristics of the church. New life was breathed
on that first Christian Pentecost. That life, xOLVOVLa fellowship,
brought into existence the church as we know it.
The ensuing events of Acts chapter two were used to show what
happens when the life of God, HO LVOVLa, is breathed into the church.
Simon Peter preached Vidth power that proclaimed Christ and produced
conviction (Acts 2:37-40), about three thousand persons believed and
became followers of Christ (Acts 2:41), and the early Christians de
voted themselves to the teaching of the apostles and to the HOLVOVLa,
especially through the breaking of bread and prayer.
These activities produced even further results: everyone was
filled with awe, many wonders and signs were done by the apostles, the
believers were together and had everything in common, there were
regular meetings in the temple and in homes, the believers praised
God and enjoyed the favor of men, and each day new persons became
believers in Christ (Acts 2:43-47).
New Testament writers described hoLvovLa in several ways.
John proclaimed vrtiat he had seen and heard so that his readers could
have fellowship. That fellowship, he said, is "...with the Father and
with his Son, Jesus Christ" (I John 1:3b). Paul also described fellow
ship as a relationship with God's Son, Jesus Christ. It is a relation
ship to which persons are called by God (I Cor. 1:9). It results from
one's relationship with the blood and body of Christ (I Cor. 10:16).
It is also a fellowship with and produced by the Holy Spirit (II Cor.
13:14; Phil. 2:1). KoLvov La results in a new relationship with other
believers centered in the gospel (I John 1:1-3; Phil. 1:5).
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Certain attitudes and actions accompany the TiOivovLa
relationship. The Corinthian Christians pleaded for the privilege
of sharing in the service of giving to the saints (II Cor. 8:4).
Paul told the Philippians that joy always accompanied his prayer for
them because of their KOLVOVLa in the gospel (Phil. 1:5). Paul also
told the Philippians that love and common purpose ought to grow out
of their fellowship of the Spirit (Phil. 2:1). Paul personally
longed to know deeper fellowship with Jesus Christ, fellowship of
sharing in His suffering (Phil. 3:10)
New Testament KOUVOVLa is a result of the gift of the Holy
Spirit. The Spirit's coming brought the church as a community into
being. It brought fellowship among men who had experienced the life
of God (I John 1:2-3).
The image of the fellowship of the Holy Spirit has recently
come to greater prominence. Bishop Leslie Newbigin points to this
image as the completion and corrective to undue emphasis on the people
and body images. He says that the people and body images have been
characteristic of Protestantism and Catholicism. He sees a third
image arising which emphasizes the experience of the power and presence
21
of the Holy Spirit to the Christian's life. Thus is created the
fellowship or community of the Holy Spirit.
Leslie Newbigin, The Household of God, p. 24.
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Howard Snyder developed this concept in The Problem of Wine
skins . The Holy Spirit produces fellowship within the church. This
is the fellowship which was experienced by Christ and His disciples
(John 14:5,8,12) as well as in the early church (Acts 2:42-46; 5:42).
It is the earthly covinterpart and foretaste of the eternal fellowship
of heaven and is analogous to the unity and communion between Christ
and the Father.
This image compliments the images of the people of God and
of the body of Christ. The outpouring of the Holy Spirit on the Day
of Pentecost brought birth to the early church (Acts 2). The
Holy Spirit brought coimnunity identity and power which served as the
foundation for Paul's call to the Philippians to take upon themselves
the mind of Christ (Phil. 2:4). This fellowship brought completion
to Paul's early benediction, "May the grace of the Holy Spirit be with
you all" (II Cor. 13:4). As Emil Brunner has said, "The outpouring of
the Holy Spirit or the Holy Ghost and the existence of ekklesia are
23
so closely connected they may be actually identified."
Conclusion
These biblical images became central as members of the Wilmore
Free Methodist Church discussed together their identity as the church of
Jesus Christ. A first draft of their mission statement reflected
22
Howard Snyder, The Problem of Wineskins (Downers Grove:
InterVarsity, 1975), pp. 93-94.
23
Emil Brunner, The Misunderstanding of the Church, p. 11.
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their desire to be "a holy people of God," "a kingdom of priests,"
"a fellowship of believers," and "the body of Christ."
The mission statement approved on February 25, 1981 included
these same concepts in this revised form: "The mission of the Wilmore
Free Methodist Church is to be a holy people, to glorify God, and to
proclaim Jesus Christ to the world by worshipping together in the
presence of God, by helping each other grow spiritually as we live
and work together, and by serving all people as followers of Christ.
In this way we seek to bring all persons into living relationship with
Christ and to influence society with His Spirit and values." The
congregation's sense of identity grew as it considered its statement
... 24
of mission.
The New Testament writers knew that as people experienced the
trivine God they would encounter the church. The church exists wherever
persons will permit God to work in their lives and produce His body,
people and fellowship. The church's identity will be affected by its
environment but need not be determined by that environment. Its
identity rests on what God can do.
The church exists wherever the people of God, the body of
Christ and the fellowship of the Holy Spirit exist. The local congre
gation can prize the characteristics embodied in these metaphors. It
Appendix C, Congregational Survey, questions 14 and 15.
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can encourage the life these metaphors describe. It can point to
the triune God that produces this life.
Summary
Every church must be able to understand and express its own
identity. The church must have a process for understanding this
identity. The church must know to what sources it will look to
determine its identity.
In the next chapter the environment of the church will be
considered, especially the church in a Christian academic community.
The relationship between the church's understanding of its identity
and its impact on its environment will begin to become apparent.
Chapter 4
THE ENVIRONMENT OF THE CHURCH
IN A CHRISTIAN ACADEMIC COMMUNITY
In the preceding chapter the author considered the mission of
the church and its significance to the local church serving in a
Christian academic community. Attention is now given to the biblical
relationship of the church to the world, in particular, the relationship
of the church to its environment. Consideration will be given to the
biblical sources, to the contributions of contemporary church manage
ment study, and to the environmental factors which local churches in
Christian academic communities must face.
The Biblical Sources
Three New Testament words were used repeatedly to describe
the environment in which the church exists: Pn, qLcov, and HOOiJOs.
m is usually translated earth.
^
The King James Version translated
0U,(i3v and KCX7iX)s as world. Newer translations have used various English
The study of the words �[[, ouov, and Hoopos was completed
using Analytical Concordance to the Bible by Robert Young (New York:
Funk and Wagnalls, n.d.) and the New International Version of the Holy
Bible (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1978). Reference was then made to
Theological Dictionary of the New Testament edited by Gerhard Kittel
and Gerhard Friedrich and translated by Geoffrey W. Bromiley (Grand
Rapids: Eerdmans, 1964), to The New International Dictionary of New
Testament Theology edited by Colin Brown (Exeter: Paternoster, 1975)
and to other resources. All biblical quotations are from the NIV
unless otherwise noted.
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words, including age, world and universe. Alov has strong temporal
implications. Kooyos is primarily spatial in emphasis. Pn refers to
the physical universe. Both ai(jV and VCOOUOs refer to the physical
and spiritual forces which surround the church.
The early church presents good examples of how the church must
face the forces of its environment. After considering the use of these
New Testament words the author outlines the early church's experience
with its environment.
The Environment as rt)
New Testament writers used YH to describe the physical environ
ment of man. It is a place where seed is sown (Matt. 13:5), treasures
are hidden (Matt. 25:18). fruit is produced (Mark 4:28), and animals
live (Acts 11:6). The earth was created by God (Col. 1:16). Everything
in it belongs to God (Matt. 11:25; I Cor. 10:26). Pn is also contrasted
to heaven. Treasures are not to be stored up on earth, they are destroy
ed on earth. Treasures are protected in heaven (Matt. 6:19). Earthly
things and heavenly things are different in personality. One who comes
from heaven is different from one x^o comes from earth (John 3:31).
Christ possesses all power on earth (Matt. 28:18). His
miracles prove that He even had the power to forgive sin (Matt. 9:26;
Mark 2:10; Luke 5:24)
Christians are responsible in this created order. Their lives
are to influence all life on the earth. They are the salt of the
earth (Matt. 5:13). One day the believers will reign on the earth
(Rev. 5:10). The meek will inherit the earth (Matt. 5:15).
The earth will also experience the wrath of God (Rev. 9:3;
11:6; 12:12; 16:1, 18, etc.). Man will be punished for his rebellion.
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Evil will be destroyed. A new heaven and a new earth will be
created (II Pet. 3:13; Rev. 21:1). God's reign will be complete.
The physical universe will be renewed.
The Environment as AUCJV
AlclIV was used by New Testament writers to describe the world,
especially its temporal aspects. Often modem translations of the New
Testament have translated cu,(jJJ as age. Sometimes it has been translated
as time or world.
Alcjv stands in neutral, good and evil relationships to the
church. Sometimes it is accepted as a time period without moral
connotations, sometimes it is held up as a future time to be antici
pated, and sometimes it is described as a present time to be guarded
against .
Its neutral use is found in Hebrews 1:2 and Hebrews 11:3. It
was through His Son that God created the universe (Heb. 1:2). It is
by faith that the believer understands
" ..that the universe (cuav)
was made by God's command" (Heb. 11:3).
The neutral use of OLUfO is also seen in Christ's promise to
His disciples just before His ascension, "...and surely I will be with
you always, to the very end of the age" (Matt. 28:20) and in Paul's
instruction in Titus that the believers "...live self controlled,
upright and Godly lives in this present age" (Tit. 12:2). The believer
is to accept the present age as a stewardship opportunity living as
God expects, knowing Christ's presence.
The use of auccv in a positive sense is limited to the time
following the redemptive work of our Lord Jesus Christ. Christ
promises followers who sacrifice for Him manifold returns in this age
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and " .in the age to come, eternal life" (Luke 18:30). The writer
to the Hebrews talked of tasting in this world the powers of the age
to come (Heb. 6:5). This use of aucou approaches Christ's meaning
when He talked of His kingdom or the kingdom of God. In some ways it
is present in the commxmity of believers. In other ways it is some
thing still future, awaiting the trixmphal return of our Lord.
Al(i3V was also used in a negative way. By far the largest
n\jmber of its uses are in this category. The worries of this life
(OLOW) and the deceit fulness of riches choked the seeds sown on thorny
soil in Christ's parable of the soils (Matt. 13:22). The seed bore
no fruit . Paul instructed the Romans , "... do not conform any longer
to the pattern of this world..." (Rom. 12:2). The wisdom of this
world was portrayed by Paul as foolishness (I Cor. 1:20; 2:6-8). The
love of this age (auov) caused Demos to desert Paul (II Tim. 4:10).
Ephesian believers were told "...for our struggle is not against flesh
and blood, but against the rulers, against the authorities, and against
the powers of this dark atcJV, and against the spiritual forces of evil
in heavenly realms" (Eph. 6:12). Thus it became necessary for the Lord
Jesus Christ to give Himself "...for our sins to rescue us from this
evil age..." (Gal. 1:4).
The believer must be on guard in this present auaw. He must
note that even when the age seems neutral it has been influenced by
evil. He must note that this olclV has been so warped by evil that
often it operates as evil itself. He will yearn for and work toward
the coming of a new age.
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The Environment as Kooyios
Consideration of the word hoouos sheds further light on the
relationship of the church to its environment. This was a favorite
word of the Apostle John. It was also used by Paul, James and Peter.
Koouos has strong spatial implications. Kooyos refers both to the
physical and to the spiritual world. New Testament translators usually
translate xooyo s with the English word world.
Kooyos can be used both in a neutral sense referring to the
created universe and in the negative sense referring to the universe
warped by sin. Its neutral use is found in the phrases creation of
the world (Matt. 25:34; Eph. 1:4; Heb. 4:3); the whole world (John 21:
25); and all over the world (Rom. 1:8; Col. 1:6). When used in the
neutral sense it refers to the natural universe created by God.
Kooyos most often was used in a negative way. Paul said
that " .sin entered the world by one man" (Rom. 5:12). The world is
warped. Mankind became rebellious and disobedient against God,
following " .the ways of this world and of the ruler of the kingdom
of the air. " (Eph. 2:2). Mankind became slaves to "...the basic
principles of the world" (Gal. 4:3). He became estranged from God.
Thus the HOOpos does not know the Father (John 17:25). The
whole KOOyos has come "...under the control of the evil one" (I John
5:19). The xooyo s has been invaded by the spirit of the antichrist
(I John 4:3). Many false prophets have gone out into the KOOgo s .
Alienation might have ended God's relationship with the KOoyos
including the hximan race. John suggested why this did not happen. God
made the world (John 1:10; Acts 17:24). God loved the world (John 3:16).
Therefore it was God's will to reconcile the world to Himself (I Cor. 5:
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19). God's only Son Jesus Christ our Lord was the means to this
reconciliation.
Christ was sent by the Father into the world (John 1:10).
Although He was not ever of the world (John 8:23), He became the Light
of the world (John 8:12; 9:5; 12:46). The forerunner John the Baptist
pointed to Christ, "Look, the Lamb of God who takes away the sin of the
world" (John 1:29). Christ came to save the world (John 4:42; 12:47).
The Hooyios reacted to Christ just as it had to the Father.
The xooiios did not know Him (John 1:10). The hoouos hated Christ
(John 7:7). Finally it was the spirit of the koouos, the spirit of
disobedience, that crucified Christ hoping to destroy Him. Christ
became the judge of the world (John 9:39; Rom. 3:6, 19). Through His
death and resurrection Christ overcame the world (John 16:33) and left
the world to go to His Father (John 16:28).
The believer's relationship to the KOOgos parallels that of
Christ. Believers are also in the world (John 17:11) but with a Spirit
that is not of the world (John 17:14). They have trouble in the
world (John 16:33), and are hated by the world (John 17:14). They
may become a spectacle to the whole universe (I Cor. 4:9) and become
the refuse of the world (I Cor. 4:13). Believers have been chosen
by Christ out of the world (John 15:19)- They have received the Spirit
of God and not the spirit of the world (I Cor. 2:12). Therefore they
react differently to all of life (John 16:20).
The believers are also sent into the world as Christ was sent
into the world (John 17:18). They are witnesses to God's work in
Christ. Their unity with the Father shows the HOOpos that God sent
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Christ (John 17:21, 23). They will judge the world (I Cor. 6:2)
They must use the resources of the world without being engrossed by
them (I Cor. 7:31). They are disciplined by the Father so that they
will not be condemned with the world (I Cor. 11:32). Christ's prayer
protects them in the koouos from the evil one (John 17:15). They
refuse to love the koouqs (I John 3:1). They overcome the koouQS
through their faith in Christ (I John 5:4-5). Thus they shine like
stars in the universe (Phil. 2:15). The Holy Spirit uses Christ's
life lived through the believer to "...convict the world of guilt in
regard to sin and righteousness and judgment" (John 16:8)
The church continues Christ's ministry in the world. Its
relationship to the world is much like that of Christ's. It co-exists
with the forces of the world. It seeks to enlighten those in slavery
to the principles of the koouos. It assumes Christ's ministry of
reconciliation (II Cor. 5) By faith it knows that victory is
assured. It is convinced that the world is passing away (I Cor. 7:31;
I John 2:17). It anticipates a new day with a new word, "The kingdom
of the world has become the kingdom of our Lord and of His Christ and
He shall reign for ever and ever" (Rev. 11:15).
The church does not separate itself from the world. Nor does
it become one with the world. It seeks to be Christ in the world
2
transforming the world.
H. Richard Niebuhr, Christ and Culture (New York: Harper and
Row, 1951). Niebuhr suggests five ways that the church has related to
its environment. Chapter 6 describes "Christ the Transformer of
Culture . "
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The World and the Early Church
The early church illustrates well the environmental forces
which must be faced in the world. The church was a witness in the
world and found itself often under attack. Paul told the Ephesians
that the battle was against rulers, authorities, the powers of this
dark world and the spiritual forces of evil in the heavenly realms
(Eph. 6:12). What distinguishable forms did these forces take?
The early church faced antagonistic Jews. Paul and Barnabas
found glad response in Pisidian Antioch. Many Jews and converts
followed Paul. However when the Jews saw the crowds they became
jealous. They talked abusively against Paul. They stirred up
persecution against Paul and Barnabas and expelled them from the
region (Acts 13:13-52). Similar incidents took place at Icon ium where
Paul and Barnabas had to flee to escape stoning (Acts 14:1-7), at
Lystra where Pavil was stoned and left for dead (Acts 14:8-20), at
Thessalonica where Paul and Silas fled by night (Acts 17:1-9), at Berea
where crowds were agitated and Paul had to be sent to the coast (Acts
17:10-15), and at Corinth where Paul was brought to court by the Jews
(Acts 18:1-17).
The church was also attacked from within. Devout Jews were
attracted to the Christian faith. They believed Christ to be the
Messiah, but also believed that every person had to become a Jew
before becoming a Christian. Some of these Judiazers came to Antioch
and began to teach the Gentile Christians there, "Unless you are
circumcised according to the custom taught by Moses you cannot be
saved" (Acts 15:1) Paul and Barnabas disputed this claim. A meeting
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was called in Jerusalem to discuss the matter. Pharisees who had
become believers contended, "The Gentiles must be circumcised and
required to obey the law of Moses" (Acts 15:5). Extensive discussion
followed including remarks by Paul, Barnabas, Peter and James. Finally
the decision was made. Gentile Christians would not be burdened with
the extensive Jewish laws. They would be asked only to abstain
from food offered to idols, from blood, from meat of strangled animals,
and from sexual immorality (Acts 15:28-29).
This problem continued to affect the church. Paul spoke
strongly to the Galatians, "Oh foolish Galatians. . . . Did you receive
the Spirit by observing the law or by believing?" (Gal. 3:1-2). There
continued to be those who attempted to add rules of man to the command
of faith.
The early church also encountered opposition from those who
were economically threatened by Christianity. In Ephesus the silver
smiths incited a riot because of the fear of lost sales of silver
images of Artemis (Acts 19:23-41). In Philippi Paul and Silas were
put in prison after a riot caused by those who had hoped to make money
on a demon-possessed slave girl who was healed by Paul (Acts 16:16-40).
Other worldly forces threatened the early church. Paul's first
letter to Corinth was occasioned by party spirit in the young church.
Divisions had developed. Some claimed Paul as their leader. Others
claimed Apollos, or Cephas, or Christ. Paul said that pride and
worldly wisdom had caused the problem. This was inconsistent with the
gospel, for Christ is not to be divided (I Cor. 1-3).
The same local church exhibited the worldly effects of law
suits between believers (I Cor. 6:1-12), sexual immorality (I Cor. 6:
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12-20), idolatry (I Cor. 10:14-22), and worship abuse (I Cor. 11:2-33;
14:26-40).
The world also attacked the church through intense political
persecution. The church was seen as a part of the Jewish faith during
the early years of its existence. By A.D. 62 it became clear to the
Eomans that the church was no longer a Jewish sect. It therefore
lost its political protection. Many believers lost their lives
3
because they refused to worship the Roman emperor.
The early church faced these and other worldly forces. Some
of the forces appeared much more odious than others. The young church
reeled at times attempting to keep its balance in a sea of many
conflicting influences.
Study of the New Testament sources reveals the relationship of
the church to the world. The church continues God's work in the world.
It gratefully acknowledges God's gift of the created imiverse. It
mournfully acknowledges the results of sin in all the world. It
courageously faces the fallen powers of evil all around it (Col. 2:
9-15)
^
F. F. Bruce, The Dawn of Christianity in The Spreading Flame
(Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1954), pp. 161-62.
^John Howard Yoder, The Politics of Jesus (Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans, 1972). Yoder describes Christ's relationship to the fallen
powers in our world in his chapter, "Christ and Power," pp. 135-62.
Contemporary Church Management Sources
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Church management writers aid the local church in responding
redemptively to its environment. Work done recently in the area of
systems theories is especially helpful. Peter Rudge in his English work
Ministry and Management: The Study of Ecclesiastical Administration
relates theology and church administration to a systems theory of
management.^ More recently Norman Shawchuck and Alvin Lindgren have
written Management for Your Church.^
Systems theory has been used to demonstrate the relationship
between the local church and its environment. The local church is seen
as a system related to the many other systems around it. Change in any
part of the environment affects all systems present.
John Mann, pastor of the First Lutheran Church in Edinboro,
Pennsylvania, found this true in the academic society. First
Lutheran ministers to the town of Edinboro, Pennsylvania. Eighty-
five percent of its year-round congregants are college faculty and
their families. Mann found that "the profoundly complex inter
relationships in a learning society make it impossible to serve one
aspect of the college community without simultaneously affecting
all the others."'^
Peter F. Rudge, Ministry and Management: The Study of
Ecclesiastical Administration (London: Tavistock, 1968).
^
Alvin Lindgren and Norman Shawchuck, Management for Your
Church (Nashville: Abingdon, 1977).
'^John M. Mann, "Campus Ministry Through the Parish Church,"
Dialogue. XVIII (Summer, 1979), 218.
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Components of an Organizational System
Several components comprise any organizational system. These
components take the following form in the church according to Lindgren
and Shawchuck.
Input System. This includes the raw materials taken in from
the environment (new people, money, hired personnel, new technologies,
methods, materials, etc.).
The Transforming System. A church transforms its raw
materials into desired results by this process. It is comprised of
three elements which are in dynamic relationship to one another:
Theological-Missional Purposes (giving the church its unique
identity and reason for being, having to do with who the church is
and viAiat its iiltimate aspirations are) ; Organizational Structures (the
combination of human, physical and spiritual resources the church
possesses, the political structure and polity of the church, and the
processes the church uses to conduct its affairs) ; Intra-personal and
Inter-personal Relationships. The purpose of the transforming system is:
(1) to provide energy for the maintenance of the church and its
internal programs; (2) to "output" into the environment part of the
transformed material in order to influence that environment.
The Output System. The output system is the means by which
the church exports part of its energy and resources to influence its
environment .
The Environment. The environment comprises all the other
systems (organizational, social, economic, etc.) that influence the
church or which the church seek s to influence.
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The Boundary. The boundary includes those characteristics
of the system which influence or monitor the transactions and ex
changes of the church with its environment.
The Feedback Loop. The feedback loop is the church's manner
of gathering information concerning the results of its ministries
and decisions. It includes the use of this information in evaluating
g
its effectiveness.
Organizational Systems and the Church
Two of these components have been especially important for the
present study. The environment of the church in systems theory
is related to the environment of the church as described in the New
Testament. This does not mean that all of the environment of the local
church is worldly or evil. It does mean that all of this environment
has been affected by the principles of the wotld and must be treated
with this in mind. Paul knew that his struggle was not with that
which could be seen (flesh and blood) but with the imseen (the
rulers, authorities, powers of this dark world, and the spiritual
forces of evil in the heavenly realm) (Eph. 6:12). The local church
struggles with similar forces all around it. These forces take the
form of social, economic and organizational systems often heavily
influenced by worldly principles and values.
'Lindgren and Shawchuck, Management , pp. 36-41.
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Richard Roeber has made valuable suggestions. The sig
nificance of the environment, he says, is in the values it generates.
These values affect the organizational functioning and the management
9
thought of every nearby system.
Churches serving in Christian academic communities find their
ministries limited and affected by unique environmental factors.
These need to be carefully studied.
Botmdaries are often diffused for churches in Christian
academic settings. One sometimes does not know where the church ends
and the school begins. Some of these boundaries are physical.
Physical boundaries become diffused and indistinct when physical
buildings are used commonly by both the church and the academic
institution. Other boundaries are sentient. These represent dif
ferences of tradition, belief, history, values and emotions. A
church in a Christian academic community may also find these indistinct.
Its members may experience ambiguity of identity as they function both
as a part of the church and as a part of the Christian college, Bible
school or seminary.
The church is a society with discemable boundaries, "...a
visible community among the other hiiman communities."^'^ When these
boundaries are disregarded the effect of the environment may go
undetected and perhaps uncontrolled.
9
Richard J. C. Roeber, The Organization in a Changing Environ
ment (Reading: Addison-Wesley, 1973), pp. v-vi.
^^Leslie Newbigin, The Household of God, p. 19.
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The Envlroninental Factors
in a Christian Academic Community
The unique environmental factors found in a Christian academic
community are considered next. What are the environmental factors
which affect ministry in a Christian academic community?
Pastors of churches in Christian academic communities were
surveyed to help answer this question (See Appendix A, page 112).
The surveyed churches were near Christian educational institutions
associated with the Christian Holiness Association. Each church had
at least an average of 50 students each week attending from the
college, Bible school or seminary.
Pastors were asked to rate the difference between their church
and churches not in Christian academic settings. The following cate
gories were used: overall purpose, general goals and objectives,
ministry opportunities available, needs that must be met, response to
evangelism, expectation of parishoners, and specific programs offered.
They were asked to rate the difference on a 1 to 5 scale, 1 indicating
very little difference, 5 indicating very much difference. Table 1
indicates how pastors rated each of these categories.
The composite results of the survey show that all eight items
were rated as being considerably different (2.47 or above). The
lowest differences were found for those items least affected by the
environment (overall purpose 2.47; general goals and objectives 2.74;
world missions emphasis 2.74). The highest differences were found for
those items most affected by the environment (ministry opportunities
available 3.47; needs that must be met 3.37; expectations of
parishoners 3.37; and specific programs offered 3.28).
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Table 1. Relative Difference Between Churches in Christian Academic
Communities and Other Churches as Rated by Pastors of Churches in
Christian Academic Communities (Each was rated 1 to 5, 1 = very little
difference, 5 = very much difference)
Category Average Response
In overall purpose 2.47
In general goals and objectives 2.74
In ministry opportunities available 3.47
In needs that must be met 3.37
In response to evangelism 2.88
In expectations of parishoners 3.37
In world missions emphasis 2.74
In specific programs offered 3.28
Pastors were also asked to rate the extent to which various
situations affected their ministry. Some of these situations were
positive in nature: utilization by the church of the educational
institution's facilities, contributions of students to the church life,
availability to the church of special activities sponsored by the
school, a general heightened spiritual sensitivity in the community,
the availability to the church of resource persons from the academic
institution, support to the church of the college's religion/philosophy
faculty, attraction of worshipping in an academic setting, and the
denominational attention and activities available to the church.
Other sitvjations had negative connotations. Pastors rated the
effect of resentment because of unfortunate incidents of the past, re
sentment because of institutional tax-free status and resentment because
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of supposed town-gown separateness. They also rated uneasiness because
of differences in educational level, efforts of the Christian academic
institution to function as a church, need to take evangelistic efforts
away from the chxirch to make them successful, tendency of the Christian
academic institution to schedule its calendar without reference to
nearby churches, high loyalty demand by the academic institution for its
faculty to contribute financially to the school rather than to the
church, and the high loyalty demand by the academic institution for its
faculty and students to attend all institutional functions.
Pastors rated again using a scale of 1 to 5 (1 showing little
or no conflict or enhancement ; 5 showing great conflict or enhancement ) .
Table 2 indicates the extent to which pastors felt these situations
enhanced their ministry. Table 3 indicates the extent to which pastors
felt these situations conflicted with their ministry.
The pastors indicated that certain situations enhanced the
ministry of the church in a Christian academic setting. Most of the
pastors felt each of the situations mentioned enhanced their ministries.
Those situations valued highest were: availability to the church of
resource persons from the academic institution (4.11), contribution of
students to church life (3.75), a general heightened spiritual sen
sitivity in the community (3.28), and support to the church of the
college's religion/philosophy faculty (3.33).
The pastors also indicated that certain situations conflicted
with the ministry of a church in a Christian academic setting. A major
ity of the pastors surveyed felt that most of the situations listed
conflicted to some extent with their ministries (although the levels of
conflict did not equal the levels of enhancement noted above) . Those
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Table 2. Situations Enhancing the Ministry of a Local Church in a
Christian Academic Community as Rated by Pastors of Those Churches
(Each was rated 1 to 5, 1 �= very little or none, 5 = greatly).
Category Average Response
Utilization by the church of the educational
institution's facilities 2.69
Contribution of students to church life 3.75
Availability to the church of special
activities sponsored by the school 3.31
A general heightened spiritual sensitivity
in the community 3.28
Availability to the church of resource
persons from the academic institution 4.11
Support to the church of the college's
religion/philosophy faculty 3.33
Attraction of worshipping in an academic
setting 2.77
Denominational attention given (and
activities available) to the church 2.83
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Table 3. Sittoations Conflicting With the Ministry of a Local Church
in a Christian Academic Community as Rated by Pastors of Those Churches
(Each was rated 1 to 5, 1 = very little or none, 5 = greatly).
Category Average Response
Resentment because of unfortunate
incidents of the past 2.14
Resentment because of institutional
tax-free status 1.34
Resentment because of a supposed
town-gown separateness 1.88
Uneasiness because of differences
in educational level 2.17
Efforts of the Christian academic institution
to function as a church (i.e. holding revivals,
serving communion, etc.) 2.0
Need to take evangelistic efforts away from
church building to make them successful 1.82
Tendency of the Christian academic institution
to schedule its calendar without reference to
nearby chinrches 2.65
High loyalty demand by academic institution
for its faculty to contribute financially to
the school rather than the church 2.34
High loyalty demand by academic institution for
its faculty and students to attend all
institutional functions 2.23
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indicated with the highest level of conflict were: tendency of the
Christian academic institution to schedule its calendar without
reference to nearby churches (2.65), high loyalty demand by the
academic institution for its faculty to contribute financially to the
school rather than to the church (2.34), high loyalty demand by the
academic institution for faculty and students to attend all
institutional functions (2.23), and resentment because of unfortunate
incidents of the past (2.14). Pastors gave a wide variation of re
sponses to these possibly conflicting situations. For each question
some pastors saw little or no conflict, while others saw a high level
of conflict.
A significant increase in the level of conflict was registered
by pastors serving in host or official college churches. These
responses are indicated in Table 4 and Table 5. These pastors rated
the following as the most conflicting situations: high loyalty demand
by academic institutions for its faculty to contribute financially
to the school rather than to the church (3.0), resentment because
of unfortunate incidents of the past (2.73), tendency of the
Christian academic institution to schedule its calendar without
reference to nearby churches (2.73), and uneasiness because of
differences in educational level (2.46).
These responses may indicate strained or diffused sentient
boundaries in host or college churches. Money and calendar dates are
two areas where it might appear that the school is invading the province
of the church.
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Table 4. Amovint of Conflict by Certain Situations as Indicated by
Pastors of Host or College Churches and Compared to Other Pastors in
Christian Academic Communities (Each
or none, 5 = very greatly).
was rated 1 to 5, 1 = very little
Situation
Host Pastor
Average Response
Other Pastors
Average Response
Resentment because of unfortunate
incidents of the past 2.73 2.14
Resentment because of institutional
tax-free status 1.46 1.34
Resentment because of a supposed
town-gown separateness 2.2 1.88
Uneasiness because of differences
in educational level 2.46 � 2.17
Efforts of the Christian academic
institution to function as a church
(i.e. holding revivals, serving
communion, etc.) 2.0 2.0
Need to take evangelistic efforts
away from the church building to make
them successful 1.6 1.82
Tendency of the Christian academic
institution to schedule its calendar
without reference to nearby churches 2.73 2.65
High loyalty demand by academic
institution for its faculty to con
tribute financially to the school
rather than the church 3.0 2.34
High loyalty demand by the academic
institution for its faculty and students
to attend all institutional functions 2.33 2.23
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Host churches also indicated a higher level of enhancement
by the situations listed. Every item indicated this tendency except
these: availability to the church of special activities sponsored by
the school (dropped slightly to 3.33) and a general heightened spiritual
sensitivity in the community (dropped to 3.26)
Table 5. Amount of Enhancement By Certain Situations as Indicated
by Pastors of Host or College Churches and Compared to Other Pastors
in Christian Academic Commimities (Each was rated 1 to 5, 1 = very
little or none, 5 = greatly).
Situation
Host Pastors
Average Response
Other Pastors
Average Response
Utilization by the church of the
educational institution's facilities 3.06 2.69
Contribution of students to church
life 3.8 3.75
Availability to the church of special
activities sponsored by the edu
cational institution 3.33 3.31
A general heightened spiritual
sensitivity in the community 3.26 3.28
Availability to the church of
resource persons from the academic
institution 4.33 4.11
Support to the church of the college'
religion/philosophy faculty
s
3.66 3.33
Attraction of worshipping in an
academic setting 3.57 2.77
Denominational attention given (and
activities available) to the church 3.14 2.83
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The form used for this survey precluded the development of
an exhaustive list of environmental factors affecting local church
ministry. However, two open-ended questions were used: "The greatest
opportunity before this congregation (one that never comes to most)
is.. " and "The greatest sense of irritation to this congregation (one
that never comes to most) is..." These gave further indication of
the special challenges presented by a Christian academic community.
The responses of the pastors to these questions tended to
follow certain themes. Pastors felt their greatest opportunities were
in these areas: an opportimity to impact the life of students, the
availability of the resources of students, and the opportunity to reach
the community for Christ. Pastors felt that their greatest irritations
were in these areas: the transience and inconsistent attendance and
loyalty of the students, the relationship to the educational institution,
community relations, and inadequate financial support and physical
facilities. A complete list of their responses is included in Appendix
A, Tabulation of Responses, questions 16 and 17.
Many of the environmental influences in a Christian academic
setting are similar to those found anywhere else in our world. The
scope of this study does not permit their consideration. However, the
church in a Christian academic community experiences these forces in
a unique context. That has been the subject of our study.
The environment of a church in a Christian academic community
includes all the attitudes, values, and commitments found around it.
The systems of this environment may be either of this age (auov) or of
the age (atcov) to come. They may function in this age at one time and
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in the age to come at another. These forces are spiritual. At times
they may function within the structures and institutions of the
church itself.
This unique set of environmental factors challenges the ministry
of a church in a Christian academic setting. Successful ministry hinges
on understanding these factors and controlling their effects.
Successful ministry also hinges on the church's firm sense of identity
and mission, as noted in Chapter 3.
Will the church and its institutions serve as the agents of God
in the world or unwittingly become the agents of the culture?^^ A
church must identify the extent to which worldly forces affect its
values, attitudes and actions. Christians will confront the world
wherever it is foimd.
In the next chapter the author will consider the ministry of
the local church. The question is asked, "What should the church
expect of itself?"
A biblical ministry will both confront the values of this
world wherever found and address the problems which misunderstanding
and poor planning produce in the church. Thus the situations which
conflict with ministry can be transformed. The church can challenge
worldly attitudes and values. Likewise it can improve situations
produced by natural human limitations and misimderstandings. Biblical
ministry is the key.
George L. Eamshaw, The Campus Ministry (Valley Forge:
Judson, 1964). pp. 37-39.
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Summary
In this chapter the author has considered the biblical
relationship of the church (especially the church in a Christian
academic community) to its environment. The biblical sources have
been reviewed, especially the New Testament words used to describe
the environment of the church and the early church's relationship
to the world. The author has reviewed the insights of church
management theory on the relationship between the local church and
its environment. The environmental factors unique to a Christian
academic community have been discussed as they were identified in a
svirvey of pastors of local churches in such situations.
Chapter 5
THE MINISTRY OF THE CHURCH
IN A CHRISTIAN ACADEMIC COMMUNITY
In the previous two chapters the mission and environment of
the local church in a Christian academic setting have been considered.
In this chapter the author considers the biblical principles and
characteristics of effective ministry, especially as they relate to the
identity (mission) and environment of the local church. These ministry
expectations will be related to the specific characteristics of the
local church in a Christian academic setting. The study will center on
the use of 6LCiKOVLa and its related New Testament words.
ALOOiOVLa is the most frequently used New Testament word for
ministry. It usually has been translated ministry or service. The words
Stcxjioueco (to serve or to minister) and Slcxkovoc (servant or minister)
are closely related to it. These words were used in rich and varied
ways. A study of their use points to principles of New Testament
ministry.
^
AouAog is another word used to describe the servant relationship.
6ouAo� usually has been translated slave or servant. John's writings
The study of the word duOHOVLa and its related New Testament
words was completed using Analytical Concordance to the Bible by Robert
Young (New York: Funk and Wagnalls, n.d.) and the New International
Version of the Holy Bible (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1978). Reference
was then made to Theological Dictionary of the New Testament edited by
Gerhard Kittel and Gerhard Friedrich and translated by Geoffrey W.
Bromiley (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1964), to the New International
Dictionary of New Testament Theology edited by Colin Brown (Exeter:
Paternoster, 1975) and to other resources.
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frequently Include the use of this word. He used it to convey much
the same meaning as other writers convey using 6LaKC3VOC'
AuoHOVLa Is to and for God
Paul told his readers that he was a minister of God (Acts 16:17;
II Cor. 6:4; Tit. 1:1) and of Christ (II Cor. 11:23; Gal. 1:10; Phil.
1:1; Col. 4:12). He said that Epaphras (Col. 1:7; 4:12) and Timothy
(I Tim. 4:6; Phil. 1:1) were servants of Christ (II Pet. 1:1). Jude
(Jude 1) and James (Jas. 1:1) claimed the same relationship. It is
possible that the Slokovoc relationship to God became so important that
it was used as a favorite title by Christian leaders.
Early Christians described their ministry to God in various
ways. Paul said that he was a SLCOtovog: of the new covenant (II Cor.
3:6), of the gospel (Eph. 3:7; Col. 1:23) and of the church (Col. 1:25)-
One can become a servant of the enemies of God. Paul warned
the early Christians not to become servants of the powers of this
world. He spoke of the judgment which will come upon the servants of
Satan (II Cor. 11:15). He used the related word SovAql (slave) to
remind the Romans that death was the only benefit they received while
slaves of sin (Rom. 6:20). Similarly he cautioned the Corinthians
to beware lest they become slaves (SoAsuo) of sin (I Cor. 7:23). He
echoed the words of Christ, "I tell you the truth, everyone who sins
is a servant of sin" (John 8:34). Christ told his followers that they
could be servants of only one master. They could not serve God and
the forces of this world. "You cannot serve God and money" (Matt. 6:24).
The relationship between 6LC0iO\>ia and the material in the two
preceding chapters begins to become apparent. The church must know its
identity as God's people if it is to develop a ministry that truly
serves Him. The church must also understand its environment if it is
to guard against becoming its slave.
AicxKOVLa Is for Others
Jesus Christ came saying, "...the Son of man did not come to be
served, but to serve, and to give his life a ransom for many" (Mark 10:
45). He contrasted ministry in the Kingdom to ministry in the world.
In the world the great are served. In the Kingdom the great serve
(Matt. 20:26-27; Mark 9:35; 10:43).
Christ modeled this kind of service as the leader of the
disciples. Following the Passover meal, he took a basin and towel and
washed the disciples' feet (John 13:1-17). He said that this was the
attitude and action of SuOKOVLa, "...I am among you as one who serves"
(Luke 22:27).
Paixl described Christ's coming to the world as the work of a
servant. He took human form, humbled himself, and became obedient to
death, the death of the cross (Phil. 2:6-8).
This subject is further understood by the root meaning of
2
dLOKOVLCU AtcxKOVLa originally meant to wait at a table. Often it was
used to describe the person who was the menial servant of another (Matt.
22:13; John 2:9; Matt. 22; Mark 14:47). Sometimes it was used to
describe the person who was a slave of another (I Cor. 7:22).
Herman W. Beyer, "Auowoveo), ALCXKOVta, Aioatovog," Theological
Dictionary of the New Testament, Gerhard Kittel and Gerhard Friedrich,
ed., II (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1964), p. 81.
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AiooiOVLa Is with Others
Christ took this word and made it the symbol of relationships
in the Kingdom. The disciple does not live to be served by others. He
lives to serve, to give, to share. Thus he becomes a friend of God.
Service for the King becomes service with the King. This is the way
to become a son of God and heir of the Kingdom. As Christ said to His
disciples soon before His crucifixion, "I no longer call you servants
(6o\Aoq) , because a servant does not know his master's business.
Instead, I have called you friends, for everything I have learned from
my Father I have made known to you" (John 15:15).
This mutual ministry finds expression in the church. It
brings healthy relationship between clergy and laity. Clergy and
laity minister together for one another and for the world. Hendrik
Kraemer in A Theology of the Laity focused this possibility for the
church. He stated that originally laity meant to belong to the Aaoc>
the people of God. Later it came to refer to those theologically
irrelevant and of secondary importance to the clergy. Ministry became
something performed only by clergymen. Laymen became second class
ecclesiastical citizens.^ The church will rediscover possibilities of
ministry as it rediscovers the lay person as a minister alongside the
clergjmian.
Christ saw the need for mutual ministry ~ ministry in which
every disciple had a part. The disciple would be his master's
son and
heir. He would also do greater works than those accomplished by his
^Hendrik Kraemer, A Theology of the Laity (Philadelphi
Westminster, 1959), pp. 48-49.
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master (John 14:12).
Secular management theory has discovered that mutual ministry
with others increases production. Many contemporary management
theorists believe that the involvement of workers in the planning
process will increase production. Donald McGregor summarized this
thinking with his Theory X and Theory Y. Theory X expects that people
will not work unless forced to and that they have no interest in
creativity and accomplishment. Theory Y expects that workers want to
do a good job but must feel that they have input into the planning
process. They will want to do well if only given the opportunity to
4
contribute to the whole process. This theory is an important basis for
the widely used business technique Management by Objectives.^
ALOPtOVLa in the church belongs to every disciple. Each can know
the joy of serving and giving to others. The effect of this SLOKOVLa
in the church will now be considered.
ALOKOVLa Will Build Up the Church
In Ephesians Paul explained the purpose of the works of ministry:
they are meant to build up the body of Christ and bring it to maturity,
the fulness of Christ (Eph. 4:11-13).
Paul presented an organizational plan of mutual SLOatovLa.
Pastors and teachers prepare God's people for 6LaKOVua. The people then
serve one another and the world. The church as Christ's body is built
up, bringing unity of faith and knowledge of God. Maturity in Christ is
^Douglas McGregor, The Human Side of Enterprise (New York:
McGraw Hill, 1960), pp. 33-57.
^Anthony P. Eaia, Managing by Objectives (Glenview: Scott,
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attained. All depends on the ministry of the people.
Paul used the image of the church as the body of Christ. Matur
ity and growth is the purpose of 6LaHOVi.a . The body is to be built up
(edified) and matured. This building up comes through Christ (Eph. 4:6)
and depends upon action and words which reflect the spirit of Christ
(Eph. 4:14-15, 28).
Paul told the Corinthians that he had done everything for their
edifying (II Cor. 12:19). His reprimanding had been for this purpose.
His witness had been for this purpose. His boasting had been for this
purpose. He wanted them to be strengthened.
Likewise, Paul challenged the Corinthians in his first letter
to do everything in a way that would build up the church (I Cor. 14:26).
Gifts were to be used only as they would build up the church (I Cor.
14:12). Worship had to be conducted in a way that would build up the
body (I Cor. 14:26). Prophesy was preferred over speaking in tongues
because it built up the church (I Cor. 14:5).
Herman Ridderbos has suggested that the building up of the
church will be both intensive and extensive. As the church is built it
will extend with a missionary thrust to the world (Rom. 15:20). This
was the zeal of Paul ' s heart .
^
This extensive edification depends on the inner maturity and
growth (intensive edification) which Paul discussed in Ephesians chapter
four. Paul told the Ephesians that they were light in the world (Eph.
5:8). They were to be imitators of God (Eph. 5:1) They were to be
light for the world even as Christ was the light of the world (John 8:12;
9:15).
^Herman Ridderbos, Paul, An Outline of His Theology, John Richard
i'(f- f-i-awa. iisrand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1975), pp. 432-33.
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This may be closely related to John Stott 's conviction that
dLCXHOVia will express itself in worship and witness. Worship will
build up the body intensively. Witness will build it up extensively.''
ALOHOVLa Will Use Spiritual Gifts
The New Testament writers related SuoiKOVLa in several ways to
spiritual gifts. AucptovLa was used as a general term referring to all
spiritual gifts, as a term describing those gifts of a helping nature,
and as a term describing one specific gift of the Spirit.
New Testament ministry is closely associated with God's pro
vision of spiritual gifts. Paul spoke to the Corinthians of the close
connection between dLOKOVLa and spiritual gifts. The legitimacy of
charisma depended on its usefulness in building up the church (I Cor.
12:14).
Peter divided spiritual gifts into the ministering gifts and
the teaching gifts. He challenged those who spoke to speak the words
of God. He challenged those who served (6i.ootovLa) to serve with God's
strength. The gift received is to be used to administer God's grace
(I Pet. 4:10-11).
Paul sometimes used SiocMOVia to describe a specific gift. If
one had been given the xaPLOiJa of dLOKOVLa Paul said
" .let him serve"
(Som. 12:7).
Paul's explanation of spiritual gifts is related to his use
of 6i.co<ovta. The charisma all come from the same God (I Cor. 12:7).
John R. W. Stott, One People (Downers Grove: InterVarsity
Press, 1971), pp. 43-44.
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They exist for the common good (I Cor. 12:7). They express the
unity of the church in that no one has all the gifts and thus we need
each other (I Cor. 12:21-26; Rom. 12:4-5). They give each person a
place of significance in the church (I Cor. 12:7).
Spiritual gifts exist to build the church just as 6L0i>to\;La
exists to build the church. When Christ ascended on high he gave gifts
to men. Paul gave the examples of apostles, prophets, evangelists,
pastors and teachers. These gifts prepare the people for SiaKOVLa
that will build the church (Eph. 4:7-12).
Ernst KSsemann has suggested that only yaoLOua describes
exactly and comprehensively the essence of ecclesiastical ministry and
function. He would include as \apiGua. all that is used for God,
beginning with the eternal life possessed in Christ (Rom. 6:23) and
touching all that exists because of it. As xapioua are used for God's
use SuootovLa happens.^
ALCOtOVUg Will Express Love
All that has been said thus far relates to the biblical concept
of love. ALOKOVLa to God is built upon love to Him. Auc&tovta to
others is built upon love for them. ALCOtovia stands upon Christ's two
great commandments, "Love the Lord your God with all your heart and
with all your soul and with all your mind and with all your strength"
(Mark 10:30), and "Love your neighbor as yourself" (Mark 10:31).
Ernst KSsemann, Essays on New Testament Themes (Naperville:
Allenson, 1964), pp. 64-66.
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Paul's desire to see the Kingdom built brought him to the
concept of love: mature disciples were to speak the truth in love
(Eph. 4:15); they were to grow together in Christ, building up in
love (Eph. 4:16).
Paul contrasted the gifts of the Spirit to the most excellent
way. A person's xaotoua means little if he lacks love (I Cor. 12:31b-
13:3). ALOKOVLa is the work of love.
Throughout the New Testament SLOOtOVLa indicated the personal
service rendered to another. It included a strong appreciation of a
9
service of love. The church's activity must arise from love and be
motivated by love.
Atootovua Will Organize for Action
ALCOta\;i.a was also used to refer to the office or mission given
of God to certain individuals. Paul and Barnabas returned to Antioch
after they had finished their SLOtoVLa in Jerusalem (Acts 12:25). Paul
told the Ephesian elders that he considered his life worth nothing, if
only he could complete the SuOHOVLa given him by Christ (Acts 20:24).
When Paul returned to Jerusalem he reported in detail what God had done
among the Gentiles through his StonovLa (Acts 21:19). Near the close of
Paul's letter to the Colossians he said, "Tell Archippus, see to it that
you complete the SLOKOVLa you have received in the Lord" (Col. 4:17).
Paul likewise charged Timothy,
" .discharge all the duties of your
SLOKOVLa" (II Tim. 4:5).
Sometimes this was an office with a specific purpose. Paul and
Timothy testified that they had been given the ministry of reconciliation
Herman Beyer, "AiootovECJ, ALaKOVia, AiootovoQ," p. 81.
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(II Cor. 5:18). The household of Stephanas devoted themselves to the
SLOHOVLa of the saints (I Cor. 16:15). Paul had been given the
SLOKOVLa of being an apostle to the Gentiles (Rom. 11:13) Matthias
was elected to assume the apostolic ministry of Judas Iscariot (Acts 1:
23-26). Timothy was charged to fulfill his ministry as a deacon
(I Tim. 3:10).
Sometimes this was a mission for a specific task. Deacons were
elected in the Jerusalem church so that the apostles could give them
selves to the ministry of the word and to prayer (Acts 6:1-4). Paul
commended the Corinthians in advance for the ministry of their generous
gift which he expected them to give to the needy saints (II Cor. 10:13).
The office of deacon relates to the church's responsibility
to plan for action and outreach. Much ministry will be spontaneous
and unplanned. Many other forms of ministry will be accomplished
effectively only through structure and planning. The church must
consider the relationship between effective ministry and planning for
action.
In two passages the writer of Acts suggested patterns for
planning in the church. In Acts 6:1-7 a problem arose within the
Christian community. The number of disciples was increasing and the
Grecian Jews were complaining because their widows were being overlooked
in the daily distribution of food. It could be said that the need of
the environment in which the church found itself made it difficult for
the church to fully realize its identity as God's people mutually caring
for itself. The gap between identity expected and identity realized was
shown by this need. The gap and the need demanded a new SLOOCOVug.
Seven men full of the Spirit and wisdom were chosen to provide for the
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widows. The apostles were freed for prayer and the SioiHOVLa of the
Word.
A similar incident is found in Acts 13:1-3. Paul and
Barnabas had recently returned from their mission (6i,ootovLa) to
Jerusalem, delivering a gift to the needy saints. The church leaders
of Antioch gathered together in worship and fasting. The Holy Spirit
directed these leaders, "Set apart for me Barnabas and Saul for the
work to which I have called them" (Acts 13:2). After further fasting
and prayer, the church leaders placed their hands on Paul and Barnabas
and sent them off.
In this incident it is only possible to conjecture what need
demanded organization for this new mission. Perhaps it was the
Antiochian Christians' realization that others would respond to the
Gospel just as they had. Perhaps some call had come from interested
persons on Cyprus or in Pisidia. The organization for a new SiOKOVLa
was a result of the identity of the church as an evangelizing force
being related to the environmental need of unreached peoples. The
direction of the Holy Spirit was clear. Paul and Barnabas were to go.
From these incidents several principles of organizing for
ministry can be suggested: (1) Needed ministry will be indicated by gaps
between the church's expected identity and the actual situation in which
it finds itself. (2) These gaps will be indicated by needs or problems
which come to the church's attention. (3) The dLOiKavLa organized will
solve the problems and help the church realize its intended identity
(mission) . (4) The persons ministering will have obvious spiritual
gifts and abilities. (5) God's blessing and direction will rest upon
the la.
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Several church planning guides have been produced recently to
plan for ministry. The Free Methodist Church of North America has
developed its Church in Mission; Local Church Self Study for use in
churches of its own denomination.''^'^ Richard E. Rusbuldt, Richard K.
Gladden and Norman M. Green, Jr. have written Local Church Planning
Manual, a work tested in more than seventy congregations and now used
in several denominations.^^ Planning for More Effective Ministry is a
similar though less extensive work written by Douglas R. Conlan and
12
J. Douglas Varey.
Through each of these guides the congregation is first directed
to write a statement of its own mission or purpose. Then it is directed
to consider the needs of its setting (environment). Finally ministry
goals are written to meet needs shown by the comparison of mission
and setting. These guides include practical outlines for implementation
of the above biblical principles of organizing for ministry.
^'^
Church in Mission: Local Church Self Study (Winona Lake:
General Council for Church in Mission, Free Methodist Church of North
America, 1977).
^ ^Richard E. Rusbuldt, Richard K. Gladden and Norman M. Green,
Jr., Local Church Planning Manual (Valley Forge: Judson Press, 1977).
Douglas R. Conlan and J. Douglas Varey, Planning for More
Effective Ministry (Don Mills, Ont.: Distribution Services, n.d.).
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The members of a church in a Christian academic setting will use
such guidelines or principles much as any other church. Their identity
is derived from the Bible. They will attempt to influence their en
vironment for the furtherance of the Gospel. Their ministry, however,
may take forms which are quite different. The needs which they ex
perience, although perhaps in terms of basic human experience little
different, will assume tinique forms. As suggested in the survey men
tioned earlier, they may experience: unusual community bias because of
experiences of the past, a tense sensitivity to differences in edu
cational levels, or diffused sentient boundaries between institutions
and systems. The problems they face will be different. So too will be
their ministry.
The Wilmore Free Methodist Church used these guidelines and
principles in planning for ministry. As mentioned in Chapter 1, it used
two church planning retreats to consider its identity and the needs
nearby them. The congregation considered needs in several different
categories: needs of persons within the local congregation, needs of
persons in the local community but not part of the congregation, needs
of persons outside of the local community (missions, etc.), and physical
building and financial needs of the congregation.
The following needs are representative of those earmarked by
the congregation: marriage and family enrichment and counseling,
fellowship opportunities for lonely people, worship experiences
meaningfxil to persons from various educational and sociological gaps,
spiritual and material assistance to the economically deprived, nurture
and training of young Christians, increased financial support for world
missions, and larger facilities for Sunday School and youth activities.
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During the second of these retreats the Official Board of the
church considered the biblical images of the New Testament and wrote
a mission statement for the church. Further description of this process
is included in Chapter 3 and in Appendix B.
The four commissions of the congregation (administrative,
nurture and discipleship , worship and evangelism) were then charged
with the responsibility to compare these needs with the mission state
ment of the church. They were asked to prepare ministry objectives
for their own areas of responsibility. These ministry objectives were
to reflect the mission statement and to help meet the noted ministry
needs. The ministry objectives were then considered by the Official
Board during the winter and spring of 1981. The commissions in turn
were charged with the responsibility of their oversight and implemen
tation.
Summary
The local church in a Christian academic setting is responsible
for ministry forms which reflect biblical principles and character
istics. Such a church can find a 6LC0tovLa which is both to and for God,
and which is toward and with others. This ministry can build up the
church, use spiritual gifts, express love, and organize for action.
The church in a Christian academic setting will also use the
same biblical perspective for organizing for action. It will consider
its God-given identity and compare this identity to the situation in
which it finds itself. The gaps discovered will uncover needs for new
forms of ministry.
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These gaps may look much different in a Christian academic
setting. As a result the needs will be different and consequently
the church's dtOKOVta will be different.
Thus is seen the tremendous importance of the church under
standing both its identity and its environment. Only then can it
expect to tailor SuootCfVLa suitable for God's work in its setting.
Chapter 6
THE LOCAL CHURCH IN A CHRISTIAN ACADEMIC COMMUNITY:
HOW TO DEVELOP OBJECTIVES AND STRATEGIES
In the preceding chapters the author has considered the local
church in a Christian academic community: its identity, its environment,
and its ministry. A summary of findings and an interpretation of the
implications of these findings are included in this chapter.
Summary of Findings
Certain principles can be distilled from this study. These
principles are related to the development of objectives and strategies
for the local church in a Christian academic community. This summary
of findings is divided into three main categories corresponding to
Chapters 3, 4, and 5. Several generalizations and their implications
are discussed under each category.
The Church and Its Identity
The following principles and their implications relate to the
church and the discovery of its identity.
1. A sense of self-identity is important to the local church.
Many contemporary writers have emphasized this fact, for example, Emil
Brunner, H. Richard Niebuhr and Leslie Newbigin. The local church will
best realize its mission if it understands its identity. Theologians,
church management theorists and actual experience confirm this fact.
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A sense of identity and purpose has characterized the Christian
church. The New Testament writers revealed a group who knew that they
were chosen of God, that they were continuing Christ's work as His body
in the world, and that through the Holy Spirit they had been created as
a force and a fellowship.
The significance of self understanding has grown as societal
expectations of the church have changed. Self understanding becomes
even more important where identity is diffused. A church struggling
for a sense of identity because of unique environmental factors may
find it more difficult to understand its mission; however, this
tinderstanding is just as important for it as for other churches.
Further discussion of the impact of environmental factors on identity
and ministry is included later in this chapter.
Impl icat ions . This implies that churches in Christian academic
communities need to give special attention to their purpose and mission.
The Wilmore Free Methodist Church found that as it discussed its purpose
for existence, involvement and commitment within the church increased.
Persons attending both the Congregational Planning Retreat and the
Official Board Planning Retreat felt that their level of commitment
increased. Appendix C includes a complete compilation of these
responses.
2. A local church must decide whether it will find its identity
in the Scriptures or in its environmental surroundings. The commitment
of the Free Methodist denomination to biblical revelation encouraged the
members of the Wilmore Free Methodist Church to seek their identity and
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mission in the Scriptures.^ This biblical identity gave them per
spective for expressions of ministry. In this study it has been
assumed that a church's identity is best found in the Scriptures.
Implications. A local church may not realize what source is
used in establishing its sense of identity. Perhaps much identity
confusion within the local churches in Christian academic communities
has resulted from permitting the environment to determine the church's
self concept.
3. The New Testament writers discussed clearly the identity
of the local church. The New Testament writers used many metaphors to
describe what the church can and shovild be. The story of God's
involvement with the Jewish people became a model of how He chooses to
relate to His chosen people of any age.
The local church is challenged to search for its biblical
identity. A superficial study is insufficient. Constant and continuing
openness to God's purpose for the church is necessary.
Implications. An humble and open attitude is necessary within
the church. The church must continually reconsider what biblical
revelation has said about its identity.
This also implies that distinction must be made between identity
and organization. Identity, purpose and mission relate to principles
and personality. Organization (and its accompanying institutions) relates
to the culturally influenced forms which these principles and personality
The Free Methodist Church of North America, The Book of
Discipline, 1979. (Winona Lake, In. : The Free Methodist Publishing
House, 1980), p. 13.
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will take. Organization relates to ministry direction rather than
identity. Organization for ministry will grow out of an understanding
of identity as it relates to needs in the church's environment.
Through this understanding the church in a Christian academic
community can express its God-given and biblically reflected personality
in whatever unique form its own culture and environment may demand. The
church can be freed from compulsion to assume certain outward forms
just because other churches may do so.
4. The scriptural discussion of the church was largely
descriptive rather than definitional. The New Testament described
the church with metaphors and images. The New Testament did not
define the church in dictionary form. The Old Testament likewise told
a story, the historical account of God's dealing with His chosen
people the Jews, to explain how God would deal with His own in every age.
Implications. This suggests that it is more important that
people find God's church (and His work) than that they define it. The
organized church exists to celebrate God's work wherever it happens,
to encourage the growth of His people, to proclaim to man His promises,
and to obey Him through acts of service.
5. The church's identity is intimately related to the work of
God among men. The church exists only because of God's acts of
creation and redemption. The principal metaphors of this study each
directly related to one of the persons of the Trinity: God the Father
(the people of God), God the Son (the body of Christ) and God the
Holy Spirit (the fellowship of the Holy Spirit) .
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Implications. This implies that people will find the church
where they find God at work. As they respond to God's work within
their lives individually and corporately they will also see the church
grow.
The Church and Its Environment
The following principles relate directly to the church and its
environment .
1. The local church's environment can be good, evil or
neutral. The New Testament writers described the world as yT\, the
physical environment created by God but warped by sin. Christians
are responsible for this created order. The New Testament writers
also described the environment as otccv. Alcjv is used to describe the
environment in its temporal aspects, heavily influenced by evil. The
New Testament looks toward a new age created by God. Koouos is used to
describe the physical and spatial world, especially as it has been
warped by sin. The koouos has the force of personality because of the
powerful evil which often controls it. Christ confronted and attacked
the world; so must His followers.
The environment of the local church stands created by God,
warped by the fall and with powerful evil force. Values, attitudes,
and spiritual forces exhibit its evil power. Much of what appears
good has been tainted by the world's evil power.
Implications. This implies that the local church will conflict
with much around it. The environment of this world is not basically
friendly. The environment has been touched and enslaved by the power
of the fall.
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2. Christians are commissioned to confront and challenge the
world. They have been sent into the world as Christ was sent into the
world (John 17:18). They overcome the world through their faith
(I John 5:A-5). They continue the ministry of Jesus Christ in the
world reconciling man to God (II Cor. 5).
Implication. Christians cannot closet themselves from the
forces or effects of the environment. The commission of Christ sent
His disciples to the ends of the world (Matt. 28:18-20). The local
church will face the evil powers wherever they are found. It knows
that victory has been assured through the ministry of Christ. Christ
has disarmed the world. The world will pass away. The church can be
victorious through the power which Christ gives.
3. The world attacked the early church from within and from
without . Heathen and Jewish leaders attacked the early church.
Christianity challenged their power and privilege. Worldly forces also
attacked the church from within. Some felt each believer should become
a Jew before becoming a Christian. The gospel was perverted and legal
ized. Other worldly effects touched the church from within: lawsuits
between believers (I Cor. 6:1-12), sexual immorality (I Cor. 6:12-22),
idolatry (I Cor. 10:14-22), worship abuse (I Cor. 11:2-33) and party
spirit (I Cor. 1-3).
Implications. The church should not be surprised to find
worldly spirit dressed in religious garb. The hoo)X)s has invaded
every institution of life including the church. The church must be
ready to repent personally whenever it finds within itself a spirit not
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of Christ but of the world.
The local church in a Christian academic community must be
especially alert to worldly influences from within. Often religious
organizations proliferate nearby. Although these may be motivated
principally by righteous values and motivations, they also have
worldly potential. An humble, honest and righteous spirit is indis
pensable among these organizations. The church must confront all
worldly attitudes regardless of where they exist.
Often those who are imconverted in such a community possess
high expectations of the Christian institutions nearby them. When
these institutions are visible and powerful (as is often the case in a
Christian academic community) these expectations grow. Because each
organization calls itself Christian, individuals looking on may
expect a much higher level of cooperation among them, than they expect
of themselves. Comments made at the church planning retreat of the
Wilmore Free Methodist Church revealed this kind of high expectation.
The local churches and Christian institutions of a Christian
academic community may be judged quickly for any unchristian attitude
or value vd-thin or among them. In this study the author will consider
later the importance of cooperation between these churches and
institutions. The importance of an humble, repentant and sensitive
spirit cannot be overemphasized.
4. Systems theory writers have described how every institution
(for instance, a local church) affects and is affected by every other
institution and sociological unit around it. The power of these
institutions upon the local church is determined by the church's
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sentient boundaries. Sentient boundaries are often diffused and
indistinct in a Christian academic community. The church's influence
upon its environment is determined by its transforming system: its
identity statement, organizational structure and intra-personal and
inter-personal relationships.
Implications. The church in a Christian academic community
will control the effect of its environment only as it firms its
sentient boundaries � its traditions, beliefs, history, values and
emotions. An understanding of its identity (missional or purpose
statement) will assist the church to decide what boundaries it wishes
to accept or develop. Without an imderstanding of its identity the
church will not be able to control the effect of the environment.
An understanding of its own identity will also assist the
church in transforming elements within its environment. The church is
charged with the task of reconciling the world to Christ. The
success of this task depends upon an understanding of what specifically
must be done (mission or purpose statement) , and how it can be
successfully accomplished (organizational structure and interpersonal
relationships) .
The implications of this interdependence on ecumenism in a
Christian academic community must be further studied. Perhaps all the
Christian institutions within a Christian academic community might begin
to see themselves as a single transforming system. Although they would
continue to be independent and interact, they could also accept
certain conmion purposes, objectives and strategies. The unconverted
at large might then no longer see lack of cooperation and question their
Christian profession.
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In some Christian academic communities this kind of
cooperation involves only two institutions. For example, Houghton,
New York, includes two primary Christian institutions: Houghton
College and the Houghton Wesleyan Church. Where these two institutions
appear to be ministering cooperatively, the community nearby will
notice. The community service outreach ministry of the Houghton
Wesleyan Church (a ministry manned by many college-related persons)
is communicating this kind of witness.
Much greater planning and interaction is necessary in other
communities. Wilmore, Kentucky, although another small rural coimnunity,
has many primary Christian institutions: two Christian academic
institutions, Asbury College and Asbury Theological Seminary; nine local
churches, the United Methodist Church, the Free Methodist Church, the
African Episcopal Methodist Church, the Christian Church, two Baptist
churches, one Missionary church, one Presbyterian church, and one
Evangelical Church of North America; two missionary organizations with
their own fellowship centers, the Oriental Missionary Society and the
World Gospel Mission; three denominational student fellowship centers,
the John Wesley Seminary Foundation (Free Methodist), the Wesleyan
Seminary Foundation and the Asbury Baptist Fellowship; and one inter
denominational holiness camp meeting. These institutions have seldom,
if ever, cooperated on a single venture, they have no continuing common
mission, set of objectives or strategies. One can only conjecture what
impact such cooperation might have. Its potential is obvious.
5. The environment of a Christian academic coimnunity is unique.
Pastors serving local churches in such communities indicated this in
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the survey associated with this study. These pastors saw their
ministering environment different in these ways: needs that must be
met, expectations of parishoners, and specific programs needed. The
tabulation of this survey in Appendix A lists (question 15) and
compares these differences.
Implications. The local church in a Christian academic com
munity will need to tailor its ministry to the environment in which it
finds itself. Sensitivity, planning and creativity are needed to
know what ministries fit any particular community and congregation.
The local church in a Christian academic community will need both
openness to the new and objective input to know what specific ministries
fit its community. This input will come from its knowledge of who it
is (mission statement) and what needs exist nearby.
The Wilmore Free Methodist Church found that the process of
long-range planning (developing a mission statement and a list of
community and congregational needs) greatly aided its understanding
of what form its ministry should take.
6. The unique sittiations within a Christian academic community
have both positive and negative effects on the ministry of a local
church . Some types of situations often exist and make positive impacts
on the mdnistry of a local church. Some types of situations often
exist and have negative impacts on the ministry of a local church.
Some types of sitiiations have positive impacts on churches in one
community and negative impacts on churches in other communities. The
pastors
'
survey used in this study produced insufficient data to
determine whether this difference resulted largely from the nature
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of the community or the nature of the church. One suspects that both
the nature of the church and the nature of the community are at various
times involved. Further study in this area would be helpful.
Implications. The local church has the opportunity to decide
if it wants to address the problems as well as the unique possibilities
presented by its community. Some problems may never be completely
solved, others may be transformed into an opportiinity for ministry.
Some churches have done so.
Several pastors responded in the survey indicating that
problems can be opportunities. The situation that produced the
most irritation � inconsistency and rapid turnover of college students
� also produced for them the greatest opportxmity � the challenge
of influencing, training and teaching these students for effective
service.
The long-range planning process may give the local church one
of the best opportunities to address the problems and challenges of
its setting and systematically advance the Kingdom.
7. Indistinct boundaries often exist in the Christian academic
community between Christian institutions. Boundaries may be
indistinct between the local church and the nearby Christian academic
institution. These indistinct boundaries may produce threat and
ijneasiness. Perhaps this is the reason why pastors serving host or
college churches registered in the survey a higher level of conflict
for these situations: high loyalty demand by the academic institution
for its faculty to contribute to the school rather than to the church,
tendency of the Christian academic institution to schedule its
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calendar without reference to nearby churches, and uneasiness because
of differences in educational levels.
Implication. This implies again the importance of the church's
clear understanding of its own identity and of its relationship to
other institutions around it. This may further emphasize the importance
of dialogue between the college and the local church. This dialogue is
especially important in areas where they tend to overlap � in resources,
purposes and ministries. This dialogue could result in clearly written
and imderstood agreements for mutual ministry.
The Church and Its Ministry
Principles of this study concerning the ministry of the local
church result both from a study of ministry within the New Testament
and from the above understanding of the church in relationship to
its identity and environment. Ministry issues out of identity in
relationship to environment.
1. The New Testament writers viewed ministry as service.
Ministers are servants. Even when they lead it is with an attitude of
serving and helping another. Christ saw Himself as the best example of
ministry. His life was one of hiunble giving to others.
Implication. Ministry in any context depends upon an attitude
of humble willingness to place another before one's self, of giving
when little return can be expected.
A willingness to serve without regard to one's own benefit
becomes more important in environments where threats and imcertainty
appear. The Last Supper could have been a war council for Christ and
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His disciples. They knew they were under attack by the religious
leaders. Christ chose that occasion to symbolize His ministry through
washing the disciples' feet.
The indistinct boundaries of a Christian academic community
may produce threat and uncertainty even in the ranks of Christians and
the institutions they represent. Attitudes of giving, serving and
mutual support assume increased importance.
2. The New Testament writers saw ministry as sharing the task
as well as serving directly. Paul' s teaching to the Corinthians
emphasized that no believer can live and minister alone. Believers
need each other.
Implications . No solitary person in a Christian academic com
munity can minister alone. Mutual trust, respect and service are not
only a witness to the unbeliever. These are the attitudes that
guarantee effectiveness in ministry.
The local church in a Christian academic community must, like
other churches, encourage the ministry of every believer. An unusual
concentration of clergymen in some of these communities makes a clear
understanding of priesthood and ministry of every believer even more
2
important.
For example, the Official Board of the Wilmore Free Methodist
Church has twenty-nine members, fourteen of these are ordained or
are preparing for ordination.
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The long-range planning process of the local church both
involves and symbolizes the involvement of every man in the ministry
of the church. Lay persons will feel more confident in ministry if
they have been involved in the planning of that ministry. It appears
that they will be more committed to the ministry of the church if
they have been part of its planning for mission. The evaluation
following the congregational and Official Board retreats in the Wilmore
3Free Methodist Church indicated increased commitment.
3. The New Testament writers understood that ministry directed
and inspired by God would build the church. This is the very purpose
of ministry. This edification will be both intensive and extensive
(Eph. 4:6, 14-15, 28; Eph. 5:1, 8).
Implications . This implies both that edification is a measure
of a ministry's legitimacy and a guaranteed result of its existence.
A church can evaluate the effectiveness of its ministry by measuring
the edification that results (both intensive and extensive) . When the
church sees itself edified intensively and extensively it can celebrate
this good work of God. When the church is imcertain whether a par
ticular ministry is appropriate and timely, it can help decide through
an evaluation of how much edification is taking place.
Sometimes the church may be convinced biblically of the
legitimacy of a partictJ.ar ministry even though immediate edification
See Appendix C, questions 14 and 16.
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is not apparent. The church can be assured that God-directed ministry
will bear fruit eventually. Such a church would want to carefully
consider what it believes God wants it to do. Once convinced of His
leading, it can be assured of His blessing.
4. Love is the basis of ministry. Paul's letter to the
Corinthians reminded them that even sacrificial ministry meant little
without love (I Cor. 13). Then as now some found actions easier to
change than attitudes. Paul refused to accept exemplary actions if
they were not based upon genuine love.
Implications . The church in a Christian academic community is
in a fishbowl. The community often expects from it a higher level of
effectiveness and greater output than would be expected of other
churches. In fact, every Christian institution in such a community
is watched very closely. They are often expected to exhibit a high
level of Christian attitudes and actions. These expectations may be
unfair or even unreal. Nonetheless, they exist. The love of God
will give credibility to the ministry of an institution serving under
these circumstances. Without this love, attitudes may result affecting
the institution's ministry for years to come. (Nearly one-half of the
pastors surveyed felt that resentment because of unfortunate incidents
4
of the past continued to conflict with their ministries.)
A desire to express such love has motivated the Wilmore Free
Methodist Church to develop an outreach program emphasizing caring
acts rather than verbal witness. This may also be the reason why the
See Appendix A, Tabulation of Responses, Question 18.
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Houghton Wesleyan Qiurch centered its local outreach in community
service (including housing repair, nursery care and transportation
for the ill, aged or needy).
5. Ministry and organization are deeply related. The church
and its identity may need little organization. It exists because of
what God has done and is doing. The church in its ministry must
organize, even if informally.
In the New Testament one use of the 6tcPtovci� emphasized
organization. Certain persons were given specific tasks so that the
needs of the congregation might be met and its mission accomplished.
Sometimes these persons were called deacons.
Implications. The church will benefit from a clear under
standing of the value of organizations and institutions. The New
Testament writers implied that the church did not depend upon
organization for its identity, but depended upon organization for the
expression of that identity in mission.
This understanding will help churches value organizations
without worshipping them. It will help the church know when and where
an organization or institution may need to be changed or disbanded.
A Christian academic community is often filled with many
organizations. Such a community may include persons who suspect
institutions and their power. Some of the institutions in a Christian
academic community may have no present purpose. Congregations and
other institutions may well ask, "Why does this organization exist?
What is it accomplishing? How important is its work?"
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6. Ministry is needed where gaps appear between the church's
identity and the environment's needs. The biblical identity of the
local church presupposes a certain kind of impact upon its environment.
The church has received the preaching, teaching and healing mission of
Jesus Qirist. This mission should produce a certain impact. Plans
for ministry are needed when a gap appears between the expected impact
of the church's identity and the actual situation within a church's
environment .
Implications . This is the basis for the development of
objectives and strategies for local church ministry. Once a church
has discovered its identity and the needs of its environment, objectives
can be stated to fill any apparent gaps. These objectives will be
based upon what the church believes it ought to be (identity or
mission) and what actually exists. Most churches will discover several
gaps and therefore will develop several objectives for ministry.
Strategies (specific ministries or programs to realize an objective)
can then be written. The church can plan programs because these programs
address a specific need, not just because they have always existed or
exist presently elsewhere. Also, the church will not plan programs
just because it believes the program will be successful. Members will
plan programs because they believe these programs are necessary.
The Wilmore Free Methodist Church has attempted to plan for
ministry in this way. Congregational and Official Board retreats were
conducted to write a mission statement, study community needs, and on
the basis of these, write preliminary objectives for ministry. These
preliminary objectives for ministry were referred to the commissions
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of the church for further development. The commissions presented
these developed objectives to the Official Board for consideration and
approval. The Official Board asked the commissions to develop
appropriate strategies to meet each of these objectives.
Some gaps were filled nearly spontaneously as the planning
process progressed. Additional Christian Education leadership and
enlarged temporary Christian Education facilities were secured. A
college-age Sunday School class was begun. A weekly worship planning
session was inaugurated. These were indirect results of the planning
process.
7. The environment of the Christian academic community will
produce gaps demanding imigue ministry objectives for the church in a
Christian academic commtmity. The survey of pastors in Christian
academic commimities indicated these unique needs: '"Professed
Christians' who have spiritual needs but are not always aware of them,"
"Genuine fellowship between school and local citizens. We are all
'intimate strangers', "We need a larger facility. The college is
growing faster than the congregation."^
Needs typical of any community or congregation were reflected
in this survey: the need for spiritual growth and fellowship, the
need for evangelistic sensitivity and fervor, marital and family
counseling, etc.
A complete list of these responses is found in Appendix A,
Tabulation of Responses, question 20.
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Implications. The objectives and strategies of a church in a
Christian academic community will include many of the objectives and
strategies of churches elsewhere. Human problems are common to
every community. However, the unique needs of a Christian academic
community will result in objectives and strategies different from
many other congregations.
A church in such a setting will not want to neglect the
needs similar to other churches, nor neglect those unique to its own
sitxoation. This church should expect some difference between the form
of its ministry and the form ministry takes elsewhere.
Simamary
In this chapter the author has summarized the findings of the
study and suggested implications of these findings. Principles for
developing objectives and strategies for the local church in a
Christian academic community have been enumerated.
Chapter 7
SUMMARY
The local church often exists nearly beside an institution of
higher learning with a Christian perspective. These educational
institutions impact the ministry of the nearby local church in many
and complex ways.
Brief Statement of the Problem
This study was developed out of the long-range planning process
of the Wilmore Free Methodist Church in Wilmore, Kentucky, a church
closely associated with Asbury College and Asbury Theological Seminary.
Members of this congregation began to plan for the future because of a
complex set of factors demanding their attention: growing and changing
staff, their denominational relationship, a growing and varied program,
financial demands, facility demands, area population increase, ex
panding nearby Free Methodist ministries, their relationship to Asbury
College, their relationship to Asbury Theological Seminary and the
increased size of their congregation.
The church thus encountered questions of identity and ministry.
It was forced to consider whether or not it could identify itself as
a traditional church. Members of the congregation began to consider
what ministry functions they should expect of their church in their
situation.
The thesis of this study has been that the local church in a
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Christian academic community can formulate ministry objectives and
strategies as it discovers its biblical identity and compares this
identity with the needs of its environment.
In this study certain questions were asked. (1) What is the
biblical identity of the church? (2) What are the biblical character
istics and principles of effective ministry? (3) What is the biblical
relationship of the church to its environment? (4) What are the
characteristics of a community including and significantly affected
by a Christian college, seminary or Bible school? How do these
characteristics affect the ministry of a local church? (5) To what
extent can a local church in a Christian academic community be both
closely related to an academic institution and function fully as a
church (biblically defined)? (6) What guidelines can be formulated
on the basis of theological, psychological or sociological insights
that will enhance the ministry of the church in such a situation?
Each of these questions was considered from the vantage point of a
local church in a Christian academic community.
Research Methodology .
Historical research, descriptive research and contextual
research were used to answer the above questions. Information was
accumulated on the nature and mission of the church, the biblical
relationship of the church to its environment, the nature of biblical
ministry and the present situation of churches in Christian academic
communities.
Several techniques were used to secure and analyze this infor
mation: library research, biblical research, surveys, interviews and
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contextual research. Library research was used to consider the nature
and mission of the church, the characteristics of the Christian academic
community, and church management discoveries about environmental
variables and sentient boundaries. Through biblical research the nature
and mission of the church, the nature of the church's environment and
the characteristics of effective ministry were studied. Surveys were
used to acciimulate additional background on this subject, and
contextual research was used to observe the long-range planning process
of the Wilmore Free Methodist Church.
Findings
Through this study discoveries were made which can aid the
church in a Christian academic community to develop objectives and
strategies for ministry. Other churches experiencing unique environ
mental situations or diffused sentient boundaries will also benefit
from these discoveries.
Findings Related to Identity
Certain findings were related to the church's sense of identity.
(1) A sense of identity is important to the local church. (2) A local
church must decide whether it will find its identity in the Scriptures
or in its environmental surroundings. (3) The identity of the local
church is discussed carefully in the Scriptures. (4) The scriptural
discussion of the church is largely descriptive rather than definition
al. (5) The church's identity is intimately related to the work of God
among men.
These findings imply that a church will suffer if it does not
regularly study its identity and grow in its self understanding. Use of
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constrictive definitions of the church will damage its ministry.
Ready acceptance of God's good work anywhere will edify the church.
Findings Related to Environment
Certain findings were related to the church's environment.
(1) The local church's environment can be good, evil or neutral.
(2) Christians are commissioned to confront and challenge the world.
(3) The world attacked the early church from within and without.
(4) Systems theory authors describe how every institution (for instance,
a local church) affects and is affected by every other institution
and sociological unit around it. (5) The environment of the Christian
academic commimity is unique. (6) The mique situations within a
Christian academic community have both positive and negative effects
on the ministry of the local church. (7) Indistinct boundaries often
exist in a Christian academic community between Christian institutions.
These findings imply that the church must be aware and wary of
its surroimdings . The church will confront evil even when that evil is
operating from within a Christian institution. A church will control
the impact of its environment by knowing its own identity and purpose.
A church in a Christian academic community will seek to minimize the
negative effect of its environment and to capitalize on the positive
effects. It will attempt to clarify the boimdaries between itself
and the nearby Christian academic institution.
Findings Related to Ministry
Certain findings were related to the ministry of the local
church. (1) The New Testament writers viewed ministry as service.
(2) The New Testament writers saw ministry as sharing the task as well
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as serving directly. (3) The New Testament writers understood that
ministry directed and inspired by God would build the church. (4) Love
is the basis of ministry. (5) Ministry and organization are deeply
related. (6) Ministry is needed where gaps appear between the church's
identity and the environmental needs. (7) The environment of the
Christian academic community will produce gaps demanding unique
ministry objectives for a church in a Christian academic community.
These findings imply that the church in a Christian academic
community must give primary attention to its attitudes and relation
ships. Such a church cannot afford to assume that religious terminology
and titles will produce attitudes that are biblical. The doctrines of
servanthood, the priesthood of all believers and mutual ministry need
to be regularly emphasized. Such a church will invest largely in
symbols and ministries of cooperation.
I Conclusions
The local church in a Christian academic community can develop
objectives and strategies for ministry as it discovers its biblical
identity and compares this identity with the needs of its environment.
This work of identification and comparison can be accomplished as the
church undertakes a process of planning for the future. Ministry
objectives and strategies should be outlined to fill gaps between what
the church believes should be its environmental impact and what that
impact is found to be.
Recommendations for Further Research
Several areas of this subject need further study and research.
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Local churches serving in Christian academic communities will benefit
from additional information in the following areas.
1. Environmental factors affecting the ministry of a local
church in a Christian academic community. The author suggested several
factors in the environment of Christian academic communities which make
such a community different from other commvinities. Further study of
these factors in a single community would add perspective to churches
attempting to plan for ministry within a Christian academic setting.
2. The relationship between cooperative ministry and successful
outreach in a Christian academic commvmity. The author suggested that
lack of cooperation in ministry has in some cases seriously limited the
outreach of the local church in a Christian academic community. Addi
tional information on this subject would be helpful.
3. Factors producing ministry ease in a Christian academic
community. Some surveys returned by pastors of local churches in
Christian academic communities showed great personal and congregational
satisfaction with their relationship to the nearby Christian academic
institution; other surveys showed great dissatisfaction. What produced
such satisfaction: long pastoral tenure, informal channels of com
munication and cooperation, unusual congregational strength? Every
local church attempting to serve in a Christian academic community would
be helped by the answers to these questions.
Summary
This study has been summarized in Chapter 7. The author has
briefly described the problem and the research methodology. The
findings of the study have been summarized and recommendations
for further research have been made.
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Appendix A
SURVEY OF CHURCHES IN CHRISTIAN ACADEMIC COMMUNITIES
Description of Questionnaire's Development and Use
Purpose
This survey was developed as a research tool for the Doctor of
Ministry dissertation The Local Church in a Christian Academic Community;
Developing Objectives and Strategies. It purposed to help answer the
following questions of that dissertation.
1. What are the characteristics of the commtmity Including and
significantly affected by a Christian college, seminary or Bible School?
2. How do these characteristics affect the ministry of a nearby
local church?
3. To what extent can a local church in a Christian academic
commimity be both closely related to an academic institution and
function fully as a church (biblically defined)?
4. What guidelines can be formulated on the basis of theological,
psychological and sociological insights that will enhance the ministry
of the church in such a situation?
Survey Sample
The survey sample was limited to those churches located near
Christian academic institutions associated with the Christian Holiness
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Association (CHA) and serving a large nximber of students of one of
these schools (fifty or more). The Christian Holiness Association is
an organization for cooperation among denominations, schools and
churches, etc. of a Wesleyan-Arminlan persuasion. The Free Methodist
denomination Is a member of the Christian Holiness Association. Asbury
College and Asbury Theological Seminary, both located in Wilmore,
Kentucky, also confess a Wesleyan-Arminlan theological position.
Procedure
Names of the educational institutions were obtained from the
brochure, "The Story of CHA" and from telephone conversations with the
office of Rev. Darius Salter, General Secretary of the CHA. A letter
was sent to the president of each institution requesting names,
*
addresses and pastors' names of the local churches near them and
fulfilling the prerequisites of the survey sample. The attached form
and a stamped return envelope were included. Presidents who did not
respond by letter were phoned.
The accompanying "Survey of Churches in Christian Academic
Communities" was sent to each pastor. A follow-up telephone call was
made or a card sent to all pastors not responding by November 1, 1980.
One hundred sixteen surveys were sent out. Seventy-four surveys were
received back. Of these, thirty-six were from churches who had fifty
or more students attending regularly from the nearby school. Forty-six
requested that a copy of the survey tabiilation be sent to them.
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SURVEY OF CHURCHES IN CHRISTIAN ACADEMIC COMMUNITIES
Tabulation of Survey Responses
Italics indicate the responses of those who completed the questionnaire.
1. What Is your total church membership?
1-250 11 751-1000 2
251-500 11 1000+ 4
501-750 8
2. What is your average Sunday morning worship attendance?
1-250 7 751-1000 3
251-500 12 1000+ 5
501-750 9
3. What is the average number of students attending your morning
worship service from the nearby Christian academic institution?
50-100 20 201-300 4
101-200 6 301+ 5
4. What percentage of your Sunday morning worship congregation is made
up of those associated with the educational institution (faculty,
staff, students and their families)?
10-20% 8 41-50% 5
21-30% 12 51-60% 6
31-40% 2 No response 1
5. What is the distance from your church to the campus?
On campus 8 2-3 miles 5
1 block or less S 4-7 miles S
2-10 blocks 4 8+ miles 2
h - 1 mile 6
6. What is the population of the city or village in which you are
located?
1-5,000 10 100-200,000 2
10-20,000 5 200,000+ 11
20-100,000 8
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7. As pastor, do you have official status or academic rank at the
Christian educational Institution nearby? 10 yes 26 no
If so, what?
Part-time faculty (usually one alaas per year)
Invited to all fellowship functions and looked upon as part of the
faculty; also used on panels, eta.
Staff
Faculty status
College pastor and Instructor in Religion
Member - Board of Trustees
Assistant Professor
Alwmus
Graduate of Asbury Seminary
8. Is your church considered the college church or host church?
16 yes 19 no 1 no response
What is the basis of this official relationship?
It is emerging as the college church.
It is the only C&MA church in the area.
Location of building and past tradition.
Only church in isolated rural village and close cooperation
between church and college sponsored by same dsnomination.
Denominational affiliation (college is our denomination)
Historical precedence and connection through high percentage
of U.M. 's
Relationship to eastern conference
Mutual use of facilities
As the college churchy it serves the spiritual needs of the college
in ministry.
Only Free Methodist church in the vicinity � default.
On campus; past denominational ties.
Proximity � the arrangement is informal.
Another church adjoins the campus � it is called "The College
Church".
ife are United Methodist and our college is Free Methodist � I am
only a friend and neighbor in time of need.
It is campus church.
ye were established s'ust before the college located here in 1929.
For a short time college personnel worshipped with the small
"town" church then organized "college church. "
9. Do you actively recruit students from the educational institution
for worship and other church activities? 22 yes 14 no
If so, how?
Mostly by ads, mailt and thru access to chapel services, etc. for
revival and missions conference speakers.
Greet them in registration line; letters.
Cooperation in Spiritual Emphasis week; cooperation through
Christian Service for students filling C.E. positions.
Low-key. We have full-time minister for campus. We rmke our
programming attractive to students.
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Visitation; lay leaders appointed among students; involvement
in S.S.y CYC; socials.
Not so actively. We tend to assume if we provide a good strong
preaching program and people interested in students, students
will come.
Fosters around campus; offer free transportation; invite students
to perform.
Campus nail; posters.
Full program of activities.
Recruit volunteer staff through bulletin; use posters; "Scoop
Sheet" announcements; campus radio for publicity.
Through our staff leadership � music, children, youth ministries �
we seek to "involve" them and offer training.
Greet them in registration line.
We are allowed a display at Orientation time; I send letters to
those new students of UMC, when supplied with their names and
addresses (before college begins). I visit the UMC students
and keep contacts during week days.
Personal contacts by persons in responsibility, such as C.E.
Director, music committee, etc.
Mailings, personal contact.
We recruit workers from among students. Advertisements in school
papers and periodicals.
Bus ministry; Sunday School class; encourage involvement; concept
of Associate Membership � membership terminates at graduation.
Posters; rides for all services; personal invitation from church
Tnembers to eat meals in their homes; stress on good Sunday School
class.
10. How many hours per week of student ministries does your church
offer (i.e. college Sunday School class, college fellowship,
etc.)?
0-4 hours 28
5-10 hours 3
full-time 2
no response 3
11. Among all the various ministry demands upon you and your church,
how high would you rate the priority you give to student ministries?
(Circle one number: 1 = very low or none; 5 = very high)
1 2 3 4 5
2 8 16 4 7 Avg. 3.22
12. Among all the various ministry demands upon you and your church,
how high would you rate the priority your church gives to student
ministries? (Circle one number: 1 = very low or none; 5 = very
high)
NR 1 2 3 4 5
1 1.5 6 2.5 17 6 4 Avg. 3.17
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13. What is the cost in your annual budget for ministries especially
tailored for students?
$0 9 $3001-4000 1
$1-1000 23 $4001-5000 1
$1001-2000 2 $5000+ 7
$2001-3000 0 No response 3
14. What percentage of staff time is devoted to counseling, visiting
and other ministry to students who did not grow up in your church?
0-10% 12 31-40% 2
11-20% 12 41%+ 5
21-30% 3 No response 2
15. To what extent do you believe your church is different from
churches not closely associated with a Christian educational
institution? (Circle one number for each item: 1 = very little
difference; 5 = very much difference)
Avg.
2.47
2. 74
2.47
2.27
2.88
2.27
2. 74
2.28
In overall purpose
In general goals and
obj ectives
In ministry opportunities
available
In needs that must be met
In response to evangelism
In expectations of
parishoners
In world missions emphasis
In specific programs offered
Other: (tieted onae each)
2 3
9 11 5
7
2
2
6
3
12
5
2 3
10 6
3 4
8 12
12
11
12 7
4 5
8 6
3 4
9 10
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
Eeterogeneous groups (rated 5)
Percentage of participants who are students (rated 5)
Preaching audience (rated 4)
Leadership potential (rated 4}
Use of pastor's time (rated 4)
Overall stability and dependability of congregation (rated 5}
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The greatest opportunity before this congregation (one that never
comes to most) is.
The responses to this question tended to follow similar themes.
�2. An opportunity to impaot the life of students.
"Ministry to a core group of students who will have a long-
lasting effect on this region of the denomination. "
"To impact the lives of a large number of college students. "
"To significantly affect the lives of students. "
"To teach and model Christian living in the midst of a young,
transient and impressionable and potentially influential group
of people. "
"Multiplied ministries as students move on to future concerns and
work. "
"Influence upon ministerial students in developing pastoral and
preaching concepts and philosophies. "
"Modeling and teaching ecclesiology to Christian college students
(viability of the local church); training students for church
leadership. "
"(1) To help get students established spiritually and offer 'on
the job training' for various ministries; (2) To proclaim
scriptural holiness in a healthy combination of academic and
oormunity in a heavily populated Catholic area; (Z) To send
young people out to serve as ministers or laymen knowing you have
helped them spiritually. "
"(1) To be a part of the college team in building committed lives
that will go forth as the church in various fields; (2) afford
the students a place, a real 'sanctuary ' of peace and retreat from
the academic climate of the week; (3) often overlooked but
important in obligation, that we repay to parents a fulfillment
of a debt we have to other parents who minister to our youth
while aioay at college. "
"Reaching/penetrating our commmity through the training/equipping/
mobilizing of a large leadership potential which will serve as a
living model to the students here at the church. "
"Nurturing and shaping lives of college-age youth. "
"The opportunity to touch the world through the students who go
out from here and to influence our denomination for evangelical
Christianity. "
"To share with a large number of youth at a most critical period
of their lives. This is done through worship, fellowship, home
relationships, etc. "
"The opportunity to develop an effective ministry among college
students � to carry the idea of a oaring church to other
churches. "
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(continued)
"The opportunity to shape and mold the student body into ohuroh-
men and church wom.en while in college; to minister to 1500
students in the formati-oe years and decision-making years of their
lives; to emphasize preventative social action for young people. "
"Ministering to students that will later be in ministry. It is a
challenge to show them the reality of the leadership of the Spirit. "
"The opportunity to influence for the Lord hundreds of young
people who are on the move through the educational system.
We are a 'halfway house ' for these students. "
"Model to a student (collegiate) age-level what a church is lihe
and is to be. "
"To model an effective church ministry for young people who will
be going all over the world and becoming part of other local
congregations. "
2. The availability of the resources of students.
"Willing Bible college families who will help in the local church
ministry program, i.e. Sunday School teachers, visitation, other
workers are generally from Bible college students. "
"To capitalize and utilize the (1) personnel; (2) gifts; (3)
enthusiasm; (4) youth of these students. "
"Energy and vitality and stimulation of college youth and
academic community. "
"The opportunity of having large number of students providing
a higher level of inspiration and morale. Also offering intern
service to students and students settling here following their
graduation. "
"To develop opportunities for students to secure professions,
jobs, occupations, in order to remain in this area following
graduation. Therefore also an opportunity to develop strong
spiritual leadership qualities within this group of future
leaders. "
"The availability of useful talent and energy. "
3. The opportunity to reach the community for Christ.
"The only evangelical church in an area that boasts as being one
of the most desirable places to live. "
"A real contact with a pagan pool!"
"To be clearly identified as a viable force in the community �
a community church. "
"Ministering to the community (geographic) ."
4. Other Resources.
"Ministry to many areas of need � seniors, singles and young
adults. "
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16. (continued)
"Pastoring people who are for the most part servioe-oriented. "
"The ridh variety of culture, tradition and thought which
students and faculty contribute to the life, ministry and thinking
of the congregation. "
17. The greatest sense of irritation to this congregation (one that
never comes to most) is..
The responses to this question tended to follow certain themes.
1. The transience and inconsistent attendance and loyalty of
students.
"Inconsistent attendance patterns in light of vast expenditure
needed to provide adequate facilities. "
"The students are so up and down in loyalty; here today and gone
home next week. "
"Transience in the extreme. "
"Bard to find a seat. ..to a guest they see mainly a young church;
lot of turnover. "
"Constant 'turnover ' of personnel. . . students coming and going.
Just about the time they get involved they move, or go home for
a holiday. Often our local church schedule is affected by the
college schedule. Many of our people are connected vnth the
school (faculty, staff, students) so what goes on there can affect
our planning. I guess the feeling of transience might be a source
of irritation. "
"The transiency and fickleness of the students; you can't depend
on them. "
"Developing loyalty among the students while they are living in
the area for four years; scheduling activities because the college
uses 1/Z of our building for classes, etc. "
"The great pool of talent and potential resources that are never
tapped or harnessed for the local church program.
"
"The short time of involvement of the students.
"
"The change-over of students each year; i.e. new names to learn
�
our people are not really irritated by this but it becomes to
them a challenge. "
2. The relationshiy to the educational institution.
"The matter of scheduling. "
"College cormunity tends to be self-sufficient and totalitarian;
taking up all energies of faculty, administration, and to some
degree, students. "
"Criticism and reciprocal cooperation from college.
"
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(continued)
"Developing loyalty among the students while they are living in
the area for four years. Soheduling activities because the
college uses 1/S of our building for olasses, eta. "
"The overcrowdedness when the students are present. The need for
larger facilities but students do not pay the bills. The
interrelationship of two institutions with separate leadership
and objectives using common facilities and programming for the
same constituency. "
"The unavailability of many faculty and staff to be involved in
church leadership. Our best talents are unavailable to us �
but are out ministering on behalf of the college. "
3. Community relations.
"(1) Students do take their seats, and if they must sit elsewhere,
often the Lord can 't find them or thinks them not present, and the
whole is shot to pieces. (2) f/hat can they do to help us, as when
they graduate, they leave, and etc. "
"So what do they do for us? All we invest in them is lost. " (Com
ment of a real minority) . Other than these two I have no other
problems of my people-student relationship. I have complaints
from the same people I spend too much time and attention on
students. "
"The extra effort it takes to maintain a 'family' atmosphere due
to the number of students and student prospects. However we see
this as an opportunity more than an irritation. "
"Some feel we cater too much to college students. Town and gown
complaint. "
"Diversity in philosophy of ministry between student families and
the community members. "
"But practically, this Greek word means. .." in Sunday School classes
or Bible educational superiority versus nan-Bible school training. "
"Being unfairly understood in being perceived as a sophisticated
congregation. "
4. Inadequate financial support and physical facilities.
"Heed for land acquisition. "
"Limited space. "
"The demand to provide facilities for college functions and
activities, care for visiting guests, etc. "
"The overcrowdedness when students are present. The need for
larger facilities, bub students do not pay the bills. The inter
relationship of two institutions with separate leadership and
objectives using common facilities and programming for the same
constituency. "
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17- (continued)
"I suppose trying to provide faculty and ministry to support a
large student population which in turn is able to give very
little in the way of monetary help. "
"The lack of facilities and individual attention caused by
rapid conditions and rapid growth. "
S. Other.
"We are the only church in the college town. The same people who
participate in and run everything else also run the church. "
"hty personal irritation is willingness of local Christians to
stand aside and refuse 'to do the work of the ministry ' . Excuse
me... 'they' (the Bible college students) need the experience."
"The heavy marital counseling situations brought on by college
stress, adjustment, etc. "
"The lack of vitally committed members to become involved in
helping to run the church's ministries."
"Spending too much time with Christians!"
"Knowing who is the church here � whether the church is those
from May to August or whether we are only half a church then
(without the students) ."
18. The situations below are sometimes present in local coimnunities
with a Christian academic institution. In your opinion, to what
extent have each conflicted with the ministry of your church?
(Circle one niimber for each item: 1 = very little or none;
5 = greatly)
Resentment because of linfortunate 1 2 3 4 5
incidents of the past 11 2 8 6 1 2.14
Resentment because of institutional 12 3 4 5
tax-free status 28 5 0 1 1 1.24
Resentment because of a supposed 12 3 4 5
town-gown separateness 16 11 2 2 11. 88
Uneasiness because of differences 12 3 4 5
in educational level 12 7 11 4 0 2.17
Efforts of the Christian academic 12 3 4 5
institution to function as a 19 2 10 2 1 2.0
church (i.e. holding revivals,
serving communion, etc.)
Need to take evangelistic efforts 12 3 4 5
away from church building to make 18 7 6 2 0 1.82
them successful
Tendency of the Christian academic 12 3 4 5
institution to schedule its 11 5 7 9 2 2.65
calendar without reference to
nearby churches
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18. (continued)
High loyalty demand by academic 12 3 4 5
institution for its faculty IS 6 4 7 3 2. 34
to contribute financially to
the school rather than the
church
High loyalty demand by academic 12 3 4 5
institution for its faculty 13 10 S 5 2 2.23
and students to attend all
institutional functions
19. The situations below are sometimes present in local communities
with a Christian academic institution. In your opinion, to what
extent have each enhanced the ministry of your church? (Circle
one number for each item: 1 = very
Utilization by the church of the
educational institution's
facilities
Contribution of students to
church life
Availability to the church of
special activities sponsored
by the school
A general heightened spiritual
sensitivity in the community
Availability to the church of
resource persons from the
academic institution
Support to the church of the
college's religion/philosophy
faculty
Attraction of worshipping in an
academic setting
Denominational attention given
(and activities available)
to the church
ittle or none; 5 = greatly)
10 2.69
10 15 8 3.75
10 11
13
12 8
12
10
3.31
3.28
14 14 4.11
8 3.33
2. 77
2. 83
20. There are many needs that face the local church. For each of the
following categories list the primary needs which your congregation
must face.
A. Needs of persons who are In your congregation.
Family Needs
"Marital oovmseling, financial aounseling, -purpose in life oanoept"
"Family relationships"
"Marriage eowiseling"
"FamHy-involvement needed"
"Evangelism of youth and children"
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20. (continued)
"(k>mmitmentj time-pye8Sia>e dsmandj family unity"
"Cultivation of families (ohildpen, youth, etc. ) "
"Effective children's and youth ministry"
"More time to be with their immediate family"
"Handling of time pressures; enriching marriage and family life"
Needs of Singles
"Need to feel needed and wanted � singles especially"
"Many single adults, divorced mainly"
"Special age groups needs, i.e. senior adults, singles, widows,
college and university students"
Needs of Senior Citizens
"Needs of senior citizens in nursing homes � personal attention"
"Caring ministries to widows, eldei^y, etc. "
"Special age-group needs, i.e. single adults, singles, widows,
college and university students"
Fellowship Needs
"Acceptance, affirmation, growth, challenge"
"Genuine fellowship between school and local citizen. We are
all intimate strangers. "
"To be supported, through small groups and by individuals to
learn more of what God wants in the Scriptures "
"Principles of Christian commmity � "knowing and living them"
"Unity � of purpose and goals "
"Greater sense of oneness, unity, harmony; willingness to carry
spiritual burdens for others, spiritual vision for self and
church"
"Need to feel needed and wanted, singles especially. Need to be
used in the church program, young marrieds.
"
"Need to involve them in small groups due to 'bigness' of the
church"
"For close sharing relationships under the authority of the Holy
Spirit"
"To have a close relationship with other Christians; to be loved
accepted, etc. "
"Involvement in caring/supportive relationships"
"Fellowship"
"Sense of community"
"Fellowship"
"Love and encouragement; acceptance; intimacy � "hiaw someone; be
"known deeply and lovingly"
"Meaningful service roles; support systems"
Need for Evangelism
"Evangelism of youth and children"
"Building bridges to unsaved persons"
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20. (continued)
Need for PastoHncf
"Handling emotional problems; implementing adequate balance in
priority between personal, family, professional and church;
handling of time pressures"
"Need for discipleship training; Biblical "knowledge (growth in)"
"Visitation; counseling and healing, etc.; cultivation of
families (children, youth, etc.)"
"Need more attention � the need to be pastored. I have called
in some homes and heard the people say, 'You are the first
pastor to visit us in years (10, 13, 16).' How does the gospel
apply to me in other ways than missions and evangelism?"
"Congregational care; theological basis for practical Christian
living"
Need for Nurturing
"Spiritual maturity, spiritual witness"
"To be supported � through small groups and by individuals to
learn more of what God wants in the Scriptures"
"Principles of Christian community � knowing and living them;
irrplementing adequate balance in priorities between personal,
family, professional and church; avoiding professionalism due
to isolated setting; handling emotional problems"
"Need for discipleship training; Biblical knowledge (growth in) "
"Deepening of spiritual life and training for effective Christian
living and service; developing them into ministers, people with
a concept of ministry. Making disciples of them. "
"Spiritual vision for self and church; willingness to carry
spiritual burdens for others"
"Theological basis for practical Christian living"
"Better working knowledge of the Scriptures"
"Need for challenge, financially and evangelistically; need for
church to respond to many transient families; need to learn
how to drau short term residents into church activities"
"Spiritual truth for growth"
Need for Worship
"To worship God; find inspiration, grace, etc. "
"Quality worship"
B. Needs of persons who are in your local community but outside
your local congregation.
Need for Proclamation of the (k>spel
"Insensitive to the need of salvation"
"A Church willing to go to them with the redemptive message"
"Salvation"
"To know Christ"
"Spiritual need of some � but community is largely Christian"
"Evangelism ministry of helps in immediate neighborhood"
"Basically the need for Christ, a right concept of God and the
church, a need for loving concern from the body of (Christ,
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20. (continued)
they need to knew Christ 's people 'care ' and are for real.
We must knew how to reach them. "
"Evangelism - visitation"
"Need of evangelism � to be won to Christ"
"Friendship and evangelism"
"They need to see a church who has a great local ministry to the
outsider as well as a great ministry to the world (overseas)"
"Thinking that our church can meet their needs"
"Need for greater evangelistic thrust into the community; perhaps
(mother organization would be good for the congregation and the
community "
"Evangelism, friendship"
"Personal commitment to Jesus Christ"
"Salvation - many are not Christians"
Family Needs
"To cope with family crisis"
"Family needs"
"Family problems - tension and divorce"
"Services like day care"
"Marriage/home "
"Eow to raise children as a single parent"
"Marriage problems"
Emotional Needs
"Identity"
"Assisting ministry of local counseling center"
"Loneliness - one of the greatest problems"
"Counseling (personal and marital)"
"Clarity of purpose for their life"
"Stability - surrounded by students - mostly attending secular
schools"
"Loneliness - many singles and divorcees"
Economic Needs
"Financial aid"
"Socio-economic problems of very poor county"
"Financial"
"Financial help at needy times"
"Feeding the families who can't afford groceries"
"Financial assistance"
"t4aterial needs"
Needs of the Aged
"Needs of the aging � nursing home"
"Somewhat large retired community"
"Eelp for the aged"
"Keeping increased number of senior adults active and involved
in worthwhile activities"
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20. (continued)
Ethnia Needs
"Growing Hispcmio population; Vietnamese refugees"
Youth Needs
"Youth problems"
C. Needs of persons who are outside your local community
(missions, etc.)
Need for Evangelism
"Evangelization "
"Missions "
"Missionary support for denominational work in Bolivia/Peru;
partial support for ohuroh families who are missionaries under
our agencies; partial support for inner-city work, Portland"
"The need to raise and send necessary funds to finance the work of
missions � home and aibroad; the need to educate our people
on this phase of outreach and concern for others"
"Need of support, prayer, and giving"
"Students in fields of service like VISA; missions"
"Financial support and prayer sicpport for missionaries; spiritual
support through our cassette ministry outreach; counseling
former students who are facing spiritual problems in their
work (both secular and Christian service) "
"To share the gospel, both by sending finances and personnel"
"The gospel"
"Missionary support"
"Christ as Savior and Lord; prayer"
"Salvation and survival needs"
Need for Food
"Hunger Belief"
"Suffering, persecution, starving abroad"
"Food"
"Need for housing"
"Housing"
Literacy Needs
"Literacy Needs"
Medical and Social Needs
"Acute physical needs among whites and blacks"
"Medical care"
"Evangelism; social concern"
"Social needs"
Emotional Needs
"Acceptance "
"Counseling former students who are facing spiritual problems in
their work (both secular and Christian service) "
"The feeling of being oared for - loved - more than in words only -
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20. (continued)
but to see the message of God modeled"
"Care and oonoem - be remembered"
Other Needs
"Large state university nearby with aooompanying needs"
"Youth in the area are worthy objeats of outreach"
"Partial support for inner city work in Portland"
"Greater concern for all within God's world"
"Refugee assistance"
"Prayer; equipping personnel; money; material"
D. Physical Building and Financial Needs
Educational Facilities
"We need additonal educational facilities; classrooms, etc. "
"Sunday School space needed desperately"
"Need for more Sunday School facilities"
"Recent need to acquire gym and Sunday School space"
"More Sunday School rooms"
"More Sunday School class space"
Financial Needs
"Large indebtedness incurred in enlarging facilities to provide
large sanctuary"
"On-going. Eaoe attractive church (seating 1000+) we are paying
for"
"Financial status of the church is tight. To operate a large
program with such a small percentage of resident constituents
is difficult. Few constituents come from business or higher-
paid professional sectors"
"The college scene has taxed us financially for we need more
staff than we can afford due to the lower income level of
many students; we need the services of the staff and attempt
to offer a full program of ministry but cannot really afford
all we try to do. "
"We have good facilities but in a growing situation there is
constant need for rnore space and more effective use of space.
Financing the various programs requires constant promotion.
To implement any program requires finances. Thus we emphasize
stewardship � tithing and special giving. "
"Booing lost the building by fire, now in a new modern building,
we have a good plant, but the debt is also strangling local
programs and ministry. Failure here to see 'people
' as oui?
priority. Thus are not getting people or money. Everything
has a price tag and 'can't afford' until this is hurting
outreach"
"Always need financial projection"
"With a new church plant we are faced with heavy mortgage payments
and the problem of receiving adequate funding for progrcmning"
"(kiining an increased commitment from our membership to give
sacrificially (beginning with a tithe as a minimum)"
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20. (continued)
"We are presently adding to our facilities which is presenting
a tremendous financial challenge. We have comfortably met our
needs up to this time. "
"We have adequate facilities - the old. We are facing declining
population in the city. Finances are stable but could be much
better. "
"Building too small. Financial base with college cormunity
smaller than usual church our size. "
Need for a larger facility
"We need a larger facility. The college has been growing faster
than the congregation. "
"Physical facilities - inadequate for much growth, but we are not
prepared to make that large decision at this time. "
"Increasing seating capacity of the sanctuary "
"Larger sanctuary"
"New sanctuary"
"Building too small. Financial base of college community smaller
than usual for church our size. "
"New building � start building in Spring of '81"
Other Needs
"Need larger organ to be adequate for big sanctuary"
"New F.A. and sound system; carpeting; complete new building
with tower, spire; another van; air condition the chapel;
possibly the church sanctuary"
"Tne people built a large plant before the energy crunch and we
must correct problems relating to the same. Insulation, storm
windows are a must. We put on GO storm windows last year and
are presently getting ready to put on an additional 60.
Next year we will get to the big ones. "
"We must grow.
"
"Increased parking availability"
"Recreational facilities, fellowship facilities"
21. Please list below any books, magazine articles, or unpublished
materials which you have found relating to local church ministry
in Christian college communities. (Include apparently unrelated
material which you have found had "high translation" value to you
in dealing with the unique responsibilities of your setting.)
"Unaware of any specific articles on the special area - have had
to adapt from more general articles"
"Certain papers from The Consortium College Chaplains' Meetings,
W. Richard Stephens, "Changing Conceptions of Chapel in the
American College" Fides et Historia, fall 1977; various issues
of the NICM Journal; many books interpreting American culture;
The Culture of Narcissism, Bow Should We Then Live, etc. "
Arthur Eolmes, The Idea of a Christian College, Eerdmans, 1975.
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(continued)
"Svnae we are not the official 'college church' we are not that
involved in the college activities and functions. "
"Sorry, I haven't found any yet!"
Jones, Ezra Earl, Strategies for New Churches, Harper & Bow, 1976.
Hunter, George C. The Contagious Congregation, Abingdon, 1979.
Schaller, Lyle E. Effective Church Planning, Abingdon, 1979.
Browning, Don S. The Moral Context of Pastoral Care, Westminster,
1976.
Jacobsen, Crowded Pews, Lonely People
All of "Church Growth" material
Stedman, Birth of the Body
Getz, The Measure of a Church
Anything by Dr. Malick! He ^s great. Christianity Today, 11/7/80.
The Church of the Nazarene in the Year 2000, Nazarene Publishing
House, Kansas City.
Noyce, Gay lord. Survival and Mission for the City Church.
Am, McGavran. Growth - A New Vision for the Sunday School,
Church Growth Press.
I haven't read mush directly relating to our situation.
"None - worked in a similar setting for three years in Nyack,
New York. "
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7he Wilmore Free fl^ethodist &ku
Letter sent to college presidents
I am concerned by the unique challenges and opportimities of
local church ministry to the constituency of a Christian
academic community- I'm sure you have felt similarly.
This concern has propelled our church into a long-range
plan for ministry and me into a study of this subject for
my Doctor of Ministry dissertation at Asbuiy Theological
Seminary
I need your help. Please send me the names of nearby churches
where a large number (approximately 50) of your students
worship weekly I plan to survey all such churches near your
institution and other institutions associated with the
Christian Holiness Association.
Please complete the enclosed form and return it to me by
October 8 in the enclosed envelope. Please answer to the
best of your knowledge. I realize that you may not have
exact knowledge in all cases.
Thank you. I deeply appreciate your assistance.
Sincerely,
Arthur Brown
Pastor
AB/jd
Enc.
Arthur S. Brown, Pastor
Margaret Dargan, Director of Christian Education
Robert N. Norton, Minister of Youth
John S. Tremaine, Minister of Music
300 North Lexington Avenue, Wilmore, Kentucky 40390
606-858-3521
Response Form from College Presidents
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These are the ohurahee wHoh minister to a large mmbey> (apppoximatety 50} of
our students each week during the school year.
(Return in the enoloaed etanged envelope to Arthur Brom, 601 Bellevue, Hlmre,
Kentucky, 40390)
Ckuroh name
Address
Pastor 'a name
^
Telephone
(Church name
Address
Pastor's name
Telephone
Church name
Address
Pastor's name
Telephone
Church name
Address
Pastor's name
Telephone
Church name
Address
Pc^tor's name
Telephone
(Church name
Address
_______�_�
Pastor's name
Telephone
(Use other aide if neoeaaary)
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Tke Wilmore Free ffletkodist ui
October 15, 1980
Letter Sent to Pastors
Just over a year ago I was appointed paetor of the Wilmore
Free Methodist Church, Much of our ministry here is among
the students of Aehury College and Asbury Theological Sem^
inary .
During thie year our church has been involved in long-range
planning for ministry. We have often been challenged by the
unique opportunities and problems of ministry in a Christian
aaademio community. As a result I have made thie the eubdeot
of my Doctor of Ministry dissertation.
The accompanying survey is being sent to pastors serving
ohurohes in Christian academic communities. Our survey sam
ple includes those churches serving a large number of students
from academic institutions associated with the Christian
Holiness Association, Please complete the survey candidly
and return it to me by November 1, 1980. Mail the enoloaed
card separately when you mail the aurvey. If I have not re
ceived the card by November 1 I will call you to make aure
that the aurvey arrived on time,
I will be glad to ahare with you the oompoaite reaulta of the
aurvey. Juat check the appropriate line on the enoloaed oavd
before you return it to me,
I deeply appreciate the time which you give to me through
thie aurvey, I believe ita oompoaite reaulta can give aig-
nifieant inaight. Thank youl
Sincerely,
Arthur Brown
Paetor
Arthur S. Brown, Pastor
Robert N. Norton, Minister of Youth
John S. Tremaine, Minister of Music
300 North LexingtonAvenue, Wilmore, Kentucky,40390
606-858-3521
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SURVEY OF CHURCHES IN CHRISTIAN ACADEMIC COMMUNITIES
Instructions; This survey has been distributed to pastors who serve churches
near educational instituUons associated with the Christian Holin�?ss Asnociation.
Its purpose is to Isolate unique characteristics of such churches (and their
locations) which affect their ministry. Please answer each question candidly
(your responses will be kept totally anonymous) and return the survey by
Novenber 1, 1980 in the enclosed envelope to Arthur Brown, 300 N. Lexington
Avenue, Wilmore, Kentucky 40390. When you return the survey, please also retiim
the enclosed post card separately. If we do not receive ycur card by Noveisber 1,
we will call to make sure the survey arrived properly.
1. What is your total church membership?
2. What is your average S\inday morning worship attendance?
3. What is the average number of students attending your morning worship
service from the nea^y Christian acadi mic institution?
4. What percentage of your Sunday morning worship congregation is made up
of those associated with the educatione I institution (faculty, staff,
students and their families)? %
5. What is the distance from your church t a the campus?
6. What is the population of the city or village in which you are located?
7. As pastor do you have official status or academic rank at the Christian
educational Institution nearfjy? yes no
If so, what?
8. Is your church considered the college church or host church? yes no
What is the basis of this official relationship? __________________________
9. Do you actively recruit students from the educational Institution for
%rorshlp and other church activities? yes no
If so, how?
10. Bow many hours per week of student ministries does your church offer
(i.e. College Sunday school class, college fellowship, etc.)?
11. Among all the various ministry demands upon you and your church, how
hic^ would you rate the priority you give to student ministries?
(Circle one number: 1 ** very low or nonej 5 = very high)
1 2 3 4 5
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12. Among all the various ministry demands upon you and your church, how high
would you rate the priority your church gives to student ninistries?
(Circle one nunber: 1 �� very low or none; 5 � very high)
1 2 3 4 5
13. vni&t is the cost in your annual budget for ministries esoecially tailored
for students? $
14. VJhat percentage of staff time is devoted to counseling, visiting and
other ministry to students who did not qrow up in your church? %
15. To what extent do you believe your church is different from churches not
closely associated with a Christian educational institution?
(Circle one number for each item: 1 = very little difference; 5 � very much
difference)
In overeQ.1 purpose 1 2 3 4 5
In general ooals and objectives 1 .2 3 4 5
In ministry opportunities avail
able 1 2 3 4 5
In needs that must be net 1 2 3 4 5
In response to evangelism 1 2 3 1, 5
In escpectations of parishoners 1 2 3 A 5
In world missions emphasis 1 2 3 5
In specific progrsuns offered 1 2 3 4 5
Other 1 2 3 4 5
16. The greatest opportunity before this congregation (one that never comes
to most) is. . .
17. The greatest sense of irritation to this congregation (one that never cones
to most) is. . .
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The situations below are sometimes present in local communities with a
Oiristian academic institution. In your opinion, to what extent have each
conflicted with the ministry of your church? (Circle one number for each
item: 1 = very little or none; 5 = greatly)
Resentment because of unfortunate incidents of the past 1 2 3 4
Resentment because of institutional tax-free status 1 2 3 4
Resentment because of a supposed town-gown separateness .... 1 234
Uneasiness because of differences in educational level 1 2 3 4
Efforts of the Christian academic institution to
function as a church (i.e. holding revivals, serving
communion, etc.) 1 2 3 4
Need to take evangelistic efforts away from the church
building to make them successful 1 2 3 4
Tendency of the Christian academic institution to
schedule its calendar without reference to nearby
diurcAies 1 2 3 4
High loyalty demand by academic institution for its faculty
to contribute financially to the school rather than the
church 1 2 3 4
High loyalty demand by academic institution for its
faculty and students to attend all institutional
functions 1 2 3 4
19. The situations below are sometimes present in local communities with a
Christian academic institution. In your opinion, to what extent have
each enhanced the ministry of your church? (Circle one number for each
item: 1 = very little or none; 5 = greatly)
Utilization by the church of the educational
institution's facilities 1 2 3 4
Contribution of students to church life ...1 2 3 4
Availability to the church of special activities
sponsored by the school 1 2 3 4
A genered heightened spiritual sensitivity in the
community.. � 1 2 3 4
Availability to the church of resource persons from the
academic inst.'.'-.ution 1 2 3 4
S\q>port to the church of the college's religion/philosophy
faculty 1 2 3 4
Attraction of worshipping in an academic setting 1 2 3 4
Denominational attention given (and activities available)
to the church 1 2 3 4
20. There are many needs that face the local church. For each of the
following categories list the primary needs which your congregation
must face:
Needs of persons who axe in your local congregation
Needs of persons who are in your local community but outside your local
ccaigregation
Needs of persons who are outside your local community (missions, etc.)
Physical building and financial needs of your congregation
21. Please list below any books, magazine articles, or unpublished materials
which you have found relating to local church ministry in Christian
college communities. (Include apparently unrelated material which you
have found had "high translation" value to you in dealing with the
unique responsibilities of your setting.)
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APPENDIX B
PLANNING FOR MISSION
A CONTEXTUAL PROJECT WRITTEN BY ARTHUR S. BROWN
FOR THE DOCTOR OF MINISTRY PROGRAM
ASBURY THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY
This project took place in the Wilmore Free Methodist Church,
Wilmore, Kentucky. It began in the Fall of 1979. It is part of a
continuing process of planning within the church. Much of what is
described below will be repeated as the church attempts to sharpen its
mission and ministry objectives.
Diagnosis of Need
There are many cliches about planning. Some say "plan your
work�work your plan," and "it doesn't matter how fast you're traveling;
if you don't know where you're going there's little chance you'll get
there." Yet in the church, as well as in individual life, many normally
live each day with little conscious thought of that day's relationship
to their ultimate goals. Many have never written what their ultimate
goals might be.
Several assumptions in the church encourage its members to
ignore the need for long-range planning. Some assume that because they
are busy that they are effective. Seldom do they measure their assumed
effectiveness. They just believe that it is there. Some assume that
because they have some general idea of what they think the church should
be that therefore everyone else has the same concept. As a result there
is no reason to consider the whole question of long-range planning.
Some assume that because they sincerely care about those around them
that thei.r concern is understood and that they are ministering to the
most important needs.
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From the author's earliest association with the Wilmore Free
Methodist Church as pastor he receivec" indications that the
congregation realized the need for long-range planning. Individuals
with responsibility commented on their desire for direction which
could only come from such long-range planning. The Official Board
and the Pastor's Cabinet both responded affirmatively in the Fall of
1979 to the suggestion that a long-range plan for the church be
adopted.
A number of situations in the life of the church and its
community have produced this felt need:
1. Growing and changing staff. During the three years prior
to the author's coming to the church, eight different persons served on
the church staff (three pastors, two ministers of Christian Education,
two associate pastors, one minister of music). At the beginning of
this time, the clergy staff included pastor and Christian Education
minister. The church experienced high turnover of staff. When the
study began the staff included pastor. Minister of Youth, and Minister
of Music. A Director of Christian Education was added during the time
of the study. The church realized the need to specify priority
ministries for these staff persons and to consider possible additional
staff needs for the future.
2. Denominational relationships. In 1971 the church's
relationship with the denomination changed as the office of Director
of the John Wesley Seminary Foundation (JWSF) moved to Winona Lake,
Indiana. The church assumed primary responsibility for its own
financial support. The denomination contracted with the church to
provide an Assistant Director of the John Wesley Seminary Foundation
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and clerical assistance. The church continued to minister to many
Free Methodist seminary students and their families. The congregation
realized its need to clarify its relationship to JWSF and its goals
for ministry to these student families.
3. Program. The program of the church (Christian Education,
Worship, Evangelism, >Iissions, etc.) is staffed by over one himdred
volunteer workers. The church realized its need to coordinate goals
for its programs and ministries.
4 . Finance . Church income increased from $22,403 to
$126,557.43 during the period 1977-1979. The church's ministries grew
faster than its income and more money was spent than received during
part of this time. At the beginning of this study the church was
regularly paying back money which had been borrowed for this deficit.
The church realized the need to plan long-range objectives in an
attempt to predict future financial needs.
5. Facilities. Growing attendance had increased beyond the
normal capacity of the church's facilities. Two Sunday morning worship
services were inaugurated in early 1978. Christian Education
activities were held in five locations outside the main church building.
The church realized the need to consider the advisability of continuing
these building use practices and to predict building needs for the
future. The church also fovind its van carrying above capacity loads
of children to church functions. The church realized the need to
consider transportation needs for the future.
6. Population trends. The church is located in one of the
comtry's most rapidly growing counties. Jessamine County's population
in 1979 was estimated to be 26,616 persons. Population in 2000 was
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predicted to reach as high as 53,638. The church realized the need to
consider the effects of this growth on possible future ministry.
li Area Free Methodist ministries. The church was officially
responsible for Free Methodist congregations worshipping in
Nicholasville and Lexington. Although both these congregations were
expected to become officially independent, the Wilmore congregation
valued its association and fellowship with them and realized the need
to consider long-range possibilities for mutual support.
8. Relationship to Asbury Theological Seminary. The
congregation included approximately 65 students of Asbury Theological
Seminary and 15 faculty members and their families. Members of the
congregation realized the need to consider the needs and opportunities
presented by this situation. For instance, they asked, "How can we
best support and benefit from the ministry of the large number of
ordained persons who are thus a part of our congregation?"
9. Relationship to Asbury College. Approximately one hundred
Asbury College students attended Morning Worship services at the church
each week. Although the church did not have the relationship with the
college usually referred to as being "the college church," they felt
a responsibility to provide for the spiritual well-being of these
students. The church believed that the exact nature of that
responsibility and its fulfillment needed to be studied. Since the
financial needs of the seminary and college were part of the burden
that seminary and college faculty must bear, this issue also needed
to be considered.
10. Congregational growth. During the ten years prior to
1979 the congregation increased approximately 50% in Morning Worship
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attendance and nearly 100% in church membership. The congregation
realized the need to study the implications of this kind of growth
for future ministry.
The church considered the unique opportunities and challenge
produced by its location and environment. These had to be faced and
worked through.
The Design of the Program
Planning for this project was accomplished in two places:
the Congregational Reflection Group associated with the pastor's
Doctor of Ministry program at Asbury Theological Seminary; and a
"Working Committee for Long-Range Planning" named by the Pastor's
Cabinet (the pastor had been charged by the Official Board with the
responsibility to develop a mechanism for long-range planning) . The
Pastor's Cabinet and the Official Board considered and approved plans
regularly.
The Congregational Reflection Group discussed at length the
contextual project in meetings on November 28, 1979, December 5, 1979,
January 2, 1980, January 30, 1980, and February 27. 1980. This group
gave special attention to the rationale and general outline for the
project. Members of the group also offered valuable insight and
direction. Several of these members were also members of the Official
Board. Discussion in the Congregational Reflection Group offered
background for Official Board action.
On October 17, 1979 the Official Board discussed the value
and importance of long-range planning. They voted to delegate to the
Pastor's Cabinet responsibility to develop the method and mechanism
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for long-range planning. The Cabinet in turn established a "Working
Committee for Long-Range Planning." The committee included thrie
board members, one at-large member, and one consultant. The Working
Committee discussed the various ways that long-range planning could
be accomplished. They discussed the value of seeking the aid of a
consultant. They added Dr. Fred VanTatenhove to the committee as a
full member and consialtant with the approval of the Pastor's Cabinet
(Dr. VanTatenhove is a regular participant in the life of the
congregation, professor at Asbury Theological Seminary, and a
church planning consultant). The Working Committee recommended to
the Pastor's Cabinet that the long-range planning process begin with
a congregational retreat on April 19, 1980 and include an Official
Board retreat in the Fall of 1980. The Cabinet approved these
recommendations and sent them to the Official Board. The board also
approved them.
The Working Committee planned the Congregational Planning
Retreat to encourage participation and input from the total church
and to include all persons in the process of understanding and shaping
the ministry and mission of the Wilmore Free Methodist Church.
The committee asked Dr. VanTatenhove to develop a process to
be used at each retreat. The committee worked prior to the
congregational retreat tailoring this process to the local congregation's
needs. Meetings were held February 4, 11, 18, March 3, 10, 24, 31, and
April 14. The committee met following the retreat on May 15, 1980 to
evaluate the experience and consider recommendations to the Pastor's
Cabinet. The committee members confirmed their belief at that time
that the Official Board could meet in the Fall for another retreat.
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The Official Board received this review and evaluation at
their June 11, 1980 meeting through the Pastor's Cabinet. They
reaffirmed their commitment to the Fall retreat. This Fall Official
Board retreat was planned to write a mission statement for the
congregation and to begin developing objectives based on this
statement. The task of designing and coordinating the retreat was
given to the Working Committee. The Working Committee met on
August 5 and September 16 to plan the retreat. The committee asked
the pastor and Dr. VanTatenhove to work on the process for the retreat
(they met August 8, October 20 and October 27). Dr. VanTatenhove
again wrote the process for the day and the committee assisted in its
development .
The committee also considered how the process should continue
following the retreat. They suggested that the board working through
the commissions finalize objectives and develop strategies.
Administration of the Project
The Official Board served throughout the project as the
administrative body. They gave initial approval for the project and
charged the Pastor's Cabinet with the responsibility to develop an
appropriate mechanism for its realization. They received reports
before each major activity, considered these plans and approved them.
The Official Board also took responsibility to continue the
project following the two retreats. The board considered (and
substantially re-wrote) the mission statement in its December 10, 1980
meeting. It approved the mission statement in its February 25, 1981
meeting. The board also asked the commissions to consider the
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preliminary objectives written in the Official Board retreat and
develop objectives for the board's further consideration.
The pastor serves as chairman of both the Official Board and
the Pastor's Cabinet. He served as a member of the Working Committee
for Long-Range Planning. As a result he became the general overseer
of the project.
Implementation of the Project
The major components of the long-range planning project were
the Congregational Planning Retreat, the Official Board Planning
Retreat, the Official Board meetings following these retreats where
the mission statement and objectives were considered, and the
commission meetings where objectives and strategies were developed.
The Congregational Planning Retreat
The Congregational Planning Retreat was held in the Fellowship
Hall of the church on Saturday, April 19, 1980. The retreat began at
9:00 a.m. and concluded at 4:00 p.m. The attached letter was sent to
all persons who are active in the life of the church at that time. The
retreat's purpose was stated thus: to review, identify and generate
ideas from the perspective of the whole church body in order to be
the most effective church for our time and our place.
The retreat began with an opening statement of purpose and time
of prayer. The day was then scheduled in four stages: Stage l-"Where
are we now?" (a review and evaluation of the ministries of the church);
Stage 2~"Biblical Images of the Church" (a discussion study of the
biblical images of the church); Stage 3-"Where do we go from here?"
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(a time of picturing what the church might be five years from now);
and Stage 4 -"Pulling it Together" (an attempt to write, a prftliminary
mission statement and evaluate the day) .
Much of the day was spent in brainstorming and evaluating.
Dialogue between members of the church was enthusiastic. At one
point constiltant Fred VanTatenhove asked the group "What are you
feeling?" Among the responses were these: "Excitement," "I was
not aware of many ministries," "I thought I knew everything that was
happening," "I didn't think we were doing so many things."
Many ideas for the future of the church were expressed.
During Stage 3 each of the seven discussion groups developed seven
primary dreams or ministries for the future of the church. The
following is a list of the number one priority dream of each sub-group:
adeqxiate building and parking, financial plans (five years etc.),
Bible study for everybody. Christian Education Director, outreach
visitation (caring and sharing), every person who identifies with this
church having their needs met and having a fulfilling ministry,
worship development.
During Stage 1 Dr. VanTatenhove presented a theological
model for the church which had been developed by Dr. Wayne Goodwin
of Asbury Theological Seminary. This model helped the congregation
to understand where they were centering their ministry efforts:
redeeming those already in the church, nurturing those in the church
or reaching to those outside the church.
Official Board Planning Retreat
The Official Board Planning Retreat was held in the Fellowship
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Hall of the church on Saturday, November 1, 1980 from 9:00 a.m. until
4:00 p.m. The retreat had a two-fold purpose: to write a mission
statement for the Wilmore Free Methodist Church, and to develop
preliminary objectives based upon this mission statement and upon the
needs and opportunities of the church.
An information packet was written by the Working Committee
for Long-Range Planning and distributed to board members before the
retreat. This packet reviewed the planning which had been accomplished
(including the results of the Congregational Retreat) and showed the
board's involvement in the ongoing process. The packet included
background data which had been gathered at the Congregational Planning
Retreat. This packet has also been attached.
Participants were also mailed a questionnaire written by the
pastor in consultation with the committee. Board members were asked
to complete this questionnaire before and after the retreat. The
tabulation of this questionnaire was used as data for his Doctor of
Ministry dissertation/project "The Local Church in a Christian
Academic Community: Developing Objectives and Strategies." The
tabtilation of this questionnaire is found in Appendix B of that
dissertation/proj ect .
The retreat was divided into two parts: Part One "Writing a
Mission Statement;" and Part Two "Focus on Our Mission" (identification
of needs and identification of preliminary objectives and strategies).
The day began with a brief time of orientation and organization. It
concluded with a brief evaluation.
Part One ("Writing a Mission Statement") had three stages.
Stage 1 "Identifying the Components" included three exercises:
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"Biblical and Theological Images" (a review of the New Testament
images of the church); "Traditional and Denominational Objectives"
(a review of the Apostles' Creed and the purpose of the Free Methodist
Church); and "Personal Evaluation" (a consideration of the local
church's strengths). In each exercise persons worked separately
and then in groups of three to five persons. The board reassembled
at the end of the three exercises and talked over the process.
Stage 2 "Drafting a Mission Statement" then followed. Each
group used all of the material they had discussed to write their own
mission statement.
Stage 3 "Finalization of a Mission Statement" saw the board
again reassemble. Representatives of each group sat at a center table
and drafted a single mission statement for the church. Two empty
chairs were present for anyone else to use to join the group and make
a single statement or ask a single question. After about twenty
minutes the representatives returned to their groups for additional
input. The representatives returned to the "fishbowl" and worked
until a statement was agreed upon.
The mission statement was written as follows: "The mission of
the Wilmore Free Methodist Church as a holy people of God, redeemed
through Jesus Christ and sanctified by the Holy Spirit, is to proclaim
Jesus Christ to the world: by worshipping as a kingdom of priests,
by nurturing as a fellowship of believers, and by serving as the body
of Christ. Thus we seek to bring all persons and society into a living
relationship with Him.
After agreeing on this statement the group adjusted the
original schedule so that they could discuss while eating lunch what
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they had just experienced. A very high level of interest had been
exhibited. As the board ate together some of the comments heard were
these: This was "one of the greatest experiences of the church. . .,"
"the process is a model of the church . . .," this "helps us integrate
into our lives what the church means," and "We had to go back to the
foundation." Following limch the board considered Part Two "Focus
on Mission." Two tasks remained, "Identifying Concerns" (Stage 4)
and "Identifying Preliminary Objectives and Goals." Exercises were
used to enumerate "Community and World Concerns" (Exercise 6) and
"Congregational and Environmental Goals" (Exercise 7) . Again the
board worked in subgroups. The subgroups selected three primary
needs in each of these categories: Community, World, Congregational
and Environmental. The subgroups then wrote preliminary objectives
to meet these needs (Exercise 8) . The three highest priority
objectives from each group were reported to the board.
The final activity of the day was a discussion of these
preliminary objectives by the board and a brief evaluation of the
day's activities. A copy of the retreat schedule and exercises
is attached at the end of this report.
Official Board Meetings
The Official Board assumed responsibility for the oversight
of the planning process. The board also directed the continuation of
the planning process after the retreats. In the October 29, 1980
meeting the board asked the commissions of the church (Administrative
Commission, Nurture and Discipleship Commission, Evangelism Commission
and Worship Commission) to meet after the retreat and consider the
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preliminary objectives from the retreat.
The board met on December 10, 1980 extensively discussed the
mission statement and reworded it as follows: "The mission of the
Wilmore Free Methodist Church is to be a holy people, to glorify God,
and to proclaim Jesus Christ to the world by worshipping as
individtials in the presence of God, by helping each other grow
spiritually as we live and work together, and by serving all people
as followers of Christ. In this way we seek to bring all persons
into living relationship with Christ and to influence society with His
Spirit and values."
At this meeting the commissions reported their development
of goals and objectives. The board asked the commissions to discuss
these further and present them at the January 14, 1981 meeting with a
statement of when they thought each goal should be accomplished.
Demands of other business at that January meeting delayed these
reports until the February 25, 1981 meeting.
At the February meeting the mission statement was discussed
again and approved with the substitution of the word "together" for
"as individuals." The mission statement was then approved as follows:
"The mission of the Wilmore Free Methodist Church is to be a holy
people, to glorify God, and to proclaim Jesus Christ to the world by
worshipping together in the presence of God, by helping each other
grow spiritually as we live and work together, and by serving all
people as followers of Christ. In this way we seek to bring all
persons into living relationship with Christ and to influence society
with His Spirit and values."
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The board also considered the objectives developed by the
commissions. These objectives were approved and referred to the
commissions for further development. A number of the objectives
were found to be already accomplished. It appeared that the planning
process exposed needs which could be addressed immediately and
motivated members of the church to meet these needs.
Originally it had been hoped that the mission statement would
be presented by the time of the writing of this report to the members
of the congregation for their approval. However the Official Board
has taken excellent responsibility for the process and this will be
done according to their decision.
Commission Meetings
The four commissions of the church were charged with the
responsibility to take the suggested preliminary objectives from
the Official Board Planning Retreat and to develop them. The
commissions used a planning format suggested in Self Study: Local
Church in Mission (page 37) developed by the General Council for
the Church in Mission of the Free Methodist Church of North America.
That form is attached to this report. Also attached is a statement
of the preliminary objectives as presented to the Official Board.
These reports were received and considered at the February 25,
1981 meeting of the Official Board. The board referred these objectives
back to their respective commissions for further development of
strategies and programs for ministry.
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Evaluat Ion
Several groups assisted in the evaluation of this project.
The Official Board, the Pastor's Cabinet and the Working Committee
for Long-Range Planning evaluated the project after the Congregational
Retreat, attempting to integrate improvements into the continuing
process. The Congregational Reflection Group assisted the pastor in
an evaluation of the whole project at its conclusion.
The Working Committee evaluated the Congregational Retreat
immediately following its completion on April 19, 1980. This initial
evaluation was followed by a more complete one on May 15, 1980. The
April- 19, 1980 evalxiation resulted in this suggested follow-up
procediire: collate the questionnaire completed by participants before
and after the retreat, collate the evaluation questionnaire completed
after the retreat if possible, prepare a report to the Pastor's Cabinet
including a composite of recommendations, prepare a response letter
to participants including a thank you and summary of the retreats'
conclusions, and prepare a study and profile of worshippers in the
congregation. Committee members had these reactions to the retreat:
"...pleased with the excitement," "...a lot more djmamlc, thought we
might have peaked earlier," 'We got so much material; I need to think
through how to handle so much material" and it was "...just as well
we did not get to the mission statement because we didn't work on
being."
At their May 15 meeting the Working Committee evaluated the
questionnaire completed by participants before and after the retreat.
They decided to recommend to the Pastor's Cabinet that the tentatively
planned Official Board retreat be scheduled for the Fall of 1980.
The Pastor's Cabinet and the Official Board each in turn
received the recommendation of the Working Committee. Each approved
the recommendation and asked that the Working Committee make plans
for this Official Board retreat.
The Congregational Reflection Group evaluated the whole project
at its March 15, 1981 meeting. The group enumerated and discussed
components of the project which worked well and those which they
felt should be done differently another time. The Congregational
Reflection Group rated the Congregational Planning Retreat very highly.
Two group members reacted that it was valtiable because it "...generated
so much enthusiasm," and "...gave people a view they had never
grasped before." Another member felt it was a "...good tool to get
people involved." The group was generally pleased that the retreat
had been open to anyone associated with the church. As one member
expressed, "A lot of our enthusiasm came from people who are not
heavily involved in everything."
The Official Board retreat was also thought to be of high
value, especially the writing of the mission statement. One person
stated, "The mission statement was important because I had wondered
what the congregation believed."
The Congregational Reflection Group had high praise for the
mechanism for planning developed by Dr. VanTatenhove. They felt that
the outlined procedures greatly aided the congregation in planning.
Several possible changes in the planning process were
suggested. Some felt that the second retreat should have been open
to the whole congregation. Some suggested that the Official Board
seriously consider opening future retreats to everyone who is part
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of the congregation. Also, concern was expressed by one member about
the work and time invested in writing the mission statement. He said
"if I had trouble with the process at all, it was because of the time
taken to discover what I already knew." The Congregational Reflection
Group also suggested several specific possibilities for the continuing
planning process: print and explain the mission statement, conduct
a refresher course on church membership, and communicate to the congre
gation that anyone can visit the Official Board meetings.
The group generally felt that the planning process made a
positive contribution to the life of the church. They accepted the
discomfort experienced by some as a natural and perhaps imavoidable
part of the process. They felt additional planning opportunities
should be scheduled.
The following generalizations follow from this evaluation.
1. The congregation grew in appreciation of God's work in
the church as the planning process continued.
2. Extensive planning for the two retreats aided the process.
3. A high level of congregational involvement is desired.
Perhaps the whole congregation should be invited to future retreats.
4. The planning process produced discomfort for some. Leaders
must remain sensitive to persons experiencing discomfort and provide
adequate encouragement and care.
5. The process of planning for ministry is essential and
worthwhile .
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Conclusion
Planning for mission within the Wilmore Free Methodist Church
has realized an important beginning. Significant discoveries of
identity and commxmity need have been made. The congregation has
begun plans for future ministry. New ministries have already begun.
The process of planning for ministry is something like a
spiral. The process tends to be cyclical, repeating similar elements.
The church periodically must reconsider its own identity, the needs
of the coimnunity, and new plans for ministry. However, each cycle of
the process is on a different level. Needs are partially met. Other
needs arise. The church continually realizes new resources, new
possibilities and new ministry objectives.
This can be true in the Wilmore Free Methodist Church. The
ministry of the church can expand both in depth and breadth as the
congregation gives attention to its identity and the needs of mankind.
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Tke Wihnoi'e jpree fl^ethodist Ghurck
Maroh 26, 2980
Dear Priende,
We need your help!
Periodioalty every ohuroh neede to evaluate what it has done
in the past and oonsider what it believee God would have it do
in the future. We'll be doing that during the Congregational
Planning Retreat on Saturday � April 19, 1980 (9:00 a,m, to
4:00 p,m,).
To be done properly, thie proeeee demands the involvement of
wide representat ion. We need your reaotione, ideas, and dreams.
The day hae been planned so that we can uee the oontributiona
of everyone, yet no one will feel as if they are "on the spot"
to contribute at any certain time or in any certain way.
Sere are the epeoifio ways that you can help:
1, Set aeide the morning and afternoon of Saturday, April 19
and plan to be with ue,
2. Begin thinking now about those things in the life of our
ohuroh which have been particularly meaningful to you,
Alao, consider what you believe our church ehould be
attempting for God in the future,
S, Pray that God will illumine our minda and hearta during
this time of planning. We need Bia direction individually
and corporately.
We look forward to aeeing you on Saturday, April 19,
Arthur S. Brown, Pastor
Robert N. Norton, Minister of Youth
John S. Tremaine, Minister of Music
300 North Lexington Avenue, Wilmore, Kentucky, 40390
606-85&M13
Sincerely,
Arthur Brown
Paetor
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Congregational Planning Retreat
Free Methodist Church
Wilmore, Kentucky
SATURDAY, APRIL 19, 1980
9:00 A.M. - t�:00 P.M.
Purpose: To review, identify and generate ideas
from the perepeotive of the whole ohuroh body in
order to be the most effective ohuroh for our time
and our place.
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CONGREGATIONAL PLANNING RETREAT
WUmore Free Methodise Church
April 19, 1980
8:30 - 9:00 Coffee and donuts
9:00 - 9:15 Purpose/prayer
9:15 - 9:30 Process outline of the Retreat
STAGE I - WHERE ARE TVE NOW?
9:30 - 10:15 Review and Evaluation stage
10:15 - 11:00 Congregation in dialogue
11:00 - 11:45 Presentation of a Theological Model
(Application and Evaluation)
STAGE II - BIBLICAL IMAGES OF THE CHURCH
11:45 - 1:00 Lunch with task groups
(Biblical image exercise)
1:00 - 1:30 Congregation in dialogue
STAGE III - mSRE DO WE GO FROM HERE?
1:30 - 2:15 Dreams for the future
2:15 - 3:00 Congregation in dialogue
STAGE IV - PULLING IT TOGETHER
3:00 - 3:30 Bases of our Mission
3:30 - 4:00 Evaluating the Retreat
"IfflERE ARE WE NOW?"
(Guidelines for "BrainstorminR")
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What ve are going to do
1. In small groups "brainstorm" together on the following:
a) What have we been doing and/are now doing as a church?
b) Identify all the programs, events, experiences you can that describe
what this church is "all about."
c) Think of things that relate to both "doing" and "being."
d) In other words, what have we been doing as a church? How have we
been spending our energies and resources?
e) Do not be concerned whether what is identified has positive or
negative value.
Suggested areas for review and Identification:
Educational ministry Property/Buildings
Worship/Fellowship Nelghborhood/Coimminlty
Resources/Stewardship Denomination/World
Outreach/Evangelism Leadership/Staff
Henibershlp/Related subgroups Spiritual/Emotional/Physical
Procedures for "Brainstorming"
1. List ideas, items, etc. on small pieces of paper.
a) Let each get involved. Write one item on each slip of paper.
b) Don't worry about overlapping. Let the ideas be expressed Individually.
c) As they are thought of, express them out loud and place on a slip of paper.
d) Think of as many items, programs, events, etc. as you can.
e) Remember this time is for identifying what the church has been doing
or is doing now.
f) Use the last 3 years and include even those programs, etc. which are
not presently in use.
2. Consolidate the individual items into similar categories.
a) Eliminate the slips with duplicate items.
b) Rewrite to Include common ideas
c) The process is a movement from individual items to categories of
related items.
3. Identify the general areas and place the different items under appropriate area.
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"Where Are We Now?"
Page 2
Procedure for Presenting Items
1. Use Newsprint
a) List the general areas and individual items related
b) Begin asking how each person feels about what the church is doing.
2. Evaluate the items as a group.
a) Each group member rate the value that each item has for themselves.
b) Use a scale 1 to 5 ( 1 � low value; 5 = highest value)
c) Add up Che individual values given each item by the group members
and divide by the number of individual values.
d) List the group value alongside the item on the news print. This
represents the groups' average value for the item.
3. Post Group's Items and values for all to see in the main room.
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BIBLICAL ROOTS EXERCISE
With your task group please do the following:
1. Have someone record your group's discussion on the Work Sheet.
2. Study together each of the seven passages listed below.
3. Discuss the meaning of the Image of the church suggested by each passage.
4. Try to understand what the writer Intended to say.
a) What did these words mean to the first readers?
b) What descriptive image of the church is suggested?
c) What do these words and images mean today.
5. Discuss the relationship of each image and/or concept to each other.
6. Select the one (or two) concept/image most meaningful to your group.
7. Place the group's Biblical image (s) selection on the master sheet in the
main room.
BIBLICAL PASSAGES FOR STUDY:
1) Romans 12:1-5 (esp. v. 4 & 5)
2) I Corinthians 12:1-31
3) Acts 1:8
4) I Peter 1:9-10
5) II Corinthians 5:18-20
6) Ephesians 4:4-6, 11-16
7) John 17:13-19
BIBLICAL ROOTS EXERCISE
(Worksheet)
For each of the following Scriptures list the images suggested by the group.
1. Romans 12:1-5 (especially v. 4 6e 5)
2. I Corinthians 12:1-31
3. Acts 1:8
4. I Peter 1:9-10
5. II Corinthians 3:18-20
6. Ephesians 4:4-6, 11-16
7. John 17:13-19
Our group's most meaningful image/concept of the church is:
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(Guidelines for "Dreaming")
What we are going to do
1. Return to our task groups
a) Begin alone and spend 15 minutes dreaming about this church.
b) If you were to "image" or picture what this church would be doing
five years from now:
What would you like to see in that image or picture?
What would you like to see this church doing five years from now?
What might it look like around here?
Would you like to see any physical changes?
Would you like to see any program changes?
What would you like to see continuing?
What kind of experiences, events would the church be a part of?
Let yourself "dream", don't be confined in your dreaming by lack of
resources, etc. This is to be a time of imaging the ideal.
c) Write out the items. Try to list 8-10 things.
2. Find another person in your task group and together:
a) Begin by sharing your list of dreams
b) Talk about the meaning of your Items
c) Jtote similar items and interests
d) From your two lists decide on seven (7) items you two mutually would
like to see in operation, etc., five years from now.
3. Come together In your task groups and:
a) Share the lists created by each pair
b) Note common items, consolidate similar items
c) As a group prioritize the items
d) Decide as a group on the seven most important
e) List these items on a news print
f) Post your list in the main room
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STAGE IV - PULLING IT TOGETHER
(Congregation in Dialogue)
Review/Compare the three sets of lists:
Past/Present Programs, etc.
Biblical Images
Dreams/Future Programs, etc.
a) What patterns are present?
b) How do our dreams relate to our past and present and to the Biblical
images?
c) What are we now doing we want to be doing 5 years from now?
d) Are there now some things being done, that are not as important
as some other future interests?
e) What are areas of concern and need?
f) Where does the emphasis fall in this church in relation to the
theological model presented?
Develop Preliminary Statements of Mission
*Do not describe particular methods of ministry
a) What can you begin saying about the mission, purpose of your church?
b) What general statements can be formed to relate to why your
church exists - HERE, TODAY!
c) What statements of mission relate to the church's vertical Divine
relationship?
d) What statements of mission relate to the horizontal human relationship?
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Free Methodist Church
Wilmore, Kentucky
Pall Retreat of the Official Board
Saturday, November 1, 1980
Informational Packet
Background Sunanary
In the early Fall, 1979, the Official Board discussed the value and In^rtance
of long range planning. Hhe Board voted to delegate to the Pastor's Cabinet
the task of developing a "mechanism or method of long range planning" (10/17/79
minutes). The Pastor's Cabinet appointed a "Working Committee for Long-Range
Planning" of five persons (three Board members, one at-large, and one consultemt)
to develop a proposal.
The report and proposal of the "Working Committee" was received by the Cabinet
and presented to the Official Board for their discussion and approval at the
February 20, 1980 Board meeting. The Official Board approved a long-range
planning process that began with a Congregational Planning Retreat on April 19
and the tentative approval of a retreat for the members of the Official Board
in the Fall, whose task would be to finalize the writing of a mission statement.
The purpose of the Congregational Planning Retreat was to encourage participation
and input from the total church emd to involve all interested persons in the
process of understanding and shaping the mission and ministry of the Wilmore Free
Methodist Church.
Over fifty persons participated in the April 19 retreat. Review, study,
evaluation, and dreams were the order of the day under three general eureas:
Where Are We Wow?, Biblical Images of the Church, and Where Do We Go From
Here?
At the June 11, 1980 meeting the Official Board received from the Pastor's
Cabinet a review and evaluation of the April 19 Congregational Planning Retreat.
The Official Board reaffirmed their commitment to a Fall retreat of the Board
to finalize the writing of a mission statement and to begin developing c^jectives
based \igpon that statement. The task to design and coordinate the Fall retreat
was agedn delegated to the "Working Committee" of the Pastor's Cabinet.
Purpose of the Official Board Retreat
The purpose of this Fall retreat as indicated in the background summary is
twofold:
1. To write a mission statement for the Wilmore Free Methodist Church.
2. To develop preliminary objectives based upon this mission statement and
upon the needs and opportunities of this chxircb.
2Time-Line of the Planning Process
"All, 1979 10/17/79 Oct. -Jan. 2/20/80
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4/19/80
Discussion of
need for long-
range planning
1
Official
Board ' s
Decision to
develop a
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Formation and
report from a
"Working
Committee"
1
Board
authorizes a
Congregational
Retreat
Congregational
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Data Gathering^
Study
Review
^Evaluation
April/May
�>
6/11/80
1
Aug. -Oct.
>
11/1/80
1
December�
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\ ReviewMission
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Where We Are in the Planning Process
THE PLANNING PROCESS
PHASE I
Congregational Plan
ing Retreat 4/19/80
PHASE II
Official Board
Retreat 11/1/80
a Go
Biblical
Images
Biblical
Images
Tradition
Denomination
Objections
DIAGNOSIS I
Where are we now
MISSION-PURPOSE
"A Statement"
Holy
Spirit
World
Needs
Where do we go now?
Planning - Goals
Strategies
Dreams for
the Future
Community Needs
Congregational Needs
DATA FOR YOUR REVIEW
(Prior to Retreat)
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The following information is a summary of the data gathered at the April 19
Congregational Planning Retreat. It is given here so you can review it and
refresh your memory in preparation for the Board's retreat.
^' General Remarks from Participe-ts in the April Retreat
After reviewing what this church has been doing some responded to the
question, "What are you feeling?"
1) Excitement - "not aware of many ministries"
2) "I'd like to change my questionnaire - 1 thought I knew everything
that was happening"
3) "Complexity of what we're doing" "Doing a lot or fragmented?"
4) "Is there overlap?"
5) Pleasantly impressed - "I didn't think we were doing so many things"
6) "We are not a stt^nant church"
7) "Participating in the retreat made me feel part of the group"
8) "Tremendous interaction" "A Lot of fun"
After discussing their dreams for the church some were heard to remark:
1) "How do we implement when we change so mudh?" (referring to
transient semlneuy and college feunilies)
2) "Keep the on-going of the dreciro before us"
3) "I'd like to hear the reaction of the future pastors"
4) "I wish we'd spend more time on what we're to do and less time on
what we've done"
5) "Fantastic way of looking at ourselves, where we've been and where
we're going"
6) "This should be a yearly process"
B. Where Do We Go From Here?
Each sub-group developed seven primary dreams, ministries, etc., for
the future. These are listed below by group as prioritized by the
groups. As you review these, what dreeuns seem to be common among the
groups? Were there emy left out?
1) Adequate building euid parking (fix downstairs water fountain)
2) Expanded programs
3) Social concerns
4) Lexington and Nicholasville churches functioning independently
5) Continuation of all existing ministries
6) Spiritual expansion: class meetings, periodic revivals
**********
1) Financial plan (5 years, etc.)
2) Facilities (annex, sanctueury, ed, yeurd, etc.)
3) Commtmity involvement and fellowship
4) College student ministries
5) "At home" missions - via home visitation, refugee families, etc.
International students
6) Special services - ex. "healing of human hurts", church retreats,
campouts
Ii- liiiUL ^Am� a�isistant pastor
**********
1) Bible study for everybody
2) Improved outreach (shut ins, bus, welcome wagon, meals on wheels)
3) Variety in worship (free, collective, dividing into small church
worship groups)
4) Better use and/or additional facilities for ministry
5) Commitment to "Design for Discipleship" program (CSiristian Growth)
6) Simplistic lifestyle to identify with poor
7) Expanded choir programs and facilities
**********
1) CE Director
2) CE building
3) S.S. leadership/content
4) Inter-church relations
5) Home visitation
6) Mother ch\irches
7) Public service/social
**********
1) Outreach Visitation, Caring-sharing
2) Relational classes for adults
3) Marriage and family enrichment activities
4) Prioritize leadership by permanent residents
5) Mother new churches
6) E]^>and Christian Education space - new C.E. building
7) Develop stronger visibility in community, e.g. (1) quarterly
newspaper, (2) TV spots
**********
1) Every person who identifies with this church will be having their
needs met and having a fulfilling ministry
2) More emphasis on personalizing missions (i.e. men for missions)
3) Training being an on-going process in marriage, parenting and discipling
4) C.E. building project and n�re parking facilities
5) On-going ministry to families in need, i.e. Laotian feunilies
6) Practlcum in lay witnessing cuid discipling
7) On-going church planning eind planting
**********
1) Worship services
2) Ej^anded bus ministry: "Heart and Body" enlargement campaigns,
3-4 buses
3) Open altar
4) Lay Visitation (everyone!)
5) Small group fellowships
6) Building expemsion emd chvurch growth
7) Seminars and retreats
Pre-Retreat Exercise #1
BIBLICAL IMAGES
Seven sub-groups studied the biblical images of the Church. Each group
identified their primary impression as to what the biblical image of
the Church suggested. After reviewing these seven image statements and
reading the listed Scriptures, respond to the question: What biblical
image (s) predominates?
1) Christ's body reconciling Himself to the world John 17 t 13-19
2) Fvlly functioning body of Christ Acts 1:8
3) Spiritually gifted and empowered Romans 12:1-5
4) Diversified function/unified purpose (esp. 4 s 5)
Unity and diversity = harmony (in the body of Christ) I Cor. 12:1-31
5) The body without the head is fruitless II Ctor. 5:18-20
6) Authentic and reliable witness Eph. 4:4-6, 11-16
7) To be, to know, and to do I Peter 2:9-10
The biblical image (purpose of the church) that dominates for me is:
6Pre-Betreat Exercise #2
CHOOSING OUR PRIORITIES
D. The #1 Purpose of Each Sub Group
The following list is each sub-group's #1 priority for the church.
Review these using the Theological Model that states each church is
prinarily in one of three stages: (1) people participating in the
church who need to be redeemed (salvation) , or (2) people who are
believers in the church need to be nurtured (discipled) , or (3)
people who are nurtured in the chtirch need to be reaching out
(evangelizing) . Using these categories for each of the seven
priorities place an X under one of the three categories. Choose
the one category for each priority that indicates the primary
purpose of that priority.
For example: Is the primary purpose of the priority of the %�orship
service in this chiirch: A. to redeem those in our congregation vbo
are not saved, or B. to nurture the believers, or C. to help be
lievers to reach out to the unchurched?
I II III
To redeem To Nurture To Reach Out
Worship seirvices
Bible studies for all
Outreach/visitation
Fincuiclal plan
Adequate bldgs. and parking
C.E. Director
Fulfillment for each person
Finally, what do you see to be the three most important priorities of this
church? Select from the above or add your own.
1.
2.
3.
"THE MISSION OP OUR CHURCH IS..."
7
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INTRODUCTION
George Odiome suggests: "The typical church is an activity trap. Having
lost sight of the higher purposes for which it was originated, it now attempts
to make up for this loss by an increasing range of activities." Too often,
activity is confused with effectiveness. Every local church needs to stop
and ask:
What are we trying to do? Why?
Where are we heading?
Even after achieving a set of goals, the church should ask:
So what? Were they worth achieving?
Did they move us closer to our mission?
The cbjective of this retreat is to engage the members of the Official Board
in develc^ing and writing a statement which expresses their understanding of
the mission of their church.
What is a Mission (Purpose) Statement?
A mission statement is a brief statement which expresses a church's under
standing of its present mission. It is beised on the church's perception of
what God is saying to it at the present time. The mission statement should
be expressive of a church's setting, opportunities and resources. In most
cases, it will be more specific than the statement of purpose found in a
church's constitution, yet not as specific as goals and objectives. It is
faithful to the chur(di's history and tradition, but focuses on ministries the
diurch is called to do currently and in the future.
A mission or purpose statement also gives the general peurameters for sorting
out acceptable goed.s. It is a standard of measurement for acceptable norms,
gocds and activities.
In summation, it is the general, overall, long-range reason (s) for the
existence of a congregation. It focuses on a sense of awareness of direction,
purpose cmd reetson for being. A mission (purpose) statement should:
- emphasize the vertical relationship
- reflect the faith and mission of your church
- state why we exist as a church, our reason for being
- avoid references to methods of ministry
- be one short peuragraph (no more than 3 sentences)
-not be a statement of goals (goals come after a mission
statement is formed)
The statement of the church's mission (purpose) becomes the standard of
measurement for all activity.
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What is needed to write a Mission (Purpose) Statement?
There are many facets to developing and writing the church's understeinding
of its mission (purpose). Any serious attempt to develop such a mission
(purpose) statement will need to draw upon the following resources t
1. Understanding the Biblical and theological images of the church.
A Biblical image of the Church Is a descriptive fdirase or word that
produces an image that describes the purpose of the Church. They carry
oeimlngs about the Church's identity as to who or what the Church should
be 2md what the Church should be doing.
2. Reviewing the traditional and denominational objectives of your church.
Each local church needs to review cind renew its commitment to its
historical roots and doctrinal positions. One way is through creeds,
covenants and faith statements developed by the church in the past.
Another is through personal evaluation of "vrtiat the church has meant
to you."
3. Identifying the needs and concerns of the Church's local and world conjnunity.
This includes identifying what is happening within the coianunity where your
cdiurch is located; describing the concerns of the community around your
^urch, and understanding your church's Involvement in the world at-large,
4. Identifying the needs and concerns of those who participate in the local
church's congregation.
Earfi local <di\irch must minister to those who make up its congregation.
The local church needs to clearly understand the concerns, needs, ex
periences, gifts and hopes of those who are part of its constituency.
It must also understand the environmental boimdaries surrounding its
present location.
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"THE MISSION OF OUR CHURCH IS "
OFFICIAL BOARD RETREAT
November 1, 1980
SCHEDULE
8:30 - 9:00 Coffee and Donuts
9:00 - 9:10 Prayer and Purpose
9:10 - 9:30 Orientation and Organization
PART I - WRITING A MISSION STATEMENT
9:30 - 10:15 Stage I - Identifying the Components
Biblical/Theological Statements About the Church
Traditional/Denominational Objectives of our Church
Personal Evaluation of Your Church
10:15 - 10:45 Board in Dialogue (Break)
10:45 - 11:30 Stage II - Drafting the Mission Statement
11:30 - 12:30 Stage III - Finalizing Our Mission Statement
PART II - FOCUS ON OUR MISSION
12:30 - 1:30 Stage IV - Identifying Concerns (working lunch)
Community and World Concerns
Congregational Concerns
1:30 - 2:00 Board in Dialogue
2:00 - 3:00 Stage V - Identifying Preliminary Objectives and Goals
3:00 - 3:45 Board in Dialogue
3:45 - 4:00 Evaluation and Closure
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'THE MISSION OF OUR CHURCH IS
(Exercise Packet)
Official Board Retreat
Free Methodist Church
Wilmore, Kentucky
Saturday, November 1, 1980
9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
PURPOSE: To develop and write a Mission/Purpose Statement
for our church and to begin a process of identifying our
goals and programs for the present and the future.
Prepared and Resourced by Frederick C. VanTatenhove, Ph.D.
STAGE I 178
"THE MISSION OF OUR CHURCH IS . . ."
Exercise 1
"Biblical and Theological Images"
The Bible says many things about the mission of the church.
Though it does not "prepackage" church mission statements it
does provide descriptive phrases, words, and images that help
us discover the purpose of each congregation's unique ministry.
Which of the Biblical phrases and images do you find especially
meaningful?
Step 1 - Each person review the Biblical Images from the
previous retreat and their response in the pre -retreat
Exercise 1.
Step 2 - Let each person in your subgroup share one Biblical
image that is most meaningful to them.
Step 3 - As a group pick 1 or 2 images for your stibgroup (these
will be shared later with the other subgroups) .
Step 4 - Write them on the newsprint in the form of 3 or 4 word
statements.
STAGE I
"THE MISSION OF OUR CHURCH IS . . ."
Exercise 2 1^
"Traditional and Denominational Objectives"
Iiidividually
Read the following creeds and faith statements.
THE APOSTLES' CREED
I believe in God the Father Almighty, maker of heaven and earth;
And in Jesus Christ His only Son our Lord: who was conceived by
the Holy Spirit, born of the Virgin Mary, suffered under Pontius
Pilate, was crucified, dead, and buried; the third day he rose from
the dead; he ascended into heaven, and sitteth at the right hand
of God the Father Almighty; from thence he shall come to judge the
quick and the dead.
I believe in the Holy Spirit, the holy catholic Church, the communion
of saints, the forgiveness of sins, the resurrection of the body,
and the life everlasting. AMEN.
Step 1 - Write in the form of a statement what you believe to be the primary
mission of the church as suggested in this creed.
Free Methodist BOOK OF DISCIPLINE
It is clear from Scripture that the church is of God and for people.
It is his creation. Christ is its head. The church is the people of
God chosen for a purposeful partnership in accomplishing the will of
God on earth.
Paul speaks of the church as "body," "building," and "bride." The
most inclusive and perhaps the most significant metaphor is "body of
Christ." The redeemed are spoken of as "members of the body."
God � Father, Son, and Holy Spirit � takes a redeemed people into
partnership to share in his activities and to realize his purposes.
The church is the organic, corporate instrument God has chosen to
remake men and society. It has a mission of holy love. The church
exists to produce Christlikeness in men and their institutions. Thus
our mission may be described as participation with God in bringing
holiness and love to bear upon the sins, hurts, and needs of men.
This description of our mission is both individual and social. It
points to a social relationship of men to God and to each other de
scribed in Scripture as "the kingdom of God. "
Step 2 - Write in the form of a statement what you believe to be the primairy
mission of the church as described in this faith statement.
Step 3 - Discuss each of your statements with yoiir svibgroup.
Step 4 - As a svibgroup choose 1 or 2 statements that your group judges to
best represent the mission of the church as described in the creeds
and faith statement. (Seek to make these 1 or 2 statements compre
hensive af libe others.)
St^p 5 - write these 1 or 2 statements on the newsprint.
STAGE I
"THE MISSION OF OUR CHURCH IS . .
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Exercise 3
"Personal Evaluation"
What do you oonsider to be the two significant strengths of this church?
Step 1 - Write them in the form of statements.
1.
2.
Step 2 - Share your statements with your subgroup.
Step 3 - Each subgroup is to select two statements that best represent
the strengths of this church.
1.
2.
Step 4 - Write these two statements on the newsprint.
At the end of exercises 1, 2, and 3 reconvene with the other groups and
review their newsprint of statements.
Bring your newsprint and post it on the wall.
STAGE II
"THE MISSION OF OUR CHURCH IS . . ."
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Exercise 4
"Drafting the Mission Statement"
Step 1 - As a subgroup review your lists of statements.
Step 2 - Choose those general statements your group wants reflected
in a mission statement.
Step 3 - Draft a mission statement for your subgroup. (See
Introduction for guidance.)
Step 4 - Write your statement on newsprint.
After your group has drafted your mission statement return to
the main group, place your statement on the wall, and read the
mission statements of the other groups.
STAGE III
"THE MISSION OF OUR CHURCH IS . . ."
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Exercise 5
"Finalization of a Mission Statement"
Step 1 - Each sxibgroup will select one member to represent their
subgroup.
Step 2 - With subgroups sitting together and all groups sitting
in one large circle the subgroup's representative will
sit within an inner circle with two empty chairs.
Step 3 - The representatives, using their subgroup's mission
statement, will draft one final statement for the church
while the other participants listen.
a) Any listening participant may go and sit in an
empty chair to ask a question or make a suggestion,
then they move out.
b) After 15-20 minutes the representatives of each
subgroup will return to their subgroup for suggestions
and collaboration.
c) This process continues xintil an agreed upon mission
statement is completed by the representatives.
Step 4 - Write the agreed-upon Mission/Purpose Statement on the
newsprint for all to celebrate.
STAGE IV
"THE MISSION OF OUR CHURCH IS . . ."
Exercise 6
"Community and World Concerns"
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Step 1 - Complete the columns below as directed.
List those things that are
happening to people in this
church's community (Is there
population change, social
need, etc.?) What community
needs, concerns, etc. are
evident to you?
List those world needs and
concerns that this church
needs to be concerned
about .
Step 2 - Identify the three most important needs in each column
with an asterisk (*) .
Step 3 - With your subgroup choose out of each column the three
your group believes to be the most important.
Step 4 - Write the three for each column on the newsprint.
STAGE IV 184
"THE MISSION OF OUR CHURCH IS . . ."
Exercise 7
"Congregational and Environmental Concerns"
Step 1 - Complete the columns below as directed.
What concerns and needs
of persons in this church
should our church minister
to?
What physical environmental
needs and concerns that
relate to this church
should our church be respond
ing to? This relates to the
physical plant and surroundings.
Step 2 - Identify the three most important needs in each column
with an asterisk (*) .
Step 3 - With your subgroup choose for each column the three most
important items.
Step 4 - Write these on the newsprint.
At the end of exercises 4 and 5 return to the main group and
review the responses of the other subgroups.
STAGE V
"THE MISSION OF OUR CHURCH IS . . ."
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Exercise 8
Preliminary Objectives and Goals
When a local church has clearly identified what it considers Its
mission to be � what it exists to do � the impact of that
decision will be evident in all aspects of its programs and
ministries. Every person needs to understand how their life and
service is related to the total mission of their church; from
the nursery attendents, custodians, and sound technicians to
the directors of programs, teachers, and board chairpersons.
Step 1 - Discuss with your subgroup what you \inderstand your
Church's Mission Statement to mean. (5-10 minutes)
Step 2 - What goals, objectives does your sxibgroup believe to
be important for this church? These are specific,
measurable things you would like this church to be
doing or being. You might find the material in the
Pre-Retreat packet helpful, pgs. 3, 4, and 6.
(30-40 minutes)
Step 3 - Select the three most important objectives identified
by your group. Prioritize these three. (10-15 minutes)
Step 4 - Place on newsprint and return to the total group to
share your subgroup's objectives.
Wilmore Free Methodist Church
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Statement of Mission (revised and approved - Official Board - 2/25/81)
"The mission of the Wilmore Free Methodist Church is to be a holy
people, to glorify God, and to proclaim Jesus Christ to the world
by worshipping together in the presence of God, by helping each
other grow spiritually as we live and work together and by serving
all people as followers of Christ. In this way we seek to bring
all persons into living relationship with Christ and to influence
society with His Spirit and values."
Statement of Preliminary Objectives
I. Administrative Commission
Needs Goals
Time
Limit
Present
Status
1. Develop a viable
financial program
2. Put property in
good shape
a. Insulation
b. Storm windows
c. Re finish pews
d. Replace carpet
li/81
Summer, '81
�?
Referred back
to Commission
Referred back
to Commission
[I. Evangelism Commission
Needs Goals
Time
Limit
1. Develop an ex
tensive Visitation
program Now
2. Canvass of com-
mvinity Fall "81
3. Plant new churches
a. Lexington (new
fellowship)
b. Richmond (feas
ibility study with
Irvine) ?
Present
Status
Referred to
Commission
Presently active
Referred back
to Commission
Begun 2/81
III. Nurture & Discipleship Commission
Needs Goals
1. C.E. facility
2. Single college
and seminary
students
3. Non-institution
related persons
4. Counseling
a. New building
b. Building fund
Young Singles'
Fellowship
Fellowship and
Bible Study
Counseling
service
Time
Limit
5 years
Now
Next
Quarter
As soon as
possible
1 year
5. Adult Electives 3-year curriculum 3 mos.
6. Marriage Enrich
ment
Encounter Weekend Spring '81
Fall '81
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Present
Status
Referred back
to Commission
for specific
recommendation
Committee to
meet
Referred back
to Commission
Referred back
to Commission
Begun
Scheduled and
planned
IV. Worship Commission
Needs
1. Sensitivity to
varying musical
preferences of
congregation
2 . Revival
3. Camp Meeting
4. A time for the
congregation to
worship and
meditate
5. A fine organ
6. Provide contin
uous services as
much as possible
Time
Limit
This
year
Goals
Have a "request'
night. Inform
Minister of
Music about
"request" night
Discussion, but
no decision
Provide trans- This
portation. Adver- year
tise more.
8:15 am Communion
during Lent on Sun
days. Easter Sun
rise Service
Begin fund now.
Inform Music Com
mittee
Commencements :
Seminary: both
services in the
morning; no eve
ning service.
Co liege : regular
sxammer schedule
This
year
Five years
or sooner
This
year
This
year
Present
Status
Held 3/1/81
Referred back
to Commission
Scheduled
and planned
Scheduled
and planned
Referred back
to Commission
Scheduled
and planned
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Appendix C
CONGREGATIONAL SURVEY
Tabulation of Questionnaires Used Before and After
the Congregational Planning Retreat, April 19, 1980
and the Official Board Planning Retreat, November 1, 1980
Introduction
A similar questionnaire was distributed before and after the
Congregational Planning Retreat on April 19, 1980 and the Official
Board Planning Retreat on November 1, 1980. The Congregational
Planning Retreat evaluated the present and past ministries of the
church and suggested ministries for the future. The Official Board
Planning Retreat wrote a mission statement for the church and suggested
preliminary ministry objectives. Questionnaires distributed after the
retreats included three questions (#14, #15, #16) not Included in the
questionnaires used before the retreats.
The tabulation below compares the responses of the 32 persons
who completed the questionnaire before and after the Congregational
Planning Retreat and the eight persons who completed the questionnaire
before and after the Official Board Planning Retreat. Forty-eight
persons attended the Congregational Planning Retreat. Seventeen persons
attended the Official Board Planning Retreat. Several persons did not
complete the questionnaires either before or after each retreat.
Attached is the questionnaire and its accompanying cover
letter. Appendix B includes a description of the Long-Range Planning
Process of the Wilmore Free Methodist Church, including the discussion
guides for both retreats.
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Tabulation
(Responses in parentheses are those for the Official Board Planning
Retreat.)
PART I (Background Data)
1. What is your official association with the church?
Junior member
Full member
Preparatory member
Associate member
Ordained member of a Free
Methodist annxial conference
Other
No response
0 (0)
13 (4)
1 (0)
6 (3)
6 (1)
4 (0)
1 (0)
1. What is your age?
20-29
30-39
40-49
50-59
60+
12 (1)
10 (3)
3 (2)
3 (1)
4 (1)
3. What is your sex?
Male
Female
18 (5)
14 (3)
4. Are you married?
Married
Single
28 (7)
4 (1)
5. What is the principle reason you are in Wilmore?
Because you work here 10 (5)
Because you (or a member of your family) IS (2)
are a seminary student
Because you (or a member of your family) 0(0)
are a college student
Other :
To attend ohuroh
I'm only in Wilmore for ohuroh aeroiaes, about 3 times a week
Because we like the Wilmore Free Methodist (^urch
I live in Lexington
Mj husband is working here
I'm retired
Free Methodist Church
(Attend church)
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6. What is the highest level of education you have completed?
Grade School 0(0)
High School S (O)
College 14 (1)
Graduate School 23 (7)
One -person responded to both "college" and "gvadvabe school. "
7. In which of the following age groups do you have children?
Preschool e (1)
Elementary H (2)
High school 3 (2)
College 4 (2)
Post-college 6 (1)
No response 9 (2)
8. How often do you attend church?
Almost every Sunday 31 (8)
About twice a month 0 (0)
About once a month 0(0)
Less than once a month 0(0)
No response 1 (0)
PAiCr II
9. How comfortable would you feel answering the question, "Why
does your church exist?" (1 = very imcomfortable ; 5 = very
comfortable)
Average of responses before
retreat 4.12 (4.37)
Average of responses after
retreat 4. 25 (4.5)
10. How clear do you believe the mission of our church is? (1 = very
unclear; 5 = very clear)
Average of responses before
retreat 3.67 (3.5)
Average of responses after
retreat 3.72 (4.375)
11. Have you seen a mission statement for our church?
Before retreat: After retreat:
Yes S (1) Yes 5 (8)
No 25 (7) No 28 (0)
12. What do you believe is the mission of our church?
Before retreat:
To mmister to the college and seminary community.
Nurture the body so as to prodvae fruit.
NtdTture believers � then reach out to the unsaved.
Encourage members � outreach to comrnunity.
To establish a foundccbion for Christians to become more like our
Savior through worship, fellowship and service.
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I think the goal of the status quo is to develop deeper Christianlives among the seminary and college commmity (no outreach)To proclaim the good news of Christ in ways that will minister
to our community (Wilmore/Jessamine County) including theacademic institutions, but not exclusively geared to them � this
means reaching and teaching processes must be taking place.(1) To minister to the needs of our congregation; (2) Surrounding
cormunity;
^
(S) Missions, world outreach.
We need to minister to the transient community of seminary and
college students and staff, yet not neglect the winning of souls
of those in the corrmmity who do not J^iow Christ.
To spread the Gospel � mature Christian fellowship.
Spread the Word.
Spread the love of Jesus. Expand Bis kingdom.
To build vqp the believers and help them find a meaningful place
of service. To bring Christ to our community.
To minister to one another as part of the body of Christ, to
help where we can with each person's walk with Christ, to reach
out into the community and extend a hand of welcome or whatever
is needed; to share the goodnews with the unsaved and the
unchurched; to help the old, the sick, the lonely, etc.; to
preach and teach God's word.
To minister to all needs of the soul, mind and body of those
persons within your community.
To spread the gospel to all who will listen � to nurture Christian
fellowship, faith and knowledge in the Body.
To be Christ's body in the world, worshipping God, proclaiming
Sis grace, discipling men, reconciling our world, serving God
in every way.
To represent Christ to the world and to this community and to
help each other to become more Christ-like.
To serve the Free Methodist people in the two institutions has
been rrry observation.
To provide for fellowship, discipleship and outreach.
To minister to the college students, seminary students, local
Wilmore and surrounding areas including all resident people
using evangelism, teaching and nurturing avenues.
To provide a communal arrangement so that Eomans 12:1-2 can be
carried out as the body of Christ.
Serving the needs of the Seminary, Community and College.
Nourish, educate and provide fellowship and encouragement for
Christians, bring the unsaved to the Lord, reach out in love
to the world.
Minister to current constituents and influence Free Methodism
around the world.
To call its people to commitment, to nurture, to seek the lost
and the poor.
Filled the spiritual needs of local people � also help with the
outreach of the church home, overseas and local.
(1) To win people to the Lord Jesus; (2) To reach out to help
not only our merribers but others in the community; (3) To reach
beyond our country � all to spiritually enrich and win to
the Lord.
12. (continued)
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Evangelism^ nupture.
To "spread Scriptural holiness tkrvughout these lands" by
prayvng, intnessing and working,
(To be a redeemed and redeeming fellowship and thereby offer tothe world an effective (i.e. obedient) witness to the gospelof Chrtst)
(To spread the saving, understandable Gospel to the unsaved
through worship, celebration and evangelism/outreach, and to
ed^fy and nurture those in the faith. )
(To reach the unsaved and nurture the saved. )
(To see people saved, sanctified and nurtured in their faith, to
provide training, place of service, sharing and oaring. )(To do the will of God through a clear witness to the truth and to
l%ve the truth and show Christ 's love to a hurting world. )(To win people to Christ, mature them and prepare them to serve.(To mn the lost, to mature the church family and to present awitness to the community. )
After retreat;
To minister to those within the church who are connected with the
college or seminary.
Function actively as the body of Christ.
To nurture Christians � equip them to do evangelism � develop
Christian character leading to Christian action.
Ministering to community. Outreach.
To be, to know, and to do.
Should be to evangelize and to mature.
To minister to all needs of people, not just an educated level, but
to people with child-like minds, faith and ways.
Oia* church seems to be here to nurture Christians and to equip
them for ministry to the unsaved of their individual world.
Bring nan-Christians to Christ.
To serve as a place for association with fellow believers and
preparation for meeting my non-Christian peers during the week.
Spreading the Word - expanding the kingdom.
To build itp the body allowing the development of mature Christians,
equip the body for service, ministry of reconciliation.
To effectively reach our community with the Gospel, in new con
versions and nurture, ministering to all needs (to our full
capacities) of the soul, mind and body of those we daily contact.
To dispense the Word of God, save souls, nurture Christian growth.
To be Cnrist 's body in the world, winning men to Christ, discipling
men for Christ, sending men forth for Christ.
To represent Christ to the world and to assist each other to
become more Christ-like.
To serve the needs of institutionally related people.
Nurture of Christians but I believe it should be reaching more of
the unsaved here in our community.
To minister and meet the needs of community persons, college and
seminary personnel, for salvation, sanctification and growth.
Primarily nurture in relation to Romans 12:1-5.
To meet the needs (worship, etc.) of Seminary, College and Corrmmity.
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12 . (continued)
Nurturing Christians, educating those who attend in God's way,
reaching the lost, helping the needy.
To meet worship needs of constituents and nurture as many as
desire.
To bring people to Christ, to nurture them and to send them out.
Bringing persons to the "knowledge of salvation � nurturing and
evangelizing.
To spread Scriptural holiness throughout the world.
(To be people of God and proclaim through worship, nurture and
service in the world. )
(Our new mission statement! )
(Nurture of FM seminary families and local families who identify
with FM church. )
(The mission of the church as the people of God is to proclaim
Jesus Christ to the world by worship and nurturing and serving
as the body of Christ, thus we seek to bring all persons and
society into living relationship with Him. )
(As stated.)
(To win the lost and nurture believers and to love each other. )
(To proclaim Christ by worshipping, nurturing and serving and
seeking people to a living relationship with Christ. )
(Ideally, to be a unified body and to reach others; but practically,
it is a nurturing body. )
13. We all have various levels of desire to be involved in our church.
Rate your desire to be involved in our church in the following
ways. Circle a number indicating how you feel, not how you wish
you felt or how you should feel. (1 = very low; 5 = very high)
Avg. Before Avg. After
My desire to attend worship services 4.74 (4.75) 4.68 (4. 75)
My desire to invite others to worship
services 3.87 (3.31) 4.14 (3.375)
My desire to give financially to my
church 4.65 (4.75) 4. 78 (4. 75)
My desire to attend church social
functions 4.04 (4.00) 4.28 (4.0)
My desire to serve on a church board/
committee 3.73 (4.125) 3.84 (4.125)
Ify desire to pray for my church and
its people 4.30 (4.5) 4.64 (4.625)
My desire to work or teach in the
church 4.01 (4.25) 4.06 (4.25)
My overall commitment to the life of
my church 4.48 (4.5) 4.62 (4.56)
\
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16.
A"^ . today's retreat my level of connnitment to my churchhas. (Circle one: 1 = decreased greatly; 2 = decreased; 3 =remained the same; 4 = increased; 5 = increased greatly)
Average of responses 3.96 (3.5)
15. As a result of today's retreat my understanding of the mission of
my church has: (Circle one: 1 = decreased greatly; 2 = decreased;3 = remained the same; 4 = increased; 5 - increased greatly)
Average of responses 3,80 (3.75)
As a result of today's retreat I have realized areas of the life
of my church in which I would like to become more actively
involved:
"'fes le (3)
No 11 (5)
No response 4
Not sure 2
If so, what specific area?
Circles of Conoem; Bible study.
The total life of the ohuroh.
Outreach ministry to the community and seminary; more work in
lay ministry; witnessing and discipleship.
Worship planning, college work, enlargement campaign, brain
storming and planning for bus ministry (we need to show the
seminary how to do the right kind of colorful, attractive
enlargement campaign)
Church planting
Helping with Children's Ministries, getting together interest
groups for marriage enrichment, evening Bible studies.
Witnessing; group involvement; church functions.
Help plan outing activities for new Christians.
Planning in areas of facilities and person involvement.
Piibli^iity, marriage and family enrichment, counseling service.
Continued work on preparing a mission understanding for our church.
Worship service - more freedom to share or speak (react); altar
open more, kneeling in prayer, spontaneity.
Visitation and service groups.
Bible study, planning for expanded facilities and program.
Ministering to shut-ins (I'm not sure this area was named
specifically as a mission of the ohuroh. )
Visitation and evangelism.
Other responses:
I must think and decide what my role in this church should be
to be able to fulfill it.
I am already very active.
I'm glad to he already actively involved.
At least not in the present programs. Perhaps if something new.
I.e. outreach visitation, then interest would increase.
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(continued)
(Missions, oomrmmity involvement)
(A vealization that many of the goals will be aatualized throughnot only plcpning but a renewing sense of oommitment. Henae, I
aame away with a yearning for what it will take personally to
see this happen to me and to the whole community . )(Social ministries)
Other responses:
(I don 't know how I could be more involved. )
(I'm a bit bewildered and wondering where the non-seminarians and
non-collegians do fit in such an eloquent mission statement.)
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CONGREGATIONAL SURVEY
This survey is designed to measure the level of awareness of purpose and the
level of congregational connnitment within our church. Please respond to
each question candidly. Your responses are all anonymous. Please bring
yo"r conqaleted questionnaire to the Planning Retreat.
PART I
1. What is your official association with the church?
junior mesber associate nenber
full member
_____
ordedned menber of a Free Methodist
Annuel. Conference
preparatory member
other
2. What is your age? 3. What is your sex?
4. Are you: married single (never married, divorced, widowed)
5. What is the principle reeison you are in Wilmore?
because you work here
because you (or a menber of your family) axe a seminary student
______
because you (or a member of your feunily ) axe a college student
Other
6. What is the highest level of education you have completed?
_____ grade school _____ college
high school graduate school
7. In vhidi of the following age groups do you have children?
pre-school age college age
____
elementary age _____ Post-college age
_____
high school age
8. How often do you attend churcii?
almost every Sunday about once a month
about twice a nonth less than once a aonth
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PART II
9. How comfortable would you feel answering the question, "Why does your
chxircdi exist?" (Circle nuniber Indicating response.)
(very uncomfortable) ^ ^ ^ ^(very comfortable)
10. How clear do you believe the mission of our churcb is? (circle one nunber�}
T ^ A C
(very unclear) (very cleat)
11. Have you seen a mission statement for otir chturch? yea no
12. What do you believe is the mission of our local church?
13. We all have various levels of desire to be involved in our church. Bate
your desire to be Involved In our church in the following ways. Circle
a nunber indicating how you feel, not how you wish you felt or how you
should feel.
_ , � -..j^Very low Very Mgh
My desire to attend tforship services 1 2 3 4. 5
My desire to invite others to %ror-
ship services 1 2 3 4 5
My desire to give financially 1:o
loy AurA 12 3 4 5.
My desire to attend church aocLal
functicms 1 2 3 4 5
My desire to serve on a churdi
board or conmittee 1 2 3 4 5
My desire to pray for oy church
and its people 1 2 3 4 5
My desire to wor)c or teadi in the
<diurch J. 2 3 4 s
My overiill coimnitnent to the life
of ay church i 2 3 4 5
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14. As a result of today's retreat my level of commitment to my
church has: (cirile onfi number)
1 2 3 4 5
decreased decreased remained increased increased
greatly the same greatly
15. As a result of today's retreat my understanding of the mission
of my church has : (circle one number)
1 2 3 4 5
decreased decreased remained increased increased
greatly the same greatly
16. As a result of today's retreat I have realized areas of the life
of my church in which I would like to become more actively
involved :
yes no
If so, what specific areas?
 
 

